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Tuesday, 1 June 2004
The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the
chair at 2.04 p.m. and read the prayer.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER — Order! I welcome to the
Speaker’s gallery a delegation from Jiangsu Province
led by Mr Feng Mingang, senior adviser to the Jiangsu
Provincial People’s Government.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Police: corruption and organised crime
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. I refer to the Premier’s
statement on radio this morning that the Ombudsman
can use coercive powers on journalists to force them to
reveal their sources of leaked information on police
corruption, and I ask: will the Premier admit that
journalists are not the problem but that the problem is
his refusal to establish an anticorruption commission?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. Can I indicate that the
media reports overnight and this morning in relation to
alleged sensitive information about a police informer —
very serious and profoundly disturbing information —
which was allegedly leaked to the underworld are being
taken seriously by this government, Victoria Police and
the Ombudsman.
From the outset I reiterate that we would seek
cooperation from any media outlet and also from any
member of the public in the process of these
investigations. This is a homicide investigation into a
double murder, and any information on any matter that
is material to that or could be used as evidence is
important and should be given immediately or as
quickly as possible to the police for further
investigation.
I will go to the matter which was raised by the Leader
of the Opposition in respect of the Ombudsman’s
powers. Last week this house passed new coercive
powers for the Ombudsman, which are principally in
three parts: firstly, his capacity and ability to provide
for investigations under his own motion; secondly,
self-incrimination will be no defence; and thirdly, the
Ombudsman will be able to search for and seize
documents after getting a court order.
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I inform the house that the Ombudsman, George
Brouwer, has today advised the government that he is
taking over the investigation into the matter, which is
the allegation of the leaking of sensitive information
about a police informer. As I said, he informed me of
that today. Under the Ombudsman’s Act, amendments
to which were passed last week, the Ombudsman has
the capacity to appoint a special investigator, and that
special investigator has all the coercive powers
contained in the act. The only power that he does not
have is the power to delegate. Every other power is
available, including the new coercive powers which
have been applied.
In this respect the Ombudsman is appointing a special
investigator to deal with the alleged leaking of sensitive
information. I can inform the house that the special
investigator the Ombudsman has selected to undertake
that work is Dr Tony Fitzgerald, QC, who headed up
the former royal commission into corruption in
Queensland, and who is a former president of the
Queensland Court of Appeal and a former member of
the New South Wales Court of Appeal. He will be
undertaking that work as a special investigator through
the Ombudsman and police ombudsman in this state.
Every resource and every support will be given to the
Ombudsman and the special investigator, Dr Tony
Fitzgerald, QC, to undertake the investigation into the
matter which has arisen. In taking up this option the
Ombudsman has used the current powers under the act.
He has decided to use his own motion powers under the
act; he has decided to use his own coercive powers
under the act; and he has decided to use his own
resources, which are the resources available to him and
the resources which this government will make
available to the Ombudsman over and above any
administrative support which this government has
already given. If any other resources are required, as I
have indicated regularly, he will be able to seek those.
That applies to any investigation, including this
investigation, which he has commissioned under the
provisions of the act with the special investigator,
Dr Tony Fitzgerald.
As we know, the Ombudsman reports to this house and
to this Parliament. His position is embedded in the
Victorian constitution. All members in this house
would welcome the fact that the Ombudsman is using
the powers this Parliament has given him and that in
utilising those powers has selected someone who has a
proven track record in determining outcomes in key
matters of alleged corruption. I have every confidence
that the Ombudsman and the special investigator,
Dr Tony Fitzgerald, will do a great job in this area. I
look forward to the outcome of that report.
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Police: corruption and organised crime
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — My question is
directed to the Attorney-General. Can the
Attorney-General advise the house of recent
government initiatives to strengthen the powers to
investigate police corruption and illegal activity whilst
ensuring due process is not jeopardised?
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I thank the
honourable member for his question. The
administration of criminal justice in this state is the
highest priority for this government. The Premier has
already highlighted the appointment of Dr Tony
Fitzgerald, QC, to investigate the allegation that
sensitive information has been leaked from Victoria
Police to third parties.
We should be very clear about the powers that have
been provided and that are now to be used in
investigating and prosecuting corrupt or illegal activity
in Victoria. Earlier in these sittings of Parliament the
Premier announced that the Ombudsman would be
given increased powers to investigate corrupt activity in
the police force, and today’s announcement of the
appointment of Dr Tony Fitzgerald highlights the
strength of those powers.
In addition, the government has already announced that
additional powers will be created by legislation to
strengthen the investigative powers of the Chief
Commissioner of Police to investigate organised crime
figures. Also Victoria Police has successfully worked
with the Australian Crime Commission to question
people who may have information relevant to criminal
activity. These powers will be complemented by
significant changes to the asset compensation regime,
which will enable assets to be frozen or seized by court
order without a charge having to be laid. The
confluence of these powers means that Victoria will
have extensive powers to enable the investigation of all
areas of police corruption and organised criminal
activity.
In the past some have called for a royal commission.
These people need to understand that serious
allegations of police misconduct and organised crime
need to be addressed in a systematic, methodical way
without jeopardising due process. The answer to
corruption and illegal activity is to have strong enough
powers to glean the information needed to bring people
to justice. Prosecutions before courts are the appropriate
way for guilt and innocence to be proved. I remind the
house that many such prosecutions are now before the
courts, and it is absolutely vital that such prosecutions
be allowed to progress to finalisation. I am advised that
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by its public nature a royal commission would result in
the indefinite adjournment of the many trials which are
currently before the courts. This government is not
prepared to jeopardise the running of trials in this state
by having such a royal commission.
This is to be contrasted with the various investigative
bodies that the government has set up and which will
operate out of the public gaze. The indefinite
adjournment of serious criminal trials is most certainly
not in the interests of Victorians, who want to see
proper investigations and independent trials of
corruption and criminal activity. The extensive
investigative powers provided to the Ombudsman and
intended for the chief commissioner will not — I
repeat, will not — interfere with the running of trials.
In conclusion the Bracks government is certainly taking
the responsible and considered approach to the
investigation and prosecution of crime and corrupt
activity in this state.

Police: corruption and organised crime
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — My
question is to the Premier. Will the Premier confirm
that the government was set to announce the
establishment of a crime and corruption commission on
Monday last week and would have done so but for the
intervention of senior ministers?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — A very categorical
answer: no.

Avalon Airport: Jetstar
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — My question is to the
Premier. With the first commercial passenger flight
taking off from Avalon today, can the Premier advise
the house about how the government is promoting
confidence in Victoria and what challenges must be
overcome to ensure that Victoria remains the place to
be?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Tarneit for her question. Like many members of this
house I am very pleased not only that Jetstar is
operating in Victoria, with its head office based in this
state, but also that it has significant operations which
were opened today at Avalon with the important
addition of a second airport for Victoria. The first
commercial flights flew out of and into Avalon this
morning, and that will go on in the future.
If you look at a 35-kilometre radius from Avalon, you
see that the airport services some 400 000 people,
which is a significant population centre. It is an area as
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big as some other small Australian capital cities just in
the airport’s direct catchment area, let alone the others
that will also want to take advantage of the cheap
flights, cheap parking and easy access to Avalon
Airport.
It is going to be great for the region — for Werribee,
Hoppers Crossing, Geelong, surrounding country areas
and for the western and northern suburbs of Melbourne.
It is also going to be good for the whole of the state.
Jetstar will be good because we will see 70 additional
Jetstar flights from Avalon per week in addition to
those flying out of Tullamarine.
Furthermore the existing 717 aircraft, which are flying
out today, will be upgraded within a month’s time to
larger Airbus A320-200s, which will be incorporated as
part of the new fleet Jetstar will be operating. It will be
even better when that new fleet is rolled out.
I believe, and certainly it is the view of my government,
that this will expand the market in Victoria and
Australia. More people will fly because of the economy
of flying on the cheaper Jetstar flights. It is not about
displacement or about saying that existing scheduled
flights will be reduced. It is about new people coming
into the market and spending money and about inbound
tourists coming to Victoria, both to Tullamarine and
Avalon, and then moving on to Geelong and other key
areas along the Great Ocean Road and the Bellarine
Peninsula. It is going to be good for tourism and for
travellers as well. This morning I was very pleased,
along with many members of Parliament, to be at the
launch of Jetstar at Avalon Airport.
In relation to other issues about promoting Victoria as
the place to be, a tourist destination and the place for
people to come, the government is also constructing the
new convention centre, which will be completed by
2008. That is going to be great for tourism. I was very
pleased to be able to say to the Australian Tourism
Exchange delegates who were at the launch that when
they return in 2008 they will return to a new convention
centre in Melbourne, which will be excellent.
We are also upgrading the port of Melbourne as one of
the key trade routes from Melbourne itself, and we will
deepen the channel, subject to environmental approvals.
We are also creating a new Otway Ranges national
park. What is unique about these three projects — the
convention centre, the deepening of the channel and the
Otway Ranges national park — is that all three projects
are going to develop Victoria’s economy, tourism
potential and opportunities in the future. Typically we
have the opposition opposing all three projects. It is
against everything, has no policy and stands for
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nothing. The Deputy Premier supports me on the
Otway Ranges national park — —
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is debating the question, and he has been
speaking for 5 minutes. I ask you to ask him to
conclude his answer.
The SPEAKER — Order! I uphold the point of
order. The Premier has been speaking for some time
now, and I ask him to conclude his answer.
Mr BRACKS — I will conclude by saying that
Jetstar Airlines will be a great addition for Victoria, and
Avalon Airport as the second airport will be a
magnificent addition to what we can offer in this state.
It will be good for tourism and for the region in which it
operates — along with the other key projects, including
the convention centre and the new Otway Ranges
national park. They will all be great additions to our
state. We stand for them, whereas the opposition, as in
everything, is against those projects because it stands
for nothing, with no policies and no ideas.

Police: corruption and organised crime
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is for the Premier, and I refer the Premier to
his earlier answer. Given the confidential and highly
sensitive police information report on a police informer
leaked to criminals, to which the Premier referred, and
the subsequent murder of Terrence and Christine
Hodson, does the Premier finally accept that there is a
clear link between corrupt police and gangland killings?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — As I replied earlier on,
this matter will be fully investigated by the
Ombudsman, who is taking over the investigation into
the current matter which was reported overnight — that
is, the sensitive information about a police informer
which was allegedly leaked to the underworld. This
matter will be investigated fully by the Ombudsman
and the special investigator he has appointed, whom he
announced today, and he has informed the government
it is to be Dr Tony Fitzgerald, QC. He will determine
this matter. The new Ombudsman’s legislation is
designed to deal with matters such as this, and he is
dealing with it appropriately.

Rail: Freight Australia sale
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — My question is to the
Minister for Transport. Given the vital role of the
regional rail network and the freight industry in the
Victorian economy, can the minister inform the house
of action taken by the government in response to the
possible sale of Freight Australia to Pacific National?
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Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) —
Members would be aware that Pacific National has
signed a conditional agreement to buy Freight
Australia, which currently operates both the above-rail
and below-rail freight businesses on Victoria’s regional
rail network. Members would also be aware that the
regional rail track and infrastructure was sold off by the
Liberal and National parties to Freight Australia for
45 years in 1999.

intersect with road corridors and intermodal operations,
and cooperation at all these interfaces is essential. Fifth,
rail corridors are also valuable land corridors, and
industries need to be able to obtain fair access to rail
land for things such as cattle passes, pipes and utilities
such as water, electricity, gas, telecommunications and
other activities. In fact having fair access for productive
activities that go over, under or along rail land is
essential to the Victorian economy.

This proposed sale requires the approval of the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission,
and any change in control of the infrastructure also
requires the consent of the Victorian director of public
transport. The ACCC and the director of public
transport are currently considering the proposed sale
and determining their views on this important matter.
All members would agree that the regional rail network
plays a crucial role in Victoria’s economy. The
effective management and utilisation of this asset is
crucial to the success of Victoria’s grain industry and
other export industries, as well as to the safe and
efficient operation for V/Line Passenger and for other
rail operations.

Unlike the previous Liberal-National government, we
understand the importance of the rail network to
Victoria, especially regional Victoria. We want to build
the foundations of a vibrant and dynamic rail freight
industry here in Victoria — one that can drive
economic benefits for all of the community right across
Victoria.

Following the announcement of Pacific National’s
conditional agreement to acquire Freight Australia, the
Victorian government has received representations
from many organisations, companies and individuals
who use the regional rail network for the movement of
freight and other purposes. I thank those groups and
individuals for their commitment to seeking the best
possible arrangements for the management of
Victoria’s regional rail network.
The future operation of the lease is critical to the
broader objectives of both the government and the
Victorian community. As well as satisfying the director
of public transport on safety and maintenance
considerations, there are other important issues. First,
any future operator of the Victorian freight network
must be reliably and consistently committed to working
in partnership with the government to deliver
improvements to the state’s passenger and freight rail
networks. Second, effective on-rail competition via an
open-access regime that ensures that all competing rail
operators are able to gain timely access on fair terms to
Victoria’s rail network is also a matter of great
importance to the state of Victoria.
Third, it is also important to have institutional settings
structured to allow the rail sector to cater for projected
trade growth and attract more freight onto rail. Fourth,
our rail freight network clearly does not operate in a
vacuum; rail freight corridors are shared with
passenger, tourist and heritage rail operators and they

Police: corruption and organised crime
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — My question without
notice is for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. Given that Victoria Police was aware six days
ago that a confidential and highly sensitive police
information report had been leaked prior to the murder
of Terrence and Christine Hodson, and given the
regular briefings given to the minister by the chief
commissioner on police corruption and gangland
killings, I ask: will Dr Tony Fitzgerald, QC, be asked to
investigate when this matter was first brought to the
attention of Victoria Police, the Premier and the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, and what
action was taken to protect the integrity of confidential
police information?
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — The honourable member
would be aware that neither I nor the government is in a
position to direct the Ombudsman or anybody
delegated by the Ombudsman as to what they might
investigate. However, I would expect that those would
be matters that Dr Tony Fitzgerald, QC, would
investigate.

Road safety: legislation
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — My
question is to the Attorney-General. Can the minister
outline to the house what initiative the government is
set to implement to ensure that those who contribute to
the road toll are brought to justice and if any
alternatives have been considered by the government?
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I thank the
honourable member for South Barwon for his question
and interest in this matter. I am pleased to highlight
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again to the house just how committed the Bracks
government is to reducing Victoria’s road toll and
preventing needless loss of life and serious injury on
our roads.

to prevent loss of lives and serious injuries on Victorian
roads.

Last year we saw the lowest road toll ever — a result
made possible only with a lot of hard work and
dedication by the police, by VicRoads, by the Transport
Accident Commission and by the community as a
whole. However, the carnage on Victorian roads in the
month of May this year reminds us that as a community
we need to be united, vigilant and uncompromising on
road safety. In May, 43 people — 43! — died
needlessly on Victorian roads. This tells us we cannot
be complacent in any way and that we have to continue
to ensure we are doing all we can to make our roads
safer.

Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — My
question is to the Premier. Is the Premier refusing to
back the growing public calls for a crime and
corruption commission because of concerns it may
uncover links between organised crime and various
industry-based ALP affiliated unions?

As part of the Bracks government’s commitment to
ensuring safer Victorian roads I am pleased to
announce tough new laws that will create a new offence
of dangerous driving causing death or serious injury.
This new offence will fill a gap in the current law
between culpable driving and dangerous driving. It will
be punishable by up to 5 years imprisonment with a
minimum 18 months loss of licence. The laws will also
ensure that driving while fatigued can constitute
culpable driving causing death by specifically including
in the Crimes Act that where a person falls asleep at the
wheel and kills someone they can be convicted of
culpable driving causing death. These initiatives make
it clear that driving dangerously or driving while
fatigued will not be tolerated.
I have been approached by many members of the
public, including the honourable member for South
Barwon on behalf of his constituency, calling for
reform in this area, and these laws will come about as a
result of extensive consultation with the community.
The government is taking a very hard line on saving
lives and preventing serious injuries on our roads and
makes no apology for that. I get sick and tired of people
who advocate loosening up the government’s tough
stance on reducing the road toll — for instance, those
who have advocated a 10 per cent tolerance level for
speeding need to understand how irresponsible and
retrograde a step that would be.
The facts say it all. If every Victorian driver travelled at
the speed limit approximately 95 lives could be saved
and more than 1200 serious injuries could be prevented
each year. I repeat, 95 lives could be saved and
1200 serious injuries could be prevented each year. The
government is prepared to take a stand when it comes
to road safety. These new laws will further our efforts

Unions: organised crime

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I am happy to answer
the member’s question. The answer is no.

Tourism: airline seats
Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — My question is to the
Treasurer. Can the Treasurer advise the house of the
most recent evidence demonstrating the success of the
Bracks government’s policies that promote greater
aviation access to Victoria and further outline the
impact of this on the Victorian economy?
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I thank the member
for Yuroke for the question and for her great support for
Melbourne Airport in particular and aviation access in
general. We have a fantastic story to tell in Victoria
about aviation — about new inbound flights coming
into Victoria and about our tourism industry. Yesterday
the Premier, the Minister for Tourism and members of
cabinet were at the Australian Tourism Exchange at the
Exhibition Building.
We have huge successes in the tourism industry to
report. We have had growth in inbound tourism to
Victoria since 1999 of 14 per cent, as compared with
growth for the rest of Australia of just 5 per cent. The
headline in yesterday’s Australian Financial Review
states ‘No curfew on Victoria’s tourism boom’. The
head of the Australian Tourism Commission — —
Mr Smith interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — We are lucky; we have a great
tourism minister! Who is the shadow tourism
spokesperson? No-one!
Ken Boundy, the head of the Australian Tourism
Commission, says:
The Victorian government has consistently backed tourism
promotion and marketing for several years.
Those governments that do invest I think do get the rewards.

And we have been getting them. The headline in
today’s Brisbane Courier Mail states ‘States urged to
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follow Victorian lead on tourism’. We are succeeding
right around Australia.

The SPEAKER — Order! There is too much noise
in the chamber!

Aggressive marketing, investment in infrastructure and
of course, our two curfew-free airports have really
driven this great growth. Since 1999 Victoria has
gained a net increase of 55 international flight services
a week, totalling 11 000 extra seats a week coming into
Victoria. That is great news, but it keeps getting better.
From next financial year, Victoria will benefit — —

Mr BRUMBY — That means more tourists. It is
already a $10 billion industry to Victoria with
150 000 jobs. If you link it with the fantastic
commencement of services out of Avalon today that the
Premier referred to before, we have a fantastic story to
tell in aviation, we have a fantastic story to tell in
tourism — and there is more to come in the future.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY — I know members are excited
about this good news. From next financial year — —
Mr Ryan interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — No, this is aviation.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer will
respond to the question.
Mr BRUMBY — From next financial year 11 000
seats a week — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the house to come
to order. The Treasurer will respond without assistance
from the opposition benches!
Mr BRUMBY — From next financial year Victoria
will benefit from an additional seat capacity of 7800 a
week, expanding opportunities in some of Victoria’s
largest or growing markets including Europe, the
United Kingdom, the Middle East, China and New
Zealand.
In August 2003 Emirates commenced services from
Melbourne to Auckland. In December 2003 Victoria
celebrated the launch of China Eastern Airlines services
between Shanghai and Melbourne, and we now have
Air China, China Southern and China Eastern — all of
China’s carriers — coming directly into Melbourne. In
July 2004 Emirates will commence non-stop services
from Dubai to Melbourne, and in late 2004 Qatar
Airways will inaugurate services from the Middle East.
In addition to all of that, which is the strongest growth
in aviation services anywhere across Australia, I am
pleased to announce today that Austrian Airlines has
confirmed a third B777 Melbourne service from
June 2004, and that will create an additional 344 extra
seats per week — —
Honourable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER — Order! The time for questions
without notice has expired.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Notices of motion given.
Dr NAPTHINE having given notice of motion:
The SPEAKER — Order! As the member for
South-West Coast had not given the Clerk a copy of his
notice of motion prior to reading it, I have to rule it out
of order.
Dr Napthine — On a point of order, Speaker, I refer
to standing order 140, which in the terms carried by this
Parliament only recently makes it very clear that:
(1) A member may only move a motion to discuss a subject
if he or she has given notice of that motion at a previous
sitting of the house. A notice of motion must be given
before the house proceeds to the business of the day as
set out in the notice paper. The member must:
(a) read the notice of motion aloud; and
(b) deliver its terms in writing to the Clerk.

I put it to you, Speaker, that the standing order is
absolutely clear and distinct, and that the views of the
house, which passed the standing orders only recently,
are clear and distinct — that is, that a member must
read the notice aloud and then deliver its terms in
writing to the Clerk. On a strict interpretation I obeyed
the standing orders passed by this house by reading the
motion aloud. I then intended to give the written notice
of motion to the Clerk, as required in the terms of
standing order 140 of this house.
Mr Batchelor — On the point of order, Speaker, the
member for South-West Coast understands that he has
deliberately misheard or failed to remember the ruling
and advice that you gave to the house last week. He
knows that you gave a ruling — I think it was last
week — requesting that notices be provided to the
Clerk in writing before being read out in the chamber.
He just seeks to create a confrontation today as part of
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his continuing efforts to regain the leadership of the
Liberal Party.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Derrimut will not do that! I ask government members
to cease interjecting in that manner or I shall take action
against them under the standing orders.
Mr Doyle — On the point of order, and in support
of the member for South-West Coast, Speaker, you will
recall that when we were about to debate the
appropriation bill you said that the Chair could not
make a ruling which was in contravention of the
standing orders so recently passed by this house. In fact,
you said there had to be a motion moved by leave to
allow specific discussion of the budget, and your point
was just such as that made by the member for
South-West Coast. I put it to you that for consistency’s
sake such a ruling by the Chair cannot be allowed to
override the standing orders.
Mr Stensholt — On the point of order, Speaker, I
rise to disagree with the Leader of the Opposition — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Stensholt — Which one? That is a good point.
Speaker, I support the ruling you made last week.
Standing order 140(1) says in part that a member must:
(a) read the notice of motion aloud; and
(b) deliver its terms in writing to the Clerk.

It does not say anything about in which order it should
be done. The member for South-West Coast added the
word ‘then’. I point out that the word ‘then’ is not there.
Last week the Speaker gave the interpretation of this
standing order, which was that it should be delivered in
writing to the Clerk before it is read. I support the
Speaker’s ruling of last week.
Mr Perton — On the point of order, Speaker, you
and I both sat on the Standing Orders Committee as this
matter was deliberated on, and there was no
consideration by that committee of any change in
practice. We adopted in essence the existing standing
order, which reflects the practice adopted by the
member for South-West Coast. The Speaker is not able,
from the chair, to override that standing order. It is
beyond the power of the Speaker to reinterpret standing
orders so recently made. Should the Speaker or the
government wish to undertake the path suggested by
the Speaker last week, then an amendment to the
standing orders is necessary. But the Speaker is not able
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to direct a member of Parliament to act in the way
suggested last week.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Lara is
the last speaker I will hear on this matter.
Mr Loney — On the point of order, Speaker, I
support the ruling, but I also point out to the member
for Doncaster that he is wrong. This was discussed at
the Standing Orders Committee meeting last week, and
the committee agreed that it was not inconsistent with
the standing orders as they are written.
The SPEAKER — Order! I will now rule on the
standing order. There is nothing in the standing order
that is contrary to the ruling I gave last Thursday. I
came to that ruling, may I say, following a discussion
by the Standing Orders Committee and a unanimous
recommendation by that committee, on which all
parties are represented. What has happened, and partly I
think I am to blame for this, is that we have been lax in
allowing members to give notices of motion that have
not been written, which has ended up with the
Parliament behaving in a way — and I think members
on both sides would be considered guilty of this — that
is not in keeping with what was meant by giving
notices of motion. There was no debate at length on this
matter during the review of the Standing Orders
Committee, and my ruling is perfectly consistent with
what appears in the standing orders approved by this
house earlier this year.
Further notice of motion given.
Dr NAPTHINE having given notice of motion:
The SPEAKER — Order! I rule the notice of
motion out of order.
Dr Napthine — I have given it to the Clerk.
The SPEAKER — Order! The ruling was quite
clear last week. I suggest the member for South-West
Coast read it, and if he does he will find that his notice
is out of order.
Further notices of motion having been given:
Mr Baillieu — On a point of order, Speaker, I refer
to your ruling about notices of motion and to standing
order 143, which says in regard to amendments to
notices of motion that at least one day’s notice is
required.
Given the ruling you have made, standing order 143
would be unworkable. For instance, the Premier has
just given notice of a motion which it would have been
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impossible for another member to move an amendment
to because notice would not have been able to be given
to the Clerk in advance. Having made standing
order 143 unworkable, I invite you to review your
ruling.
The SPEAKER — Order! I thank the member for
his point of order, but I fail to see why it is unworkable.
If someone wants to amend a motion, they can advise
the Clerk before tomorrow and we can proceed
accordingly.

NATIONAL PARKS (ADDITIONS AND
OTHER AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading

Tuesday, 1 June 2004

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I seek a brief
explanation from the Attorney-General about this bill.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — This bill will in
certain circumstances enable a judge to have the
discretion to impose a new order in sentencing a person
who has been involved in corruption in the public
service. It will be known as a superannuation order, and
the bill will enable, as part of the sentencing armoury of
the judiciary, a judge to impose such an order as part of
the sentence.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

BUILDING (AMENDMENT) BILL

Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment)
introduced a bill to amend the National Parks Act
1975 and the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 and
to make minor amendments to the Mineral
Resources Development Act 1990, the Forests Act
1958 and the National Parks (Amendment) Act 1989
and for other purposes.

Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
desire to move:

Read first time.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I ask for a brief
explanation.

CRIMES (DANGEROUS DRIVING) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
amend the Crimes Act 1958 to create an offence of
dangerous driving causing death or serious injury,
to provide that driving while fatigued may
constitute culpable driving causing death and to
make a change to the elements of the offence of
handling stolen goods and deal with the procedure
on the trial of alternative counts of theft and
handling stolen goods, to amend the Sentencing
Act 1991 and the Magistrates Court Act 1989 and
for other purposes.
Read first time.

SENTENCING (SUPERANNUATION
ORDERS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Sentencing
Act 1991 to provide for the making of a superannuation order
as a new sentencing option and for other purposes.

Introduction and first reading

That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Building Act
1993 and for other purposes.

Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — The
bill amends the Building Act 1993 to deal with
unregistered speculative builders who masquerade as
owner-builders and to provide some protection for
genuine owner-builders and consumers.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

SEX OFFENDERS REGISTRATION BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) introduced a bill to require
certain offenders who commit sexual offences to
keep police informed of their whereabouts and
other personal details for a period of time and
thereby reduce the likelihood that they will reoffend
and facilitate the investigation and prosecution of
any future offences that they may commit, to
prevent registered sex offenders working in
child-related employment and to amend the
Ombudsman Act 1973 and for other purposes.
Read first time.
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Mr Wells — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services made a
commitment to bring into the house a bill to address the
issue of HEM Security, and I am wondering whether
the minister has forgotten that bill.
The SPEAKER — Order! What is the point of
order?
Mr Wells — We are seeking clarification of
whether the minister has forgotten a piece of — —
The SPEAKER — Order! It sounds like a question
to the minister to me. I rule it out of order.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:
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In particular the rapid growth in population experienced by
both Somerville and surrounding townships will further
exacerbate this very real threat to local law and order.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Bracks government
urgently fund the establishment of a fully manned, 24 hour a
day, police station in Somerville to service the local and
surrounding communities as a matter of vital importance.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr COOPER (Mornington) (10 signatures)

Motor registration fees: pensioner concession
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
This petition from people of Victoria draws to the attention of
the house their dismay at the new motor vehicle registration
fee being imposed by the state government on pensioners,
commonwealth health care card holders, as well as low and
fixed-income people and families. This will be an unfair
impost on people who can least afford it.

Mitcham–Frankston freeway: tolls
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth the Parliament that the Victorian
government has decided to break its 2002 pre-election pledge
and introduce tolls on the Mitcham–Frankston (Scoresby)
freeway.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Parliament undertake
to ensure that the government:
1.

honours its pre-election commitment and policy as
pledged to the citizens of Victoria not to introduce tolls
on the Mitcham–Frankston (Scoresby) freeway, and

2.

immediately reverses its decision to impose tolls on
vehicles on the Mitcham–Frankston (Scoresby) freeway
and thereby honour its commitment to the citizens of
Victoria.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr COOPER (Mornington) (367 signatures)

Police: Somerville station
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth that the allocation of police resources in
Somerville is woefully inadequate and is placing the health
and safety of Somerville residents, along with residents of
surrounding communities such as Baxter, Tyabb and
Pearcedale, at significant risk.
At present Somerville has no police station, and an alarming
rise in crime figures shows that despite their best efforts the
neighbouring police forces of Frankston and Hastings are
unable to provide a quick and reliable service to the local
community.

Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria abandon immediately the introduction
of motor vehicle registration fees on low and fixed income
people.

By Mr COOPER (Mornington) (296 signatures)
Tabled.
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for Mornington be considered next day on
motion of Mr COOPER (Mornington).

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Australian Crime Commission — Report for the year
2002–03
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 —
Documents under s 12H:
Amendment No 3 to the Standard for the Uniform
Scheduling of Drugs and Poisons No 18
Notice regarding the amendment, commencement and
availability of the Poisons Code
National Parks Act 1975 — Notice of consent from the
Minister for Environment to explore for petroleum under
permit No 151 relating to the Lower Glenelg National Park
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of approval
of amendments to the following Planning Schemes:
Banyule Planning Scheme — Nos C38 Part 1, C40
Glen Eira Planning Scheme — Nos C11, C14
Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme — No C39
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Kingston Planning Scheme — No C31

Program

Maroondah Planning Scheme — No C27
Melbourne Planning Scheme — No C90
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Architects Act 1991 — SR No 51
Evidence Act 1958 — SR No 52
Extractive Industries Development Act 1995 —
SR No 53
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Ministers’ exemption
certificates in relation to Statutory Rule Nos 36, 39, 40, 41,
43.

The following proclamations fixing operative dates
were tabled by the Clerk in accordance with an order of
the house dated 26 February 2003:
Extractive Industries Development (Amendment) Act 2003 —
Whole Act (except section 15) on 27 May 2004 (Gazette
G22, 27 May 2004)
Human Services (Complex Needs) Act 2003 — Whole Act
except for paragraph (e) of section 31(3) on 31 May 2004
(Gazette G22, 27 May 2004).

ROYAL ASSENT
Messages read advising royal assent to:
Appropriation (Parliament 2004/2005) Bill
(Presented to the Governor by the Speaker)
Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration
(Amendment) Bill
Courts Legislation (Funds in Court) Bill
Courts Legislation (Judicial Appointments) Bill
Ombudsman Legislation (Police Ombudsman)
Bill
Private Security Bill.

TRANSPORT LEGISLATION
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Clerk’s amendment
The SPEAKER — Order! Under standing order 81
I have received a report from the Clerk that he has
made the following corrections to the Transport
Legislation (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill:
In the heading to clause 26, after ‘5AC’ I have inserted a
comma, deleted ‘and’ and after ‘5AD’ inserted ‘and 5AE’.
The heading to clause 26 now reads ‘New sections 5AC,
5AD and 5AE inserted’.

Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That, under standing order 94(2), the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 10.00 p.m. on Thursday, 3 June
2004:
Ambulance Services (Amendment) Bill
Crimes (Amendment) Bill
Domestic Building Contracts (Amendment) Bill
Fair Trading (Consumer Contracts) Bill
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill
Health Services (Governance and Accountability) Bill
Mental Health Legislation (Commonwealth Detainees) Bill
Pharmacy Practice Bill
Racing and Gaming Acts (Amendment) Bill
State Taxation Acts (Tax Reform) Bill
Sustainable Forests (Timber) Bill

In advising the house of this legislative program I point
out that there are two additional items to the number
which the house satisfactorily dealt with by 4.00 p.m. in
the last parliamentary week, a week in which there was
a ministerial statement.
But we acknowledge that this is more than we would
normally try to achieve in a standard parliamentary
week, so we have provided that additional time on
Thursday through to 10.00 p.m. We are also planning to
sit later on Tuesday and Wednesday to provide
additional time for second-reading debates.
Of course if members choose to finish earlier on
Thursday, either at the standard time or at some
intermediate time, the government would be able to
accommodate that. That is entirely in the hands of
members of the house.
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — Although the
opposition does not oppose the government business
program, it is quite extraordinary that what was a
program of 12 bills to be debated in the last week has
now been reduced to 11, together with a recently
introduced resolution on anti-Semitism — something
which we support and are pleased to have included but
which is another time user. Clearly, with the 11 bills we
already have we are going to have to sit an additional
hour both tonight and tomorrow night and sit late on
Thursday if we are to do justice to the debates.
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The reason I say that is that the house has sat for only
seven weeks. That is the lowest on record. Certainly
since the early 1980s we have not had a session as short
as seven weeks. We should be sitting for an additional
week, because of the 42 bills that have been passed by
Parliament up to this week, 19 have gone to the
guillotine. That means that about 50 per cent of all the
bills have had to go to the guillotine. Nothing provides
clearer evidence that we are not allowing sufficient time
to debate the bills before the house.
The government must have a close look at what it
wants to achieve in this Parliament. Does it wish to see
bills properly and thoroughly debated? If it does, we
must have more time to do that. I agree with the
members of the government who want to have
family-friendly hours, because that certainly applies to
the opposition. Country members needing to get back
home Thursday nights is an issue. Many of them need
3 to 4 hours to get home, and in that light it is important
to try and restrict the debating time suggested.
However, that requirement has not been accommodated
this week.
This week we have to consider four health bills
including the pharmacy bill, which will take
considerable debating time if we are to do justice to it. I
am sure the other three bills will also require sufficient
time if we are to do justice to them. We will also be
considering the Sustainable Forests (Timber) Bill, and
country members who have anything to do with this
issue will want sufficient time to debate it thoroughly.
On that basis the government is negligent in not
allowing an additional week, taking this sessional
period to eight sitting weeks instead of seven. It is not a
debate on whether we can get through the legislation: of
course we can, and we will. But how many of these
bills will go to the guillotine this week, given that
50 per cent of those already considered have gone to
the guillotine? It is important that in the spring sitting
the Leader of the House and the government seriously
consider whether we can have additional sitting weeks
or whether that sitting is going to be restricted to the
seven weeks we have had this time. They need to
consider whether we will get sufficient time to debate
bills thoroughly.
Members of the public need to be sure that we are
doing justice to these bills, and I highlight again the
sustainable forests bill. Many people in communities
affected by this bill need to be sure that it will be
debated thoroughly and that we are doing justice to the
enormity of what it will mean for lots of small country
communities. On that basis I suggest that the
government reconsider its program for the next sitting
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of Parliament and try and make sure that we do not
restrict our time to a meagre seven weeks.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — The Nationals will
not be opposing the government’s business program,
but like the member for Benambra, I want to make a
few remarks about some of our concerns in respect of
the limitation of time on discussing important
legislation. Eleven bills will be debated this week,
including four health bills — and that includes the one
on pharmacy. They are all important pieces of
legislation that need to be properly considered. We
have legislation to deal with forestry, and that is very
important to people in country areas of Victoria. As the
member for Benambra pointed out, our constituents
want to be assured that this legislation will be properly
considered by this house, rather than rushed through in
a flurry of activity.
Why are we doing this? When the government was in
opposition it was very strong on family-friendly hours.
I point out to the house that as for this week, most
members will be putting in 15 hours today, because
most of us have been here since 9 o’clock this morning
and will be here until midnight.
Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — As the member for Mornington
points out, many members were here earlier than that,
so I am being very conservative in saying 15 hours
today. Parliament will be sitting tomorrow, starting at
9.30 a.m. and going on the adjournment at 11.00 p.m.,
so that is another 15 hours. Then you go on to
Thursday, which is another 13 hours.
Just in those three days we will have a total of 43 hours
for all the members of this house who really need to be
here.
Dr Napthine — And the staff.
Mr MAUGHAN — And the staff, as the member
for South-West Coast points out. Sometimes on
occasions like this we talk about the imposition on
members, but I think there is more on the clerks and the
Hansard staff who have to work inordinate hours as we
get this business program through.
I appeal to the government to consider having another
sitting week in the next sessional period rather than
keeping these hours. We country members will put in
43 hours in three days, do all the other things we have
to do and then at 11 o’clock or thereabouts on Thursday
night hop into our motor vehicles and set out to drive
for 3 or 4 hours back to our electorates. I point out, as I
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have done on previous occasions, that all of us have
commitments.
Dr Napthine — You could be prosecuted — —
Mr MAUGHAN — We probably will be
prosecuted for culpable driving!
To be serious, it is not a sensible thing to do, but we
have commitments in our electorates on Friday and we
need to be there. There is no alternative to driving
home — as I said, a 3 or 4-hour drive. It is not sensible
to be doing that, but that is what we will be doing this
week.
Why is it that we are including in this week’s program a
motion expressing the house’s opposition to
anti-Semitism? As members of the Liberal Party have
indicated, we all support the sentiments in that motion,
but for heaven’s sake, this motion was passed by the
federal Parliament in February. If it is so important that
it go through this Parliament, why have we not done it
sooner than this? Why are we doing it in the last sitting
week when we are so busy?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MAUGHAN — Yes, it is perhaps a coincidence
that a big reception is being put on by the Israeli
community tomorrow evening. I do not want to be
cynical, but — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MAUGHAN — Some of my colleagues are
very cynical, but I think there is more than a sense of
coincidence there.
We are going to have a very busy week. We can get
through it, but we are not providing sufficient time for
members to contribute to the various important debates
that are coming before the house.
I appeal to the government to look very seriously at
extending the next sessional period rather than sitting to
midnight on successive nights. Yes, it is okay to do that
on the occasional night, but for us to do it for three
nights in succession and then drive back to our country
electorates is plainly stupid, and I think we stand
condemned for trying to do that.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — In rising to
speak on the government business program I express
my disappointment at the number of bills that have
been included. I have had discussions with the Leader
of the House, particularly about one of the bills that I
have expressed an interest in — that is, the Sustainable
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Forests (Timber) Bill. I want to make sure that this bill
is considered in detail. I thank the Leader of the House
for indicating that that will be possible, and I ask all
members of this place to assist with that. My
constituents have expressed a great deal of concern
about this bill. There are a number of issues that
businesses, industry and communities would like to get
some confirmation on when the bill is considered in
detail.
Along with the other members who have spoken I think
we can get through this program. There are a lot of bills
there, but they need to be given due consideration. To
make sure the program works I hope everyone keeps to
their time and is careful not to run over. I will support
the government business program as long as we get a
commitment that the Sustainable Forests (Timber) Bill
will be considered in detail so that the issues I referred
to can be addressed.
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — As the member for
Benambra said, opposition members are not going to
oppose this business program, but we have some
serious concerns about it. Most members have already
expressed similar sorts of concerns to those I have with
this program. As Opposition Whip I have responsibility
for the speaking lists, and I can tell the house that many
members have put in bids to speak on a number of the
11 bills. I have a huge speaking list on some of those
bills. It is very important that members who want to
speak on bills get the opportunity to do so. We are
going to be very hard pressed to get through these
11 bills. We might get through them, but whether they
get adequate consideration is another thing. I repeat that
all members who want to speak should get the
opportunity to do so.
I share some of the cynicism of the member for Rodney
regarding the motion. Why do we have this motion
condemning anti-Semitism when it was resolved in the
federal Parliament back in February? Obviously it
coincides with the national day tomorrow, and it will
make a good impression over the road tomorrow night.
But that is not giving what is a very important motion
the respect it deserves. It should be brought in at a
quieter time. We have had some quieter weeks during
this sitting. Perhaps one of those would have been a
better week to give the motion more time and respect
than it is going to get tomorrow.
I have real concerns with late nights. We will be late
tonight, late tomorrow night and obviously quite late on
Thursday night. Those late nights pile up. For those
who do not have drivers it is a long journey home.
Today we heard the Attorney-General talking during
question time about culpable driving and falling asleep
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at the wheel. The government is saying one thing and
doing another by proposing a speaking program that
will put most people in this place at some sort of danger
of falling asleep at the wheel on Thursday night. We
have to get back to our electorates, because we start
very early in the piece on a Friday morning — or most
of us do, anyway.
I cannot see why we could not sit on Friday. I think
there are probably a few government members who are
heading overseas on that day, but we should be sitting
on a Friday when we know in advance that this is going
to happen. It has been normal practice for members in
this place to strike out the Friday of the last week in
their diaries, because there is often an overflow. I had it
noted in my diary for that purpose. I think that would
have been a constructive way to finish off this sitting. It
boils down to the fact that the seven-week sitting has
been too short. We had a couple of very quiet weeks,
but the rest of the weeks have been flat out, and I do not
think we have done justice to the bills we have had
before us.
Finally I want to mention the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal bill. We have been assured that
this place is not going to be recalled next week and that
the bill is going to the upper house. It was brought in
with great urgency, yet there is no room on the notice
paper, as I read it today, for that bill to be brought into
this place for debate. If we are not going to be recalled
next week, I imagine it has to be considered this week
as well, so that is a 12th bill — on top of the motion, on
top of the matter of public importance and on top of all
the things we have to do this week. It is going to be a
big week, but it should not have happened. I hope the
government provides for at least eight weeks in the
spring sitting.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — In supporting the
government business program I want to express my
view that it is quite measured. I will attempt to put it
into some perspective by referring to the records of
previous governments, both Labor and Liberal. My first
term in Parliament was from 1988 to 1992. We were
used to the last few weeks being horror weeks as we
regularly sat till 2 o’clock or sometimes even 4 o’clock
in the morning as legislation bounced back and forth
between this place and another place. It is not much fun
being here till midnight, but it is put into some
perspective when compared to previous parliaments.
Also, compared to the previous government 11 bills in
the final sitting week is quite reasonable.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr LEIGHTON — Some members on the other
side protest, such as the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. I can recall parliaments when he was a
member of the government in which we only had five
sitting weeks in a sessional period. In the final couple of
weeks we would have 17 bills — and not only would
we have 17 bills, but a couple of them would be
omnibus bills. Those omnibus bills would not cover
one portfolio. they would span three, four or five
different portfolios. So it was not just about 17 bills but
about massive areas of legislation.
Putting it into perspective, to sit a couple of extra hours
in the final sitting week is really quite measured
compared to what this Parliament has experienced
previously. The final point I want to make is in the
context of there being significantly more speaking
opportunities for all members because of the
introduction of items such as members’ statements. I
believe this place is run in a much more orderly and
measured way than was previously the case.
Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Avalon Airport: Jetstar
Mr LONEY (Lara) — I had the pleasure this
morning, along with the Premier and a number of my
local parliamentary colleagues, of welcoming the first
Jetstar Sydney–Melbourne flight into my electorate at
Avalon Airport.
The commitment by Jetstar to using Avalon Airport is
great news for Geelong, the west of Melbourne and for
Victoria generally, bringing with it huge employment,
business and tourism opportunities. I might add, in spite
of the bleating of some of our Melbourne media
naysayers, it is also great news for the travelling public.
Nowhere else in Australia can boast two commercial
airports within 45 minutes of the capital’s central
business district, and other large cities around the world
would do anything to have a similar situation.
Avalon is now moving to realise the potential that
locally we have all hoped for over many years, and I
look forward to seeing an increase in the number of
flights that Avalon handles over coming months.
Congratulations on a great start to commercial services
at Avalon must go to Jetstar and its parent company
Qantas for their commitment to this area; to Avalon
Airport and to Linfox and in particular the Fox family
for not only promising but delivering first-class
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terminal facilities; and also importantly to the workers
who built those facilities despite very short time lines.

Children: protection reform
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — This house should
note the publication of the report of the panel to oversee
the consultation on protecting children, namely the
child protection outcomes report, which was given a
whitewash by Allen Consulting Group at a cost of
$180 000 to taxpayers. This consultation report claims
that respondents correctly identified that there is as yet
no discussion of details or plans for implementation by
this government.
This has compromised the capacity of the respondents
in the child protection and broader sectors to
appropriately respond to the directions of the
government’s child protection outcomes project and
therefore reinforces a view that this government is more
about rhetoric and spin and is failing to deliver in an
area which is in crisis and which demands real
commitment and action if the lives of Victoria’s
children are to be appropriately nurtured and protected.
The report of the panel concluded that under this
government there have been numerous policy
statements and statements of intent relating to
children’s and families’ wellbeing. These statements
however, seem to produce initiatives in a disjointed
fashion. There appears to be no interconnections or
unifying system changes to accompany them, and they
do not seem to connect to related government initiatives
outside the Department of Human Services portfolio.
The report noted a number of things and amongst them
that approaches were seen as doing nothing to
strengthen the approach to adolescents in need and also
the failure to consider issues of diversity — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

Joe Coman
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I rise today to pay
tribute to a dear departed friend and lifelong Labor
supporter, Joe Coman, who died on 21 May 2004.
I had the sad privilege of attending Joe’s funeral at
Montsalvat last Wednesday where he was fondly
farewelled by his many friends and loving family. Joe
was a hardworking Melbourne boy, a true larrikin with
an adventurous spirit, a big, big heart and a fine
intellect. An accomplished billiards and pool player, his
great loves were the Carlton Football Club, a fine red,
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his gorgeous garden, a fine ale, the ALP, his beautiful
wife, Shirley, and the apple of his eye, his son, David.
Joe and Shirley were the first to encourage me to run
for Parliament, for which I am eternally grateful. I
loved to hear Joe’s stories and take on life. He had a
great turn of phrase and could converse on any subject.
Time and tide wait for no man — tide and time wait for
Coman.
A good beer rises in the yeast and sets in the vest.

They were two of my favourites. I last spoke to Joe on
Mothers Day by phone and as usual he made me both
laugh and think. He told me how well I was looking
which confused me somewhat given we were on the
phone. He was referring to the shrub in his garden he
had named for me.
It was fitting that The Entertainer was played at his
funeral because indeed that is what he was. Joe’s
personal and professional legacies are many and
include a very significant one in my electorate, being
the Sugarloaf Reservoir, a construction project on
which he worked for the old Board of Works.
Joe remains close to all those who loved him and he
now rests at the Eltham Cemetery, near his home,
garden and of course near to Shirley and David. My
deepest sympathies and those of my family go to
Shirley and David.

Fire blight: New Zealand imports
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — Today is National
Apple and Pear Day and the day of the No Fire Blight
Rally. Fruit growers have taken to the streets in capital
cities across Australia to rally against the importation of
New Zealand apples into Australia and the threat
therefore from fire blight.
The member for Swan Hill, the national spokesperson
for agriculture, and I attended the rally at Melbourne’s
Federation Square at lunchtime and joined other
speakers to support our Victorian fruit-growing
industry. Speakers included John Corboy, the chair of
the fire blight task force, and Louise Dobson, an
Olympic Hockeyroo and former Shepparton resident.
Fire blight is a very virulent disease which could
devastate our apple and pear orchards, it develops
rapidly and cannot be cured. No country has ever been
able to eradicate this disease once established. At the
moment fire blight is not found in Australia but it is
endemic in more than 40 countries, including New
Zealand. An independent study estimates that the
introduction of fire blight would cost Australia
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$1 billion over six years. My electorate in the Goulburn
Valley could loose as much as 90 per cent of its pear
orchards. Apple and pear production could permanently
decline by 55 to 60 per cent, which would have a huge
social and financial impact on my electorate.
In 1997 I was a member of the Liberal and National
coalition government when fire blight was supposedly
found by a scientist in Melbourne’s botanic gardens.
The Goulburn Valley was put under quarantine and
growers could not sell their fruit either interstate or
overseas. This cost the growers millions of dollars. The
current draft biosecurity protocols are being challenged
and I ask members to support Victoria’s fruit industry
in urging Bio Security to require its protocols to
provide no risk to our fruit industry in Victoria.

Pneumococcal disease: vaccination
Ms MUNT (Mordialloc) — I rise today to bring
attention to the Howard government’s failure to fund
immunisation for pneumococcal disease for our
children. Hundreds of families in Mordialloc electorate
have signed my petition. As a mother of three myself, I
am concerned about the devastating effects of
pneumococcal disease. I was surprised recently to
discover that this disease is eight times more deadly
than meningococcal disease. Indeed, in 2001 there were
16 deaths from meningococcal disease compared to
125 deaths from pneumococcal disease.
For those fortunate enough to survive this disease,
pneumococcal can lead to severe brain damage,
cerebral palsy, deafness and blindness. The National
Health and Medical Research Council has
recommended to the Howard government that all
Australian children under two years of age be
vaccinated against the pneumococcal disease. As it
stands, my local mums and dads can immunise their
children against the meningococcal disease for free, but
to protect their children against pneumococcal they face
a vaccination bill of up to $600, which is a big strain on
any household budget.
I refer to a letter from one of my local mums:
Our daughter is five months old and so far it has cost us $240
for two doses, and we are hoping to be able to give her a third
dose if we are lucky enough to get it. Now that we are minus
one wage it is difficult to come up with this sort of money,
but we feel it is extremely important that she has it, so we
have to cut corners other ways.

I call on the Howard government to fund these
injections for my local families in the Mordialloc
electorate and indeed nationwide and save the lives of
these young children.
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Templestowe Road and King Street,
Templestowe: upgrade
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — While I welcome the
recent allocation of funding for the upgrade of
Thompsons Road in my area, I call upon this
government to also provide a time frame for the
upgrade of Templestowe Road and King Street. The
government agreed to the upgrade of Thompsons Road
only after four years of heavy lobbying by local
residents and media articles appearing in the local
newspaper. I urge the government not to wait for
another four years before any announcement is made
on Templestowe Road and King Street. Both these
roads are appalling and in urgent need of repair and
upgrade. There have been a number of accidents on
both these roads, and I call upon this government to do
something before someone gets hurt.
Both these roads are used by children and the elderly,
and in many cases they risk being hit by a car when
they attempt to cross the road. Residents have formed
reference groups for both these roads in an attempt to
liaise with the council, with VicRoads and with the
local residents. They are putting in many free hours and
volunteering their services for a better and safer
environment. All they are requesting is for either the
minister or his parliamentary secretary to visit the
electorate and see for themselves the poor condition of
these two roads and to provide a time frame for their
upgrade. Surely asking for a road where people can
move around safely and efficiently is not asking for too
much.
Here is a chance for the minister to show the residents
of Bulleen that he does not take them for granted. I
invite him to come and visit the area, inspect these two
roads and provide a time frame for their upgrade.

George Nicholson
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise to talk about
the tremendous work that we have had the experience
of enjoying through George Nicholson, the general
manager of the Gippsland Field Days committee out at
Lardner Park. Farm World, which is a well-known field
day, looks after the largest gathering of farmers around
Australia, and it is certainly the premier event. Every
second year we have Trucks in Action, which is one of
the two largest truck shows in Australia.
These events plus many others through the year out at
Lardner Park have been ably looked after for many
years by George Nicholson. George has announced that
shortly he will be retiring, and I acknowledge in this
house the tremendous work that George has given our
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community. There is no doubt that no-one has driven
organisations like Farm World and Trucks in Action the
way he has. He has built them up into magnificent
displays that showcase their wares and he has also built
up Lardner Park as a whole. It now has tremendous
facilities and is used by many organisations not only
across Gippsland in Victoria but across Australia.

surrounding municipalities. The Werribee River
Careers Association and its broad membership of
around 30 people puts a lot of time into the expo, which
began as a small local event in 1998 and has turned into
a major careers training and further education and
employment showcase for the west. This year over
4000 students attended the expo.

I am very proud to have such an organisation in my
electorate, and I acknowledge the work of George
Nicholson. He will certainly be missed, and whoever
fills his shoes will have big shoes to fill. We wish
George well in his retirement, and we know we will
keep seeing him as he keeps coming back to keep an
eye on us.

The event cannot happen without a dedicated team of
people who are committed to the event. Robyn Archer,
who is head of the industrial skills training centre, has
ensured there has been a venue since 1999 and has fully
supported the expo in many other ways. She has now
become coordinator of the event, and she has put in
many hours to ensure that it all happens. Together with
her assistant Emily Keating, she has ensured that we are
going to have a first-class expo. I say particular thanks
to Robyn and Emily. Though the whole of WRCA is
thoroughly behind the expo, I will mention in particular
the members of the dedicated subcommittee who have
been part of countless meetings, emails and phone calls
to ensure that everything happens: Joe Micallef from
Victoria University; Graeme Barry and George, also
from that campus; Graham Long from Westbourne
Grammar; Matthew Wilson from Wyndham Council
Youth Services; Mary Pateras from Galvin Park
Secondary College; and Kathy Karlovic and many,
many others.

Police: corruption and organised crime
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — This statement
condemns the lack of leadership shown by Premier
Steve Bracks and police minister André Haermeyer in
protecting our police officers. The vast majority of our
police officers are hardworking, honest and decent
people, yet we have a few who are corrupt. While this
corruption is not resolved, a dark cloud hangs over the
entire police force, and it is simply not fair. It seems
obvious to the entire world, except for the Premier and
the police minister, that there is a link between police
corruption and the underworld — that common link
being drugs.
I refer to the recent situation in which Terry Hodson,
who was supposed to be in a witness protection
program and who was going to give crucial evidence
against police, was executed; I refer to the recent
situation where gunmen burst into a Queensland home
to shoot a Victorian in a witness protection program;
and I refer to the recent situation where an
anticorruption police officer has had to move home four
times in six months. The common thread in these three
examples is that information has been leaked from the
Victorian police force to people connected with the
underworld. How much more evidence does the Bracks
government need to join the Liberal Party’s position,
which is to set up an anticorruption commission? To
date the Bracks government seems to be more focused
on rhetoric and spin rather than on the real issue — that
is, resolving crime.

Werribee River Careers Association
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — I congratulate Mr Peter
Krausz, who is president of the Werribee River Careers
Association. WRCA recently ran the seventh annual
Wyndham careers expo for young people not just in the
community of Wyndham but in Hobsons Bay and

Hazardous waste: Nowingi
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — The community I
represent is resolutely and unequivocally opposed to
any form of toxic waste containment facility at
Nowingi. I share that view without reservation. The
continual lies and misinformation put out by the
National Party show how low and irrelevant these
political has-beens have become. It was a complete and
unmitigated lie put out by a member for North Western
Province in the other place, Barry Bishop, when he said
that I had colluded in some way with the Premier to
trade off a toxic waste facility for standardisation. This
is complete nonsense, and I challenge him to produce
some evidence. I know he cannot. Standardisation is an
existing government commitment and not part of any
agreement for a toxic waste containment facility.
The first I knew of this particular announcement was at
10 minutes to 1 on the day of the announcement. The
full involvement of Cr Greg Brown in the promotion of
Nowingi and Hattah will come to light because no-one
believes the nonsense he has been sprouting with regard
to Rocket Lake.
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
there is a clear imputation being cast against a member
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for North Western Province in the other place,
Mr Bishop, and I ask that it be withdrawn. He is being
accused of lying, and that imputation should clearly be
withdrawn.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
There is no point of order. The member did not to my
knowledge make that imputation as directly as the
Leader of the National Party was suggesting.

Punjabi language
Ms ECKSTEIN (Ferntree Gully) — On 22 May I
had the very great pleasure of representing the Minister
assisting the Premier on Multicultural Affairs at the
Vaisaki festival and Punjabi language awards night of
the Sikh Society of Australia. One of the main purposes
of this function was to acknowledge the approval of the
Punjabi language as a Victorian certificate of education
study subject by the Victorian Curriculum and
Assessment Authority earlier this year.
This is a significant achievement for the Sikh
community, and I understand that it is expected that
approximately 20 students will be doing VCE Punjabi
next year when it is first offered. There are many
languages already accredited for study at VCE level
that could not boast such a large number of students,
particularly in their first year of availability. The ability
to study a language at VCE level is a very important
part of maintaining and developing any community’s
linguistic and cultural heritage. It says to the young
people of that community that this language is
important and valued by the wider Australian
community.
I congratulate all those members of the Sikh
community who worked so hard on this important
initiative and who will continue to contribute to the
learning, teaching and assessment of Punjabi at VCE
level into the future.
In particular, I recognise the efforts of: Kewal Singh
Sandhu, president of the Sikh Society of Australia;
Jatinder Pal Singh Uppal; Darshan Singh; Harpal
Singh; Dilpreet Kaur Jaswal; Jang Bahadur Singh
Pannu; Gurbir Kaur Mudher; Manjit Singh Aujla;
Guridarshan Singh Gill; Hardeep Kaur Madan;
Rupinder Singh Virk; and Daljit Kaur.

Mitcham–Frankston freeway: tolls
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — The size and
volume of the protest by Victorians against the blatant
broken promise of the Bracks government over tolls on
the Scoresby project will ensure that many Labor-held
seats will be lost at the next state election. Voters in
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seats in the Scoresby corridor will not forget or forgive
those Labor MPs who rode into Parliament in
November 2002 on the strength of the promise made by
the Premier that the Scoresby project would not be a
tollway. The unethical and grossly dishonest decision to
break that promise after the election has appalled all
Victorians, but it has particularly angered those who
live in seats like Frankston, Bayswater, Kilsyth,
Cranbourne, Ferntree Gully, Mount Waverley,
Mulgrave and Lyndhurst. There is a natural expectation
from voters that promises made by political parties
during election campaigns are well researched and
honest.
It is now clear that such was not the case with the
pledge by the Premier to not impose tolls on the
Scoresby project. He made the promise and before the
dust had fully settled after the election he happily told
us all that he would not abide by that commitment. If
ever the government needed to feel the pain of a
massive election backlash it is the Bracks government.
It has dragged the standards of political honesty in
Victoria down into the gutter.

Delacombe Primary School: funding
Ms OVERINGTON (Ballarat West) — Last Friday
I had the pleasure of accompanying the Minister for
Education Services to Delacombe Primary School in
my electorate of Ballarat West, where funding for a
$1.45 million redevelopment was formally announced.
Stage 2 building works will commence in November
this year and include eight new general-purpose
classrooms and a music room. The funding will
complete the school, with stage 1 having already been
funded in the previous budget and completed in term 1
of this year. Also announced was funding of $30 000
for the redevelopment of the school toilets. The
redevelopments have seen Delacombe primary
transformed from a school made up of portables —
never touched by the Liberals of course! — to a highly
functional, modern school. The schoolyard will also be
spruced up with a grant of $5500 as part of the
Schoolyard Blitz initiative.
I especially thank the following students, who showed
tremendous school spirit by attending school on Friday
even though it was a student-free day: Ashleigh
Henstridge, Janaye Godden, Rhiannon Eustice, Brittany
Evans, Damien Geurts, Scott Spriggs, Anthony Taylor
and Daniel Cuthbertson. I congratulate Mr Don
Watson, president of the school council, and the other
committee members for their hard work over many
years in ensuring the school is well poised for the
future.
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Delacombe Primary School has a dedicated teaching
staff, led by principal Geoff Macarthur, which is
apparent from the pride and spirit shown by those
students. It is a great school. It is a pity it suffered seven
years of the Kennett government — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Tertiary education and training: apprentices
and trainees
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — One of the major
concerns we have as Victorians is the lack of skilled
tradespeople. We hear the state government pressing
the federal government for additional funding for
university places, but there is a large number of young
people who may be better encouraged to undertake
trade training. Unfortunately legislation passed through
this Parliament last year is a total disincentive to
employers taking on apprentices and trainees because
there are reduced entitlements. Apart from including
apprenticeship wages in the calculation of payroll tax
for larger employers, there is the requirement for a
minimum of three apprentices or trainees, which is
extremely difficult for small business people. Added to
that is now the requirement that the state government
payment not be made until the completion of training.
If the government had difficulties because of the
so-called abuse of the system, corrective action could
have been taken against the offenders without throwing
the baby out with the bathwater and leaving little
incentive for employers to employ apprentices or
trainees. Employers I have talked with in my electorate
are angry with the changes. They are angry about the
lack of incentives to take on tradespeople and trainees,
and the changes are a further disincentive. It is critical
for the Victorian economy that the state government
recognise the absolute necessity of having people
trained in a range of trades, of maintaining and
expanding the TAFE institutes across the state and of
reintroducing incentives for employers to take on
apprentices and trainees.

VicDeaf: Blackburn facility
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — On Sunday I had
the pleasure of attending a delightful afternoon tea at
Lake Park lodge. The event marked the handover of the
facility from VicDeaf to the Regis Corporation, which
takes effect from today. Lake Park lodge, Blackburn, is
a landmark situated adjacent to the magnificent
Blackburn Lake sanctuary. The organisation formerly
known as the Victorian Deaf Society, now VicDeaf,
has had a presence on the site since 1908. I congratulate
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VicDeaf on its outstanding work in Blackburn over
many years. I thank in particular the board president,
Mr Bob Roff; the chief executive officer, John Paton;
the former chief executive officer, John Flynn; and the
centre manager, Helen Wood. I wish them well with the
plans for the future operation of Lake Park lodge, and
the plan to triple the number of beds.

Blackburn Football Club Juniors
MrROBINSON(Mitcham)—

I also congratulate the Blackburn Football Club Juniors,
who were recently successful in securing a grant from
VicHealth of some $1320. I understand the grant is part
of VicHealth’s sports injury prevention scheme, which
has attracted tremendous interest across Victoria. Some
402 clubs were successful in sharing more than
$628 000 in funds under the scheme. It is a tremendous
initiative which will be put to great use by all those
involved with the outstanding Blackburn Football Club
Juniors.

Population: interstate migration
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I condemn
the Premier for deliberately failing to provide full and
accurate information in relation to Australian Bureau of
Statistics population data released on 27 May. In
particular, in his answer to a government question
without notice, the Premier deliberately avoided
referring to interstate migration data because for the
first time in seven years there has been a net migration
of people from Victoria to other states and territories.
During 2003, 1453 Victorians decided that Victoria was
not the place to be and relocated to other states and
territories.
Previously in this house the following explanations
have been provided for migration out of Victoria by the
then opposition leader and now Treasurer, John
Brumby. In May 1994 he said, and I quote:
They are travelling north because they know those states offer
better opportunities and better conditions.

In October 1995 he said:
The answer is that this state is not headed in the right
direction.

Hear, hear to that! In May 2002 he said you have got to
have good financial management to get a positive
interstate migration. In June 2003 he said:
People from all around Australia are moving to Victoria
because it is the place to be.

But the fact is that during 2003, when the Treasurer
made those comments, people were moving out of
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Victoria into other states because they judged that they
would be better off in other states and territories. That is
an indictment of the Bracks Labor government, an
indictment of its poor financial management — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Theatrical Amateur Players Seymour: Boeing,
Boeing
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — I rise to inform the
house about the impressive performance by Theatrical
Amateur Players Seymour, or TAPS, of the play
Boeing, Boeing which played in Seymour from 21 to
29 May. TAPS is a relatively new group. It was formed
in 1995. Since then it has developed a cast of very
talented people. On the opening night, Friday, 21 May,
the cast performed their parts with flair and confidence
and entertained the crowd with the delivery of their
lines and their great acting ability.
Congratulations to all those who were involved,
including the set and costume designers and makers,
who created a great atmosphere. Congratulations also to
the director, Toni Collins, who helped produce a
fast-moving production that kept the audience guessing
and interested all the way through. The cast, including
Marina Schmidt, Keith Howell, Amanda Bergiund,
Naarelle Sherwood, Dave Palmer, Teresa Reid and
Melinda Simonis, would be proud of their
performances. They provided members of the audience
with great belly laughs and attracted hearty applause
from all.
It is important that local communities provide a variety
of activities for their members to participate in, either
actively or for a night’s entertainment. I thank TAPS
Seymour for its contribution to the Seymour and district
community through the performing arts. Well done to
all involved in TAPS. I look forward to seeing more of
their shows in the future.

Coatesville Primary School: walking bus
program
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — Recently I had the
pleasure of participating in the launch of the walking
school bus initiative at Coatesville Primary School.
Funded by VicHealth, the walking school bus is
powered not by an engine but by legs. It encourages
children to walk to school with an adult ‘driver’ in the
front and an adult ‘conductor’ at the rear. The bus
travels along a set route to and from the school, picking
up and dropping off children along the way at
designated ‘bus stops’. The whole purpose is to
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encourage our schoolchildren to walk to school in
safety instead of being driven. According to a recent
survey in the United Kingdom, over half of all primary
school children are driven to and from school by their
parents, nearly double the number that went to school
by car around 10 years ago.
In Victoria today one-third of all children spend less
than 5 minutes a day walking, leading to increased
obesity and poor levels of fitness. In addition, increased
traffic congestion is creating major hazards around
schools. It is estimated that the parents of students at the
34 schools in the VicHealth pilot travel around
17 million kilometres to and from school in a year,
emitting 5 tonnes of greenhouse gases in the process.
That is why the walking school bus is such a great
initiative. It will improve the fitness of our children and
help them learn about traffic safety and good road
sense, and it will reduce pollution in our environment.
I congratulate Coatesville Primary School for being part
of this wonderful project. Particular recognition should
be given to the school council, which is ably led by
Graeme Sayce, the principal; Louise Pearce; Lyn
Conner and Georgia Harrop, who have put an
enormous amount of work into getting this project
together.

Chinese Settlement in Darebin
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — Last Friday night,
along with a number of members from both sides of
this house, I had the pleasure of attending a dinner
hosted by the Chinese Consul General, Mr Tian. Today
I want to refer more locally to my Chinese community.
Along with a number of other state and federal
members I was delighted to sponsor the publication by
the North Eastern Melbourne Chinese Association of
the book Chinese Settlement in Darebin.
NEMCA is a non-profit community organisation which
looks after the interests of newly arrived elderly
Chinese migrants and residents of the Chinese
communities in the northern region of Melbourne by
providing recreational, social, arts and cultural and
educational activities for them. Chinese Settlement in
Darebin has now been judged best
collaborative/community work in the Victorian
community history awards 2004. My sincere
congratulations go to NEMCA, and in particular to
Mr Arthur Yong, for their initiative, hard work, skill
and perseverance in producing this publication. In its
media release, Information Victoria said:
Chinese Settlement in Darebin contains a series of interviews
with people of Chinese descent who are happily married to
non-Chinese in Darebin. The judges said that this fact alone
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showed how profoundly Australian attitudes had changed
since the gold rushes. There was harmony and achievement in
the people’s lives, and Mr Yong’s foreword contains pertinent
observations.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The member’s time has expired. The member for Forest
Hill has 1 minute and 10 seconds.

Pope Road kindergarten, Blackburn
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — Last week I had
the pleasure of attending Pope Road kindergarten in
Blackburn. I was invited by Leanne Mits, a parent and
the director of the kinder, to help celebrate Preschool
Education Day. I spent my morning with parents,
teachers and the children. Pope Road kindergarten is
staffed by excellent teachers and all parents contribute a
helping hand. It is a terrific place backed up by a
tremendously hard working community of families.
I was able to see at first hand the role that kindergartens
play in the development of children socially and
educationally. I participated in some of the many games
and exercises that the children complete with the added
insight of the purpose of each activity as provided by
Leanne. It gave me a chance to listen to the concerns
and ideas of parents and teachers alike. It is always
pleasing to see a kindergarten and its children thriving,
which is due in part to the Bracks government boosting
funding for kindergartens by 50 per cent since coming
to office in 1999. This investment is now paying
dividends with kindergarten participation rates reaching
a record high of 97.2 per cent in 2003. A state
government awareness campaign has also boosted
parent’s confidence in the kindergarten system and
eased the financial burden on parents with increased
subsidies.
I thoroughly enjoyed my visit and would like to say
thank you for such a warm welcome. I congratulate
Leanne and her staff on their continual search for ways
to improve their system.

RACING AND GAMING ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 May; motion of
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Racing).
Government amendments circulated by
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Racing)
pursuant to standing orders.
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Mr SMITH (Bass) — It gives me pleasure to speak
on the Racing and Gaming Acts (Amendment) Bill
today. This bill is only slightly smaller than the
previous bill which was introduced by the government
just before last Christmas and which, incidentally, has
only been half proclaimed at this stage. No
commissioners have yet been appointed, there are no
approved training sessions in place for the floor staff,
and there has been no big panic to try to get those
things done.
The bill before the house makes significant changes to
the greyhound and harness racing boards. They must
now have a formal stakeholder consultation process and
report to the Parliament annually about the consultation
that has gone on. Until now both boards — Greyhound
Racing Victoria and Harness Racing Victoria — were
not required under legislation to consult with
stakeholders. I would have thought it would be difficult
to run an organisation successfully if you were not
talking to the stakeholders.
With regard to the Victorian Bookmakers Association,
there will now be an opportunity for bookmakers to
accept wagers up to half an hour prior to the start of all
groups 1, 2 and 3 races, including the feature doubles.
In the past bookmakers were only able to accept wagers
up to 24 hours prior to any racing fixture, including the
above races. For many years bookmakers in both the
Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory
have had the right to wager on races right up until the
starting time. Bookmakers in New South Wales remain
only able to accept wagers to within half an hour of the
first race on any race fixture. In the past Victorian
bookmakers have seen this as being discriminatory and
responsible for their losing a lot of money and many
turnover opportunities that were available to them.
The Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board replaces
the former Racing Appeals Board and now offers a
clear separation from the earlier format, under which
the stewards played the role of policeman, judge and
jury with only less serious cases going to the Racing
Appeals Board and the more serious offences relating
to prohibited substances — that is, drugs — or offences
for which suspension greater than 12 months was
provided could be appealed to the Racing Appeals
Tribunal. Under the new format stewards will retain the
policeman role of collecting information and laying
charges, and the Racing Appeals and Disciplinary
Board will now become the judge and jury, with many
appeals going to the Racing Appeals and Disciplinary
Tribunal.
There have been demands from the industry for a clear
separation of these roles on the grounds that there is no
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industry opposition to this part of the bill. It should be
noted that for the first time, members of the new Racing
Appeals and Disciplinary Board will receive a stipend.
Up until now their work has been voluntary. The racing
industry in Victoria — whether it be thoroughbred,
harness or greyhound racing — is an extremely
important industry. It must be of the highest standard of
integrity and the changes will only enhance the
standing of Victorian racing overall. That must be seen
to be a good thing.

I think the Community Support Fund is nothing more
than a slush fund for the Bracks government. The
removal of a further $45 million each year for five
years, with less accountability than now, gives me great
concern as to how that money is going to be spent and
still give something back to the people in Victoria. Yet
that is not what the Premier promised in a press release
on Monday, 25 October 1999, when he said:

Secondly, this bill makes amendments to the Gambling
Regulation Act 2003. The government is now going to
mirror the successful windfall gains it is having from
Tabcorp having to surrender its unclaimed betting
tickets six months early. It now has its sights set on
Tattersall’s. This legislation compels Tattersall’s to pay
its unclaimed lottery prizes to the government after six
months, not 12 months as it currently stands. One
wonders how much Treasurer Brumby hopes to gain
from this small piece of legislation. Strangely, the
government also intends to retain $45 million per year
for five years from the Community Support Fund for its
so-called drug strategy. One has to ask: what is the
government’s drug strategy? The minister may be able
to answer that for us as we go on.

He went on to say:

Last year the government approved $43.9 million that
went into four different government departments for a
supposed drug strategy. The Department of Human
Services got $32.3 million; the Department of
Education and Training got $3.8 million; the
Department of Justice received $7.6 million and the
Victoria Police got $101 000. There is no record of
where that money was spent. The lack of accountability
and transparency by this government in doling out
gaming dollars is strange. If you read the various
government reports that show figures that are dispensed
from the Community Support Fund, they give you
more questions than answers.
For example, the Community Support Fund in
1999–2000 approved projects of $106.5 million yet it
only appropriated $75.4 million. In 2000–01,
$170 million of approved projects were put into place
but only $101 million was appropriated. In 2001–02,
$115.8 million was allocated for approved projects, yet
only $114.7 million was appropriated. In 2002–03,
$200 million was approved for projects but only
$126.4 million was appropriated. That is a huge
discrepancy between what was taken in, what was
promised and what was actually paid out. I understand
that some projects go in over a period of time and there
may be a two or three-year span but in those four that I
spoke about, there must be nearly $150 million
discrepancy in the funds that have been allocated.

Labor promised the people of Victoria open and accountable
government and an end to the secrecy of the past seven years.

These reforms will open up the parliamentary and executive
arms of government to accountability and a new style of
leadership.

I do not believe the Premier and the government have
done that. They have used secrecy; they have hidden
things; it is not transparent in the way it should be, and
this government is probably going to be condemned in
the years to come because of the secrecy that it now
administers.
With regard to the Community Support Fund, we are in
the position that it will be short paid by $225 million
over the next five years allegedly to fully or partly fund
the government’s drug strategy. The critical question
the minister must answer is: why is it necessary to do
this? Why not just pay into the Community Support
Fund and allocate the funds as required, thus
maintaining a clear accounting line between the
consolidated revenue on which the performance of
government is judged and the Community Support
Fund? The payment of a minimum $45 million per year
into the consolidated fund allows the government to
claim that it has increased revenue by this amount, thus
distorting an actual revenue position. From this point on
it can by regulation increase the amount to be paid, and
it is possible that by 2005 the amount will be
$145 million per year, not just $45 million per year.
The Bracks government is a government of no
accountability. Its secret dealings between its
departments and its mates and its covering up of
freedom of information requests are astounding. But the
people of Victoria are starting to wake up to this corrupt
government. It is time the Auditor-General thoroughly
investigated the Community Support Fund and the lack
of accountability of the funds by the government. I
intend to write and request this information from the
Auditor-General within the next week.
Also in the bill the government wishes to re-prioritise
the funding for the gaming research panel and the
problem gambling services so that some money will go
to address the issues of problem gambling. It is a big
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issue in the community but why not put a specific
amount in the bill as has been written into the drug
strategy? Forty-five million dollars is the way to go;
why not put some amount of money in there actually
showing what is going to be used for problem
gamblers? It would at least give them some sort of
direction as to where they could turn and where they
might be able to use their funding.
Last week the gambling research panel launched three
reports on gambling. These three are probably the most
comprehensive reports since the Productivity
Commission reports of 1999. I suggest that any
members who have an interest in gaming should get
copies of this report or look it up on the web site. It is
available and it is a good report, and the research panel
should be congratulated for the report.
I turn now to the funding of problem gamblers. I will
put it as bluntly as possible. This government has failed
in every one of its harebrained schemes to try to reduce
the incidence of problem gambling. It has lied to people
to create a perception in the community that it is
winning the battle. It is not winning the battle. Problem
gamblers are a problem and the numbers will continue
to rise while this government continues to ignore them.
I will give some examples.
First, the government and the minister said they
introduced caps on poker machines. A press release
dated 20 December 1995 from then Premier Kennett
stated:
The number of gaming machines in operation will be
restricted to 27 500 pending a comprehensive research study
by the Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority and
independent researchers into the social and economic effects
of gambling.

Another press release of 2 December 1997 from the
then Minister for Gaming, the Honourable Roger
Hallam, said:
… the government’s decision to retain the cap of 27 500
EGMs in Victoria followed a period of extensive and
independent research commissioned by the Victorian Casino
and Gaming Authority into the social and economic effects of
gambling.

I refer to a further press release dated 22 July 1999:
The Premier, Mr Kennett, today announced the number of
electronic gaming machines in Victoria would remain capped
at 27 500 in all hotels and clubs.
Mr Kennett said the government saw no reason to increase
the number of EGMs, which has been frozen at 27 500 since
December 1995.
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‘The government supports the view of the broader
community which has made it perfectly clear there is no need
for more gaming machines in this state’, the Premier said.

There is no doubt in my mind that this is just an
illusion; it is a perception this government has tried to
create that it put the caps on the number of poker
machines in Victoria. There is proof that those caps
were put on as far as nearly 10 years ago, yet this
government is trying to change that history. The
minister can cut the lies to people. They are starting to
wake up to this government, not just on gaming but on
other issues also.
Minister, on regional caps you say in a press release
dated 21 March 2004 that you were in fact extending
regional — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The honourable member must make his remarks
through the Chair.
Mr SMITH — Through you to the minister, Acting
Speaker, and I appreciate you bringing that point to my
attention. The minister in a press release said:
Over the past three years poker machines have been removed
from venues in the city of Latrobe, the Shire of Bass Coast,
and areas including and surrounding greater Dandenong,
Maribyrnong and Darebin.
…
Spending on poker machines has come down for the first time
under the Bracks government, as a result of our significant
gaming reforms.

The truth of the matter is they have not. The amount of
money that was taken from the machines in those
capped areas rose. It is a bit sad because the
government made a big fuss about putting these caps in
place.
Let us have a look at the figures produced by the then
Office of Gambling Regulation for the years 1998–99
to 2003–04 and take each area mentioned by the
minister in his press release. The number of machines
in Latrobe in 1998–99 was 678; the revenue taken from
each machine was $55 556. In 2003–04 there was a
drop in machines to 602; the revenue from all those
machines was $41 million; each machine took $68 857,
an actual increase of 23.9 per cent on the lesser number
of machines.
In the Shire of Bass Coast there were 240 machines in
1998–99; and in 2003–04 there were 220 machines, a
drop of 20 machines. There was an increase of 43.6 per
cent in the amount of money that was taken out of
poker machines in that area. So the number of machines
was reduced, but the revenue continued to go up. Yet
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the government will say to us that it did wonderful
things, that it put regional caps in place which resulted
in great savings for the people down in Bass Coast.
That is not quite right.
In Dandenong in 1998–99 there were 1156 machines,
each machine taking $74 040. In 2003–04 there were
1078 machines that took $89 293 each, an increase of
20.6 per cent. In Maribyrnong there were 804 machines
with $66 236 from each machine in 1998–99. In 2003–04
there were 705 machines with $79 918 revenue from each
machine, an increase of 20.7 per cent. In Darebin in
1998–99 there were 1054 machines at a take of $74 598
per machine; in 2003–04 it was 986 machines taking
$83 926, an increase of 12.5 per cent.
The minister went on to say that the government has
done great things: it has put caps on, and it is trying to
save problem gamblers. The truth is it is a perception he
has tried to create but has not been successful.
If we look at those figures and think a bit about them,
and understanding that the minister is now pushing and
saying that they will introduce more regional caps, we
can ask: why is he introducing regional caps? Will it do
anything for problem gamblers? No, it will not do
anything to help problem gamblers. In fact the figures I
have referred to the house, which are the government’s
own figures, show an increase in the amount of money
taken out of poker machines when caps are put into
areas. There has not been one decrease. There has been
more money for the government year after year. The
government is all about perception and not about good
results for problem gamblers.
What about the areas chosen by this government? They
were chosen on what is called SEIFA, which is an
acronym for socioeconomic indicators for areas, which
in reality is federal government terminology. It is a
phrase used as an umbrella term when measuring all the
factors: earnings, rateable value of land, investment,
share holdings, negative gearing properties, and so on,
that people who live in a particular area, whether it be
Toorak or Sunshine — it is usually a postcode area
rather than a local government area — declare to be
their possessions or mechanisms of earning, generating
and retaining wealth. The information is then used to
classify the socioeconomic status of particular areas of
Victoria.
For the purposes of the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Authority (VCGA) and the Victorian Commission of
Gambling Regulation, the information collated by the
commonwealth and published as socioeconomic
indicators for areas is compared to and then combined
with two pieces of Victorian unique data — the
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accessibility individuals have to gaming machines
measured by the number of gaming machines per
1000 adults, and the amount of money spent per year
on gaming machines. They are the three sources of
information from which they draw these SEIFA
rankings.
The VCGA claims that correlations between these three
indicators identify communities that are more likely to
be harmed by large numbers of gaming machines. Of
the three indicators, socioeconomic status has primary
importance with the VCGA as it claims that the need
for protection from problem gamblers is greatest in
disadvantaged areas. The fallacy of this view is
exemplified by the local government area of Bass
Coast. Because of its low overall income level, with
many retirees and many properties owned by people
living in metropolitan Melbourne, it does not have a
high socioeconomic standing and its per capita level is
not high.
Its status as a holiday area causes it to be in constant
breach of the adult machine ratio, and the amount of
money that is spent per year is blown out of all
proportion by the holiday season and events such as the
motorcycle grand prix and the superbike series, when a
lot of people go down there.
I say to the house that none of the regional areas shown
so far fit the criteria that have been set out to
particularly choose them. They have been chosen by
the government on the basis that it will probably pull
more votes from those areas. We know that Bass, or
Gippsland West, as it was at the time, was controlled by
a former Independent member, and part of the deal was
about her getting caps put on poker machines in that
area. Yet the increase in the number of machines down
there is amongst the highest. She did no favours to the
people of Gippsland West, and they showed her what
they thought of her in the end.
The extra lighting, letting in the natural daylight,
putting clocks on machines, introducing minimum
payouts by cash and having machines show the odds
are all smoke and mirrors. None of it has worked. The
only thing that has been recognised as having anything
to do with the fall-off in machine use and the amount of
money being collected is the health initiative that was
introduced to stop smoking in gaming venues. But
people are going back, and the government has
predicted in its budget papers for this coming year that
the take from poker machines will continue in its
upward spiral and that it will be getting more money
out of them in this coming year than it did in the last
year — and it will continue to go up. Yet this
government continues to try to create a perception that
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it is doing something to help the poor old gamblers out
there who are putting their money in.

city at 10.20 a.m. we were advised to call back at
10.45 a.m.

I am not going to condemn people who want to play
poker machines, because they are there for people’s
enjoyment and recreation. As with alcoholics, drug
takers, fast drivers and cigarette smokers, some people
have an addiction to poker machines. The last lot of
reports from the research panel talk about the fact that
there has been a downturn in the number of people who
could be classified as problem gamblers, but when you
read the notes that are associated with them you see that
they say you cannot compare them with the notes that
were taken during the Productivity Commission report
that was put in place in 1999. The report says that
around 15 per cent of all gamblers who play poker
machines are going to be or already are problem
gamblers. There are a number of them out there, but let
us not condemn them as being problem gamblers. Let
us look at this on the basis that some people have a
weakness and should be helped out in some way. This
government has been very slow in actually trying to
help them out. If the truth be known, it has not helped at
all.

Shepparton was terrific. We rang in business hours. The
number that was on the brochure was incorrect and we
were advised to call another number. We rang that
number and the lady on the switchboard was terrific.
She was most obliging, very helpful and advised there
were two councillors on duty, Chris and Sarah. We
spoke to Sarah and were offered immediate assistance
at no cost and assured that the support would be
ongoing. That is the service you would hope that all of
them would give.

The government relies on the gaming take to bring in
about 13 per cent of its total revenue. It budgets for
people’s misery. It does not put in for problem
gamblers. I can give the house some figures to show
why I say that. Firstly, no-one knows how much money
is allocated to problem gambling. You cannot pick up a
line item that says where the money is put. We know
that only $7 million goes to Gamblers Help for
counselling services. I know that is not enough — and I
know that because I have asked. I rang around to see
what sort of service is being offered on the telephone
lines, the numbers for which are distributed through
pubs, clubs and the casino. When you read Gamblers
Help literature you are given phone numbers for
different places around Victoria.
My office has just recently rung around on the basis
that they were looking for some help and they rang the
Gamblers Help line. They were not impostors, they
were people who were ringing up because they wanted
to get some information as to how good the service is. I
ask you to imagine that it was somebody ringing up
who had a gambling problem and had actually
recognised that they wanted to do something about the
problem.
We rang the Southern number at 2.10 p.m., the time
someone should be there; a message machine was on.
We rang the Gippsland area at 2.15 p.m. and 3 o’clock,
and it was engaged on both occasions. In the western
area at 3.30 p.m. the machine message was on. In the

We also rang Horsham during business hours. At
4.30 p.m. the message machine was on. At Southern at
5.05 the message machine was on. At Gippsland at 5.45
the message machine was on. At Gippsland Anglicare,
the operator had to consult the brochure. They did not
know that the number that was rung was a Gamblers
Help line. The number that was there was for five days
a week, and we were advised to call the 24-hour
service. We called the 1800 number at 11.25 a.m. on
31 May. We were on hold for 4 minutes and 40 seconds
before we hung up. We were also in a position where
the Gamblers Help numbers at Broadford, Colac,
Geelong and Mildura were all very good and we would
talk to someone who was there and then get an
appointment within 24 hours. Stawell gave another
number for you to call and you could call direct to
Gamblers Help.
Swan Hill did not help for seven days. Wodonga had
the wrong number on the brochure and when you
finally got through the person there was not much help.
At Warrnambool, Portland, Hamilton and Camperdown
the number did not even get to Gamblers Help; you
could only be put through to a voicemail message of a
girl who might know about Gamblers Help, but she
could not ring back for a week. We rang the hearing
impaired number on several occasions and no-one even
answered; you did not even get a voice message.
I am disappointed with that result. I know how they try
very hard at Gamblers Help to assist people. They get
$7 million a year, which is not very much. The
government last year allocated $6 million each year for
the next two years. I understand that that is in fact part
of its communications where it runs television
advertisements. The problem is that the organisers do
not talk to Gamblers Help before they run the television
advertisements, and the first that Gamblers Help knows
about it is when their phones are running red hot and
ringing off the hook. Because they have not been
advised, they do not have enough people to help, and
that is disappointing.
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We do not oppose this bill, but the minister has to make
his best endeavours to overcome the problems
associated with gambling instead of trying to create a
perception of doing something but laughing at the
problem gamblers who need the help of the
government. The Treasurer is also happy to rake in the
profits that come from problem gambling, from the
misery of some of the people who are problem
gamblers, who need help but are not offered any help
by this government.
I say that the government should stop the focus on
perception and start doing something really tangible for
the people of Victoria who have a gambling problem.
We may be able to get on a little bit better by not being
so critical of the government if it starts to do something
positive for those people.
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I was fortunate to be asked to unveil an honour board
last Friday which indicates the people who were
involved with that harness racing club from the outset
and the important part that those families have played
in the development of the harness racing club at
Cobram in the 50 years of its existence. Last Friday was
no exception. The racing took place on an excellent
track and the facilities were excellent, which is a tribute
to the committee and the volunteer effort which is so
evident in country communities time and again with
people involved in a range of organisations.
The Wangaratta Harness Racing Club shares its venue
with the greyhound racing club. Both of those clubs are
operating effectively in providing facilities for people
involved in the harness and greyhound racing
industries.

Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — From the outset I
want to thank the minister for making staff available
from his department to give me a briefing on this bill at
short notice. The briefing was comprehensive and has
certainly provided me with a better insight into the
legislation before the Parliament. Before referring to the
legislation that we are debating I want to make some
overview comments in relation to the racing industry,
particularly within my electorate of Murray Valley.

It is interesting to have seen changes implemented over
the last 12 months following the implementation of
Operation Destiny, of which the minister would be well
aware, which looked to combine a number of racing
clubs and to provide efficiencies in the administration
of the clubs so that they continue to provide a high
standard of racing in the code with which they are
involved and ensure the future effectiveness of racing
within Victoria.

Racing is a big industry for Victoria, and an important
industry to this state, to the economy and of course to
north-eastern Victoria. It is estimated that the racing
industry is worth some $2 billion for the economy of
this state, so that certainly highlights the importance of
the industry. I look across my electorate of Murray
Valley at the Wangaratta Turf Club and at the
developments that have taken place over a number of
years at that club and the importance of the volunteer
committee that worked so well on those developments.
With some funding provided through the racing
industry, the racing development fund, I now see
excellent facilities which will continue to service people
in north-eastern Victoria and those involved in the
racing industry.

Operation Destiny has been hailed by many as a great
success and overall it probably has been, but I want to
sound a word of warning. In north-eastern Victoria
where we have a combination of Wodonga, Wangaratta
and Benalla racing clubs under one administration,
while there may be some synergies or efficiencies to be
gained it does have some effect on the volunteers who
work so hard on the committees and within those
particular racing codes.

I look at harness racing, for instance. The Cobram
Harness Racing Club and the Wangaratta Harness
Racing Club are again both providing effective racing
for people involved in that industry. I was at a harness
racing meeting last Friday at Cobram, and I want to put
on record my congratulations to the committee of the
Cobram Harness Racing Club. This is the 50th year
since the establishment of the harness racing club. It has
excellent facilities, and the work that has been done by
the volunteer committee there is second to none; the
volunteers have been the strength of the developments
that have taken place.

I think we will find that there will be a reduction of
people who are interested in providing volunteer
services when we have overall management for a
number of race clubs, so while we recognise the
motives of Racing Victoria in seeking to gain
efficiencies within the industry, there needs to be a
recognition of the important part that has been played
by volunteers in the racing codes which I have
mentioned and particularly within my electorate of
Murray Valley.
I have been fortunate over the years I have been in the
Parliament to have been involved with the racing clubs
of those three codes operating within the electorate and
it has been a most efficient operation in the past. I want
to see it go forward into the future, recognising that
they will be effective provided they can not only get
support from government and from Racing Victoria but
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importantly that they will be able to manage their own
affairs and coordinate the huge volunteer effort that has
made those clubs such a success in the past, particularly
in country Victoria.

provide information for that reporting process. The
earlier clauses in the bill refer particularly to harness
racing, and clauses beyond that cover the greyhound
part of the racing industry.

I mention that as a critical part of the racing industry
when we see people who seek to rationalise the number
of racing clubs operating in country Victoria. I admit
there are some difficulties with some of the smaller
clubs continuing to operate, and we have had some
rationalisation over the past 10 or 15 years resulting in
the closure of some of these clubs. But we need to
make sure that we can maintain the clubs operating in
country Victoria as an important part of the racing
industry under whatever code it might be, whether it be
the gallops, harness racing or greyhounds. We need to
be aware of the important part the industry plays and of
the people involved so that they can participate in the
different codes without having to travel huge distances
to various race meetings.

Certain clauses concern funds being applied for
consultation with harness racing industry participants
and ensure that those participants can participate in
such consultations and in the reports that are being
prepared. We can see in this legislation a broadening of
the clauses providing for an extension to the codes of
harness racing and greyhound racing, similar to that
applying for the gallops.

It is interesting to analyse the changes that are to be
implemented. Many people would say that it is not a
large piece of legislation, but it has some important
implications. Recognising that we generally do not go
into the committee stage any longer I will refer to
particular clauses in the bill. I am very much aware that
the second-reading speech provides an overview of the
legislation and what is contained in it, but it does not go
into specifics on the various clauses in the bill. I will be
referring to the sections and clauses of the legislation
because of the requirement that the house rarely go into
committee. That is a great disappointment, because as
members of Parliament we need to be able to represent
our electorates on legislation. We need to be able to
look at that legislation not only in the light of how it
affects us within our electorates but also across the state
of Victoria.
In the Parliament now we often have limited debate on
bills because of time constraints. The debate is often
limited to the extent where we only have lead speakers
and many members who wish to speak on legislation do
not get an opportunity to do so purely and simply
because time has not been provided. I know that I have
the indulgence of the house to speak on some of the
clauses mentioned in the second-reading speech.
Although it was not accepted practice in the past, this
has now become accepted practice with respect to
debates which take place in the Legislative Assembly.
The earlier part of the legislation deals with the
greyhound and harness racing codes, and seeks to
extend the requirement for annual reporting of their
operations. It stipulates what should be included and the
participants within the industry who should be able to

There are also changes to the appeal rights for stewards
which allow evidence to be submitted without having to
be made under oath as is the case at present. I found the
briefing provided by the minister’s department very
interesting. The expert who spoke knew a lot about the
subject and he provided the majority of the information
to me on this clause. He referred to clause 14 and spoke
about the future betting on doubles. Whilst I am a
regular attender of race meetings in the three codes
across my electorate of Murray Valley, I am not a big
gambler. I like having a bet, as many other people
do — —
Mr Robinson interjected.
Mr JASPER — Of course the honourable member
has been up at Wangaratta on occasion, and I have
welcomed him there. He went on talking about doubles
and other issues, but I accepted the comment he made
that clause 14 refers to future betting on doubles, and
we will support clause 14 on the explanation provided
to me by representatives of the minister’s office.
Many of the clauses in this legislation are a result of the
statute law revisions and amendments to the Gambling
Regulation Act 2003. The minister and anybody in the
house who witnessed the debate on that legislation will
know what a massive bill it was. It was the biggest bill
that has ever been presented to the Parliament in the
over 20 years that I have been the member for Murray
Valley. I am informed by representatives of the
department whom I spoke to that it works quite
effectively and is much easier to read. It is, as we all
know, a consolidation of the many acts related to the
regulation of the gambling industry.
I come back to the subject of funding from the
Community Support Fund and the clauses relating to
unclaimed moneys. Unclaimed moneys from
Tattersall’s will be provided to the government within
six months, but I have also been made aware that if
there are claims beyond six months, then despite that
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funding having gone back to consolidated revenue, it
will be paid to the claimants provided they prove they
have won and are entitled to the prize that was not
collected. I understand that this provision in the bill is
similar to what is contained in legislation applying to
Tabcorp. It will now also apply to Tattersall’s.
Again we have further amendments through the statute
law revision provisions for the Gambling Regulation
Act, but I come back to the particular reference in the
legislation to funding payable to the Community
Support Fund being retained in consolidated revenue.
Interestingly clause 26 indicates that $45 million per
year will be provided from the Community Support
Fund back to consolidated revenue for a drug strategy.
It is interesting that the amount referred to in the current
legislation is $25 million, so it is a huge increase in the
amount of funding provided from the Community
Support Fund for the drug strategy. I am not opposed to
the fact that we have a drug strategy. My concern is the
transfer of funds from the Community Support Fund
for the drug strategy going back to consolidated
revenue. What we need to be able to determine is that
funding is going in that direction and is being provided,
as the member for Bass indicated in his contribution,
for problem gambling. There is no doubt that we have
problems in that area.
I am not opposed to poker machines and having them
available within the state of Victoria as a general
principle. As was indicated again by the member for
Bass there is a cap on the number of machines in
Victoria, which was implemented by the previous
government and continued under the current
government.
Interestingly in my electorate of Murray Valley whilst
there are poker machines in the Rural City of
Wangaratta there are none in the shires of Indigo and
Moira. Partly that is because of the large number of
machines available in New South Wales and the fact
that huge clubs were built along the border between the
two states prior to poker machines being made
available in this state. There was a difficulty in having
poker machines along the border competing with the
facilities and operations just across the border. Indeed it
was mentioned to me earlier that we should be
restricting the funds going into two areas of my
electorate purely and simply because there are no poker
machines in those areas. I reject that contention. We are
entitled to our share. Where funding is being provided
the people within those two municipalities certainly
would go across the river, but in the state of Victoria
they would go to other areas where machines are
available.
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I also note the further provision in the legislation for an
equal first charge against the Community Support Fund
for payments to the gambling research panel for
gambling research. That is another area in which
funding from the fund can be provided for
gambling-related issues. I again indicate my concern
with that clause because there does not appear to be a
cap on the amount of money to be provided from the
Community Support Fund. Indeed there does not
appear to be any responsibility taken for where funding
is to be spent or how it is to be provided for problem
gambling, and there is no accountability for where the
funding is being provided generally.
The National Party will not oppose the legislation, but I
want to make the point to the minister that whilst
funding is being provided from the Community
Support Fund for drug education and drug strategies,
we need to keep that in balance and be able to gauge
the effectiveness of the funding provided. This point
was raised by the member for Bass in his
contribution — that is, that we must get results from the
funding provided.
I also say that the funding provided by the Community
Support Fund in other directions, such as supporting the
development of facilities, must help with the
development of facilities in a particular area. I was
always a great supporter of the Start program in the
police and emergency services area under which
applications could be made for funding. That was a
program of the previous government which provided
facilities for people to participate in sport or other
recreational activities. I saw that as an avenue for
people to get involved in alternative activities to reduce
the amount of time they had on their hands and the
amount of time they spent gambling.
I believe we need to think laterally when we look at the
funding. Indeed given the amount of revenue the
government collects from the poker machines
generally, apart from the support fund, perhaps it
should consider providing funding from that revenue to
assist with problem gambling and other problem areas.
This would ensure that funding from the Community
Support Fund gets to the areas where I believe it is
effective, such as the development of the range of
facilities included in the legislation as it is at present. I
make the point again that whilst we need to have
funding provided for problem gambling, to assist in
research and to minimise problems, we also need to
recognise that the Community Support Fund has a
major responsibility in funding other areas which will
assist people who have those sorts of problems to
participate in activities which will take them away from
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areas in the gaming industry where they may get into
difficulties with problem gambling.

gambling to be put to good social uses, and in that case
it was for many years hospitals and charities.

I finish by saying that I believe that in closing the
debate the minister needs to give the house information.
We need to know why there needed to be an increase in
funding from $25 million to $45 million a year from the
Community Support Fund to the consolidated fund,
what responsibility there will be for presenting how that
money is spent, as it will be a firm amount in the
legislation over the next five years, and what further
funding will be provided for gambling research. There
is no indication of what the level of funding will be in
that area. I look forward to getting further responses
from the minister in relation to the issues I have raised,
but in closing I indicate that the National Party will not
oppose the legislation.

Traditionally a bill concerning the racing industry
comes before this house with a gladbag of changes, and
this year is no different. The important thing to
remember is that there are various initiatives in this bill
which will be of great value to the industry. In
particular I want to highlight the value of enhancing the
function of Harness Racing Victoria and Greyhound
Racing Victoria in their charters by improving their
flexibility in promoting their industries and engaging
stakeholders. This is vitally important for both harness
racing and greyhound racing, which are well regarded
notwithstanding the fact that they are the minor racing
codes.

Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — It is always a
pleasure to follow the member for Murray Valley, in
this particular instance on the Racing and Gaming Acts
(Amendment) Bill. As he alluded to, some time back I
had the pleasure of his company at the Wangaratta
races. Much as I am aware there is probably a rule in
this place that when members of Parliament gather on a
racetrack what happens on that racetrack should stay
there, sadly I can reveal that in this case what stayed at
the racetrack was our money. I do not know if the
member’s punting has improved since then. I certainly
hope it has. I am continuing to follow my own tips, so
sadly mine has not improved.
It is a pleasure to speak on the bill. I want to commence
by briefly touching on those provisions of the bill that
go to the gaming industry and gaming arrangements in
this state. Briefly the bill provides for the retention of
$45 million per year over the next five years for funds
to be directed to the drug strategy and also for the
prioritisation as a first charge against the CSF for the
purposes of gambling research and problem gambling
services. I have no hesitation in saying that I believe
that these are unambiguously good provisions of the
bill. This is good policy. Whether the drug strategy
funding is going into treatment and rehabilitation of
young people in particular who are suffering from the
scourge of drugs or it is going into education, it is
highly valuable and certainly the people of the Mitcham
electorate would have a view that we cannot spend
enough on drug rehabilitation.
It follows the great tradition started in this state by
Sir Henry Bolte at the time the Totalisator Agency
Board, or TAB, legislation was passed in 1961, in this
Assembly by, I think, a margin of only one vote. That
provided for a fair slice of the proceeds of legalised

I suppose it is true to say that as our racing industry
goes from strength to strength what receives most
attention is thoroughbred racing. But those two codes of
racing have a great deal of history associated with them.
They have a great deal to offer the state, and they have
a great deal of growth potential. We ought not overlook
that, and to that extent I think the amendments in the
bill are to be encouraged.
Another important component of the bill is part 3. I
know this will be welcomed by bookmakers, because it
allows for increased competition with the totalisator by
liberating them with regard to feature doubles. Now I
know the member for Murray Valley does not take
feature doubles too often, but I could educate him in
that regard. At least I could educate him so far as the
mechanics of taking doubles are concerned, but I would
not be too confident about the outcome, because they
are notoriously difficult. It is a very popular betting
medium, and the amendments will effectively provide
for greater competition by allowing bookmakers to
offer product on designated group races, of which there
would be around 150 or 200 a year in Australia, and
possibly more.
I know people like Michael Eskander have been
long-term advocates of this change. The government
has taken the right step, because ultimately we want a
system of genuine competition between bookmakers
and the totalisator or sports betting agencies that are
associated with totalisator operations. Some time ago
the government announced to bookmakers a series of
reductions in the minimum telephone bet. I may be
mistaken, but I think that at the start of next month the
minimum telephone bet for city meetings comes down
to zero — that is, it is in fact being removed altogether.
I know that will be a great stimulus to bookmakers in
this state, and similarly I look forward to the feature
doubles provision also being a stimulus to them.
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The bill also proposes significant changes to the
procedural relationship between stewards and the
Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board, as well as the
Racing Appeals Tribunal. This follows a fairly
extensive Racing Victoria review. These changes are
welcome, because they are important. The bill’s
intention regarding the Racing Appeals Tribunal is to
make sure that its capacity to accept evidence not given
under oath, affirmation or declaration is not impeded.
This is important because stewards, as the police
officers of our industry, are required in many instances
to commence inquiries immediately after a race — and
sometimes after a race meeting. It is not a question of
simply asking the parties involved to go out and get
legal representation and making those inquiries in a
manner which might be more akin to what later
happens in court. So allowing evidence which is
initially not given under oath, affirmation or declaration
to continue to be handled in that way is vitally
important.
I note that some of those inquiries go on for a long
time. We have just seen the conclusion of an inquiry
that commenced back in November 2003, when some
very prominent individuals were charged. They have
exercised their rights of appeal over the last few weeks.
The business of stewards inquiries and the tribunal
hearings which can follow can be quite detailed and at
times quite complex. The provisions on this matter are,
as much as anything else, commonsense.
I had the pleasure in March of attending the Australasian
Racing Appeals Tribunal conference and dinner. The
conference was fantastic. I sat in on some of the
proceedings and learned a great deal. It is important at
this point to congratulate the stewards on the work they
do in this state, and in particular the chief steward, Des
Gleeson, and the team he heads. I recently had the
pleasure, along with the member for Hawthorn, of
attending the Australian Racing Hall of Fame dinner. It
was a terrific night, and we celebrated excellence in the
form of horses, jockeys and trainers in the main — —
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr ROBINSON — ‘In the mane’ — did you like
that? I am getting to the end of this tale so I will not be
long! We also celebrated the contribution of Robert
Cooper Bagot as the first secretary of the Victoria
Racing Club.
It would be remiss of us, however, if in debating
legislation on the racing industry we did not
acknowledge the vital role that is played by stewards. I
think the stewards in this state do a terrific job and have
done so for a long time. They are one of the reasons
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why the racing product in this state is so highly
regarded. Nothing ever seems to faze the chief steward,
Des Gleeson. It does not matter what he is confronting,
he never seems to roll up with so much as a hair out of
place. As much as the legal powers we are providing
stewards and others with are important, so too is the
character of the people who fill those roles; and as I
said, in that regard the state of Victoria has been very
fortunate over a long period of time.
The racing industry is a great industry. It is one of the
great pleasures in this state that no matter where you go,
you are never far from a racetrack, a greyhound track or
a harness track. The provisions in the bill before the
house allow for the further improvement and
refinement of this great industry, and I have no
hesitation in recommending it to the house.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I rise to
speak on the Racing and Gaming Acts (Amendment)
Bill, and in particular to comment on two aspects of the
bill, the racing side and the gaming side. In my
introductory remarks on the racing side, let me reiterate
some of the comments of previous speakers about the
importance of the racing industry in Victoria.
When I talk about racing I am talking about all the
codes of racing — the gallopers, harness racing and
greyhound racing. Previous speakers have said that the
racing industry is worth about $2 billion a year to
Victoria — but I think that is just the galloping
industry. If you add to that harness racing and
greyhound racing, you realise that it is a very
significant industry. You are looking at somewhere
between 40 000 and 50 000 people being employed in
the racing industry, whether it be in training, breeding,
track management, gaming, agistment, pre-training,
feeding or the veterinary services, as well as all the
employment associated with that and the effect the
industry has in terms of tourism.
We have only to look at our major racing carnivals to
see the benefits of that. Indeed in addition to our major
racing carnivals we have the specialty racing events that
are significant for tourism in their areas, like the
Dunkeld Cup, the Hanging Rock races and the Avoca
races. Of course in my own area there are the
Warrnambool Grand Annual carnival and the
Warrnambool Cup — and increasingly the
Warrnambool Oaks Day, which is becoming a very big
day in the Warrnambool racing calendar. The gaming
revenue from the racing industry is significant to the
industry and also to the government in the delivery of a
wide range of services.
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I will make a passing comment about the growth and
success of Tabcorp. All members of this house would
have to agree that is one of the great successful
privatisations undertaken by the previous government,
and all members on all sides of Parliament would have
to congratulate the previous government for the
excellent way that Tabcorp was privatised and created
and the way it has been of benefit to Victoria as a whole
in terms of employment, in terms of its growth into a
world leader in the provision of wagering and gaming
services and in terms of its benefit to racing. Racing has
literally boomed in Victoria following the privatisation
of Tabcorp, which was opposed by the then Labor
opposition. To its shame, Labor opposed one of the
greatest success stories of privatisation and one of the
greatest success stories for the racing industry.
The bill itself provides for the harness racing industry
and the greyhound racing industry to be involved in
consultation, and I support that, as it is logical and
sensible. Throughout regional and rural Victoria the
harness racing and greyhound racing industries are very
significant, and I urge the minister to ensure that the
consultation provided for by this bill includes regional
and rural Victoria, particularly the harness racing
industry in areas like Terang — and I congratulate the
Terang Harness Racing Club on its new track, which is
absolutely fantastic and which gives all the horses a
much better go, and the Hamilton Harness Racing
Club — and throughout the Wimmera–Mallee district.
How could we ever forget Maori’s Idol from Marnoo,
one of the greatest trotting horses ever to grace the
tracks of Victoria or Australia?
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law. Why should bookmakers in Victoria not be
allowed to bet right up to the jump of those groups 1, 2
and 3 races right across Australia? That is very, very
important.
I acknowledge the importance of the Warrnambool
Racing Club; its chief executive officer, Chris Nolan;
and its president, Mary Lucas, and her committee. They
do a fantastic job, particularly with the grand annual
cup carnival, which has become an absolute icon in
terms of tourism and racing. I urge the Premier and the
Leader of the House to make sure that in future this
Parliament never sits on the first Thursday in May on
the day of the carnival and the Warrnambool Cup.
Sir Henry Bolte would be turning in his grave to think
that the Parliament sat on such a sacred day. In future
we should make sure that the week of the Warrnambool
races is a week when the Parliament does not sit so that
members can attend that fantastic event.
The legislation also refers to the gaming industry, so let
us go over a little bit of history and make it absolutely
clear that poker machines were introduced to Victoria
by a Labor government and the casino legislation was
introduced and passed by the Kirner Labor government.
It was a Labor government and the Labor Party that
introduced the provisions for poker machines and the
casino in this state. Indeed the Kirner government
proposed having 45 000 to 50 000 gaming machines
throughout Victoria. Let us not have any rubbish said
about which party is about promoting gaming. It was
the Kennett government that capped the number of
gaming machines in Victoria.

In relation to our greyhound industry, I take this
opportunity to say what a fantastic job the
Warrnambool Greyhound Racing Club does at the
Wannon Park Raceway. It is interesting that some of
the families that are involved in greyhound racing in the
Warrnambool area — the Mugavin family, the Brown
family and the Smedts family — are also well known in
the Australian Football League. Indeed the family of
Jonathon Brown, who is with the Brisbane Lions, is
very much involved in the greyhound racing industry,
as are the Mugavins, and they are very successful in
that industry. The greyhound industry is one of those
industries that needs to be consulted and considered,
particularly in rural and regional areas.

Clause 36 of the bill substitutes proposed
section 10.3.3, which provides for $45 million a year to
come out of the Community Support Fund for a
government drug strategy over the next five years. I am
extremely concerned that this could potentially be a
significant misuse of the Community Support Fund,
which was established to take funds from a 1 per cent
levy of turnover of gaming machines in hotels and put
it to broad community use. I acknowledge the need to
do work to reduce the scourge of drugs in our society
and to help people say no to drugs, but that funding
should largely come from consolidated revenue and
from the Department of Human Services, and the
Community Support Fund should not continue to be
used as a de facto source of consolidated revenue.

The other thing this legislation does with respect to the
racing industry is allow bookmakers to bet up to
30 minutes prior to a group 1, 2 or 3 race. I welcome
this change. It puts bookmakers on a more competitive
footing with bookmakers in the Northern Territory and
the other states. I ask the minister to tell us in his
response why the government still has the 30-minute

The Community Support Fund has a great history of
supporting important projects in regional and rural
Victoria — for example, improvements to art galleries
across the state, in particular in Horsham and Hamilton;
funding of the Portland Cable Trams project, which is a
great tourism project; and the funding of the Eucalyptus
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Discovery Centre at Coleraine, which is linked to the
Points Reserve. I urge the government to continue to
fund these important projects. In particular I urge it to
fund the stage 2 development of the Portland Maritime
Discovery Centre, where there is a shipwreck, the
Regia, which is very much sitting right there for people
to see — except that it is under water. Part of the
stage 2 expansion is to allow entry to the shipwreck in
situ.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member on the
Racing and Gaming Acts (Amendment) Bill!
Dr NAPTHINE — The bill is about the use of the
Community Support Fund.
The SPEAKER — Order! But not in relation to
projects in the member’s electorate. The bill relates
specifically to the racing and gaming industry.
Dr NAPTHINE — I am sorry, Speaker, but
clause 36 of the bill talks about payments from the
Community Support Fund, and the government is
proposing one use for that.
The SPEAKER — Order! I understand what it is,
and I have given my ruling.
Dr NAPTHINE — The government is proposing
one use of that fund, and I am proposing an alternative
use — to fund the Portland Maritime Discovery Centre.
Similarly I urge that the government use some of that
money to provide $1 million to Brauerander Park to
fund a very important athletics facility in Warrnambool.
This facility is a $6.6 million project on 13 hectares of
land donated by Andrew and Alison Anderson and their
family to a value of over $2 million. The federal
government provided $1 million for that project in
March 2003, the local council has provided $700 000
and Brauer College has provided $1.4 million.
The only one missing from that project is the Bracks
Labor government, and I think that $1 million from the
Community Support Fund would be well spent on that
community athletics facility to encourage young people
to be involved in sport and recreation as an alternative
to being hooked on problem gambling. Indeed the
Premier in October 2001 said that the government
would be happy to contribute to a three-way partnership
between state, local and federal governments, and we
are well on the way to achieving that. The only thing
missing is the $1 million from the state government,
and I would urge it to use the Community Support
Fund to provide that $1 million. This legislation — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.
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Mr LONEY (Lara) — I wish to make a few
remarks in relation to this bill, which is essentially a bill
in two parts, as has been said — one to do with racing
and betting, and the other to do with the application of
funds from the Community Support Fund. The
proposed amendments that apply to racing and betting
follow very hard on an election commitment of this
government to ensure that stakeholders in the harness
and greyhound racing industries will be adequately
consulted in relation to their industry, and that is
something I would certainly support.
In relation to my own area, I mention both the Geelong
Harness Racing Club and the Geelong Greyhound
Racing Club as being very important and active clubs
within my community. They do a great job in
promoting and administering racing in my area, and
they should certainly have the opportunity to be
consulted about their industry. I note that currently at
their home at Beckley Park they are going through a
major master planning exercise for that facility. A
number of speakers have spoken about the importance
of racing to Victoria. It is certainly a multibillion-dollar
industry.
The member for South-West Coast referred to TAB
privatisation. I certainly do not own any shares in the
TAB, but I think I have bought a couple of bricks in its
building over the years.
Racing is a major contributor not just to Victoria’s
economy but certainly to regional economies, and can
be very important to areas such as those which I
represent at both the Geelong and Werribee ends. The
Werribee Racing Club is a strong club and provides
excellent racing, particularly in the lead-up to the
Melbourne Cup.
For a long time the Victoria racing industry has had an
image of being a clean, well administered industry
across all of its codes, and it is important that we ensure
that that continues. Adequate consultation with the
industry in relation to changes et cetera is also very
important.
Clause 11 of the bill deals with the repeal of
section 83K(4C) of the act with the establishment of the
Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board and ensures
that the new board will have original jurisdiction of
matters involving prohibited substances. Unfortunately,
as in all sports in recent years, we have seen the
occurrence of prohibited substances in racing, and it
needs to be dealt with seriously and strenuously. The
Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board is the correct
body to have that original jurisdiction rather than the
Victoria Racing Club as it was.
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Clause 12 gives stewards the right of appeal. The
member for Mitcham outlined at some length that the
role of the stewards has been tremendously important to
the reputation of racing in Victoria. Over the years
under a number of chief stewards the stewards have
been effective in keeping racing clean in this state, and
they should be awarded the appropriate powers and
rights to allow that to continue. This right of appeal will
be a contributor to doing that into the future.

Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I do not want to get
into some kind of warfare with my colleagues, whether
they be on this or the other side of the house, but when I
hear the boasting by the member for South-West Coast
and the lesser but nevertheless boasts by the member
for Lara about their respective racing clubs — the
Warrnambool Racing Club and the Werribee Racing
Club — I am quite happy to acknowledge that they are
racing clubs of some note in this state.

The second part of the bill relates to the Community
Support Fund. This amendment in the bill gives effect
to a government decision to extend the current
provision allowing for the retention in the consolidated
fund of the current $25 million a year from the CSF, to
become $45 million which will be used for the
government’s drug strategy. It also confirms the
government’s ongoing commitment to appropriate
interventions and responses to problem gambling. As a
result of this, for the first time funding of problem
gambling programs will be given priority as a first
charge against the CSF and put on the same status as
gambling research. It is important that problem
gambling programs be given that priority.

However, if we are going to talk about real racing
clubs — clubs with grunt behind them — one can only
direct their attention to the Mornington Racing Club,
which is the largest and most successful regional racing
club in the state. It rivals the turnover and activities of
at least two of the metropolitan racing clubs, and I want
to put that on record. Not only is the Mornington
Racing Club the largest and most successful of the
regional racing clubs in Victoria, it is also the largest
industry in my electorate. It would rival any other
economic undertaking in the electorates of both
Hastings and Nepean.

I note the comments made by the member for
South-West Coast that perhaps this money should be
spent on other areas. I guess we could all come in here
and give a wish list of things that we could spend that
money on in our own electorates; I think if we did, we
would probably overspend it many, many times.
In many ways, because of where the CSF draws its
money from, the government also has a responsibility
to pay regard to the health of Victorians. Using that
fund in some way to make a significant contribution to
the health and wellbeing of Victorians who have
gambling problems is not inappropriate or inconsistent
with what the fund should be doing.
The provisions in the bill, both in relation to racing and
betting and to the changes in the Community Support
Fund, are very desirable. Since 2000 some $155 million
from the Community Support Fund has been approved
for use on the government’s drug strategy. This is not
small money we are talking about; it is a major
commitment to trying to tackle the drug problem in the
state. Over many years members of the community
have told us as legislators very loudly and very clearly
that they want us to take action on the drug problems in
this state and they want us to do it in a number of ways
through enforcement, good health practice et cetera and
through trying to help people who unfortunately have
problems. The bill goes a long way to assisting with
that.

The activities of the Mornington Racing Club are
widespread and are acknowledged by the people of my
electorate as being highly important to our part of the
world. Having said that, from my contacts with the
Mornington Racing Club I am not aware that it has any
problems with the changes in this bill regarding the
greyhound, harness racing and gallopers codes, and
therefore I can join with other honourable members in
saying that if the clubs are happy with changes, then it
is okay with me.
I want to concentrate the principal part of my remarks
on gaming and gambling, and on gaming machines in
particular. As the member for South-West Coast said,
we should all recall that gaming machines were
introduced into this state back in the days of the Kirner
government for one particular reason, which was that a
large amount of money was going from this state up to
New South Wales. Many busloads of people were
heading over the Murray not just at weekends but
everyday, and that government saw it as undesirable to
add to the coffers of the New South Wales government.
As we all know, the Kirner government was cash
strapped — almost bankrupt — and looking to get as
much money as possible out of Victorians, so it
introduced gaming machines into this state.
I well recall some of the statements that were made at
the time gaming machines were introduced. The
Honourable Joan Kirner as Premier welcomed the
machines and said what a great thing they would be for
Victoria. I remember a member of this place who is
now a member in the other place — the Honourable
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Carolyn Hirsh — saying what a great thing gaming
machines would be for the older section of the
community. She said it would give them something to
do during the day. Then we had the Honourables Tom
Roper and David White saying that they could see no
end to the benefits gaming machines would bring to
this state. I remember Tom Roper, supported by David
White, talking about 45 000 or 50 000 machines being
easily absorbed into the Victorian community. Of
course the Kennett government brought commonsense
to the whole matter when it capped the number of
machines. Now we are talking about — —
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr COOPER — It is a statement of fact! The
member for Footscray disagrees, but it is a statement of
fact, and if the member went back and read Hansard in
the days of the Kirner government — and he was in
here, so he would have heard it — he would know that
what I have just said is true, and he would also know
that the cap was introduced by the Kennett government.
Now we are seeing another Labor government that is
wedded to and tacked onto the revenue from gaming
machines. In February 2001 on radio 3AW the Premier
boasted, ‘We are really worried about problem
gambling’. He said:
… that’s why we are having restrictions on advertising so
warnings, like [the] cigarettes, will be on advertising for
gaming in the future … these are significant reforms. And
also the lighting, the clocks, they are all part of attacking
problem gambling.

The reality is that things like lighting and clocks do not
make any difference to problem gamblers. They will
put money in the machines even if it is pitch black!
They do not care how many clocks there are: you could
put Big Ben on a gaming machine and it still would not
stop a problem gambler from sticking their money into
it. So we know that is nonsense, and the people who
have any real knowledge of what makes problem
gamblers tick know it is nonsense. We have to deal
with problem gamblers in other ways. Perhaps directing
money from the Community Support Fund into finding
out the right ways to deal with problem gambling might
be the way to go.
When I talk about the Community Support Fund and
directing money from it, I have some concerns about
the secretive way in which this government has handled
that fund since it came into office, including the way it
has turned it into a slush fund for its own political
purposes. I want to give an example of that, because it
is important for the house to understand that these
things are not being handled well by this government.
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Under the Freedom of Information Act I made an
application to get some documents relating to the
allocation of moneys from the Community Support
Fund from 1 January 2003 to 12 June 2003. I asked that
the documents include everything relating to successful
and unsuccessful applications. I later limited my
application to exclude programs administered by other
areas of the Department of Victorian Communities as
well as other agencies which administer programs
funded from Community Support Fund allocations.
That request was lodged on 12 June 2003. On
1 September 2003 I had advice from DVC that
27 applications had been received in the period for
which I was seeking information but that it was going
to refuse access to the whole lot on the grounds that it
was commercial in confidence. What can be
commercial in confidence about communities seeking
funds from the Community Support Fund? It was clear
that something was being covered up.
On 22 September, following my request for an internal
review, I received advice that it had upheld the denial,
so on 6 November 2003 I lodged an appeal with the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal. It has
gone through all those processes but has not reached a
hearing. A hearing was set for 21 June, and on 19 May,
only a few days ago, I received advice from the
Victorian Government Solicitor that the DVC was now
prepared to supply the documents and that therefore the
VCAT appeal need not go ahead. In fact my office has
advised me that the documents arrived in the mail
today.
I have had to wait nearly a year for this government to
release information which should be public
information. Therefore, when we talk about the
allocation of funds from the Community Support Fund
by this government we should all be worried not only
about how much is allocated but where it is going and
what it is going to be used for. I have said it before and
will say it again: I do not trust this government in any
way at all, particularly when it comes to handling
money. This government is a disgrace given the way it
handles money in this state. It has always been a
disgrace, and it will continue to be one.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — It is a great
pleasure to join the debate on the Racing and Gaming
Acts (Amendment) Bill. I certainly support it, and I
welcome the support of all parties in the chamber for
the essential set of amendments and maintenance
provisions this legislation contains.
The bill makes a number of amendments to the Racing
Act. In one of the various roles I have played in the
public sector I was at one time the manager of racing
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development in the state. It was a great pleasure to
assist in the allocation processes of the Racecourses
Development Fund and to see the growth of
tremendous facilities in some great and picturesque
locations around the state, which helped form the
infrastructure of a vital and dynamic industry.
There have been many attempts to measure the impact
and overall dimension of the industry. A study that I
was part of in the late 1980s compared the role of the
racing industry to that of the state’s manufacturing
industry, which is a significant part of the state’s
identity and economy. There have been some quite
bizarre comments made in this debate relating more to
the Community Support Fund than to the racing
industry. There is a high degree of consensus about the
racing components of this legislation except to the
extent of individual members who have racing clubs in
their electorates singing the praises of the clubs and
giving their various interpretations of each other’s
betting skills.
I note that the member for Bass found it difficult to come
to grips with the cash flow management aspects of the
government’s dealing with the Community Support
Fund. On occasions the government has committed more
in a year out of the fund than it received. It might be a bit
subtle for some of us, but the cash flow management
aspects of the fund are fairly — —
Mr Mulder — Tricky?
Mr MILDENHALL — Well, it is a sophisticated
exercise to have an estimate. For instance, we have a
number of commitments to great projects in my
electorate on which for various reasons the construction
work has not yet proceeded, but the detailed planning
process, design and consultancies are well under way.
There are some expenditures but the bulk has not
moved through the system. Comments by the member
for Mornington that this government, of all
governments, might be using the fund as a slush fund
were a show-stopper. That is one of John Howard’s
barbecue stoppers. I well remember the oneAustralia
yacht going to the bottom of the San Diego harbour
with a broken back, it having been backed by the
much-vaunted major projects portfolio of the former
government from the Community Support Fund — but
with no relationship to those communities at all.
It is well known that my electorate, Footscray, in the
area of Maribyrnong, has a very high concentration of
gaming machines. In the seven years of the Kennett
government there was one unspent allocation for
$700 000 — clearly an inadequate contribution to a
major project. Since the election of the Bracks
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government we have had $6.75 million allocated to the
Maribyrnong pool, $1.5 million to the Sunshine pool,
$1 million to the junction youth centre, $2.75 million to
the Footscray Community Arts Centre, and $1.3 million
to the West Footscray library and neighbourhood
centre, totalling well over the $10 million mark — a
major contribution to community infrastructure and
community building in one of the more disadvantaged
communities of the state. These are essential projects
that put into stark contrast the difference in the
approach and policies of each of the governments that
we are talking about.
But there is no more important or potent strategy than
the government’s drug strategy that has seen significant
funding from the $45 million a year appropriation from
this fund and its application to Footscray. In 1999 when
we came to office we were in the midst of an
extraordinary crisis with the drugs problem. That year
the municipality had 29 deaths from drug overdoses.
That is now down to less than a handful. If it is two or
three in a year, that would be the average since the
Bracks government has managed to target and
intensively focus the use of these funds into not only
prevention and education strategies but to treatment
strategies.
We have doubled the number of beds, employed
outreach workers and increased our emergency
management and advisory capacity to deal with
substance abusers on the street. We are still seeing
infrastructure being completed. Shortly the health
works drug centre near my office will be opening,
despite the fact that the number of needles out of the
local needle service still runs at an extraordinary rate.
Well over half a million needles are being distributed
per year in the local community.
Residents and observers of the Footscray business
district would say that most of the outward appearance
of the drugs problem is well under control, with the
additional police that have been allocated, the
additional prevention strategies and the work we are
doing in schools, but essentially the services on the
street have really made a major difference in the control
over this serious issue. So it is appropriate that the
measures in the bill to formalise that use of the
$45 million per year from the Community Support
Fund into the consolidated fund for the government’s
drug strategy be authorised. It is a major part of the
government’s armoury and the strength of the
successful drugs strategy it has put into place, but it
always requires more vigilance. It always requires a
watchful eye, and it requires, as other members have
said during this debate, continuous evaluation. It has
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been extremely successful in these first few years, and
it is appropriate that that effort continue.
I support the legislation. It shows the government’s
careful management of the Community Support Fund
and the state’s important racing and gaming industries.
It is a dramatic contrast to the laissez-faire and
anything-goes strategy of the previous government, and
it shows both its success and the care with which this
government applies these funds to well-deserving
communities.
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I rise to contribute to
the debate on the Racing and Gaming Acts
(Amendment) Bill. As a former owner and trainer of
racehorses and harness racers, and as someone who has
had an occasional drive in some trials, I am pleased to
contribute to the debate. However, for some time I have
been dreading a racing bill coming on board, because it
was I who made the decision to sack the politicians’ last
horse, Poltergeist, only to find that the new trainer
picked it up and won a race first up. I was dreading
coming back here if that horse had continued to win
more races. Fortunately it has not continued to do so, so
I am only too happy now to contribute to bills that deal
with the racing industry.
However, in response to the member for Footscray’s
comments about the previous Liberal-National coalition
government and its handling of the Community
Support Fund, I remind him of the occasion when he
arrived to open the magnificent Colac Otway
Performing Arts and Cultural Centre in my electorate.
Members know that the money for that came from the
Community Support Fund. As the member said in his
own words, it is a classy joint. It is a great project, and
it was a great use of the Community Support Fund.
Unfortunately we do not see money going into those
types of projects anymore. It is a real concern to the
opposition, because those projects produce a wide
community benefit. There is no doubt this is being
handled as a slush fund by the Labor government. The
administration of the Community Support Fund is very
secretive, and there is no community benefit coming
from it at this time.
I wish to touch on another issue about the bill
concerning consultation with the harness and
greyhound racing industries. It is somewhat
disappointing when it is enshrined in legislation that the
industry boards have to go down the pathway of
consultation. One would think it is a natural pathway on
which to conduct and operate a business. However, in
the past the thoroughbred racing industry, with which I
was involved before coming to the Parliament some
time ago, did not have good consultation processes, and
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negotiations continually broke down between trainers,
owners and breeders. It is probably only in the last five
or six years that consultation processes in the
thoroughbred arena have picked up and have really
moved the industry forward.
One thing I caution the harness and greyhound racing
industries about is that there is a difference between
consultation, workshopping and pushing ideas down
the throats of people who are trying to get the message
up to you. In this case the danger lies in the continual
changes at the top of these organisations. There is a
certain degree of expertise on the boards, but I am
talking about the administrators who work within the
racing industry. It is not unusual for someone who
comes on board with a range of new ideas and a host of
different approaches to believe that they know more
than the people who have been in the industry over a
long period and so try to steamroll them on a number of
issues. I have seen that happen in the past.
I know the legislation provides for the consultation
process to be detailed in annual reports, and I look
forward to that ensuring that real consultation is taking
place and that it is not a matter of people saying, ‘This
is the way we see it, and this is what we want you to
do’.
There is no doubt that we have some great
administrators in racing in Victoria. Graham Duff and
his board have done a fantastic job in taking racing
forward, as has Michael Caveney, who has also moved
country racing forward at a tremendous rate. I always
stress caution on the issue of bringing on board
executive officers who come from a totally different
arena and who try to impose their views on the racing
industry. My advice is to always apply a set of hobbles,
some pacifiers and perhaps a lugging pole to them for a
time so they get an understanding of what it is all about
before they try to impose foreign culture onto the
industry. We have done a great job with it up to this
time, but it does not take much to put an industry off
the rails.
Racing in its own right is going great guns. I have often
said that I look forward, when I leave this place, to
going back to the racing industry and back to my old
stomping ground, training horses and mixing with the
people I enjoy spending time with.
Ms Allan interjected.
Mr MULDER — My colleagues will miss me! I
also note that the bill takes some of the weight off the
shoulders of racing stewards. Previously their role
included collecting evidence, laying the charges and
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then acting as judge and jury. We race seven days a
week nowadays, and they have a tremendous workload.
Quite often there are a number of significant inquiries
running. I imagine the issue running around racing at
the moment involving the substance blue magic could
involve a whole host of different inquiries and tie
stewards up for quite a time. A new board that takes a
lot of that work, particularly in relation to substances
being used illegally in the thoroughbred, greyhound and
harness racing industries, will help the stewards and
ensure they put their time in where it is best spent.
I had a quick look at the make-up of the board, and I
would hate to be going before it. The board will have a
tremendous amount of experience, not just in the legal
field but also in racing. I do not think anyone will put a
thing over that board. It consists of 15 eminent persons,
and each time it sits it will be made up of five of those
persons plus a chair and deputy chair. Looking at them,
I would not bother taking a silk along with me. I would
instead rely on some of my old Irish characteristics, and
perhaps an old suit, a poorly dressed wife and some
hungry-looking kids, and throw myself at their mercy,
because I do not think anyone will put a thing over that
board.
In closing, everybody in a particular profession or sport
has someone they look up to as their hero in that field.
In that light I mention Mr Jim Houlihan who at
91 years of age was recently inducted into the
Australian Racing Hall of Fame. How fitting for a great
character and contributor to the racing industry to be
inducted into the hall of fame. Jim did not start training
until he was 57, and he is still going at 91. He has
trained the winners of 8 Australian hurdles, 7 grand
national hurdles, 4 A. V. Hiskens, 4 Warrnambool
grand annuals and 3 Oakbank great easterns, along with
a string of successes on the flat. I believe Jim Houlihan
is living proof of the well-known saying of my wife,
Sue, and it is probably a good slogan for racing.
‘Racing keeps men young because there is always a
young stallion coming on, there is always a brood mare
carrying a foal, there is always a yearling or a
two-year-old just broken in, there is always a promising
hurdler and there is always a new apprentice coming
onto the scene’. Racing does that to people: there is
always something to look forward to. There is always
next season, and there is always a horse that will show
you something.
Not everyone gets a Poltergeist, which did not keep us
young but sent us grey during the time it raced. But it is
a great industry with fantastic people in it, and I always
enjoy myself when I go to the races. The industry has
grown and developed over a long time. It is extremely
professional. Racing nowadays is not so much about
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horse racing as it is about the entertainment provided on
the day.
In Colac, the area I come from and live in, we have the
Terang and District Racing Club, the Terang Harness
Racing Club, the Mortlake Racing Club, the Colac Turf
Club and the Camperdown Turf Club. It just goes to
show what you can do with a racing club. The club in
Colac was earmarked for closure many years ago. Due
to the very hard work by the president of the day,
Mr Frank Gannon, and a dedicated committee, that club
is possibly one of the financially strongest clubs in
country Victoria at this time. They took up the
challenge because they knew it was not just about
providing a day’s racing; it was about providing
entertainment for families and people who decide to
come into country areas.
That has also been the case with the latest race meeting
the Camperdown club ran and the great meeting we
have at Terang on new years day. I note that Terang has
made a very bold move by appointing Elizabeth Clarke
as the secretary of the Terang and District Racing Club;
she also takes on the role of secretary of the Terang
Harness Racing Club. She is a very professional person.
That will take Terang a long way into the future, help to
develop the clubs and enable both codes in the
township of Terang to work together.
The Mortlake Racing Club is another racing club in my
electorate. It is a very strong club with a limited number
of meetings, but what they do, they do very well.
South-western Victoria is alive and well in relation to
racing. A large number of horses are being trained there
all the time. There are a lot of people coming into the
industry. I wish the bill a speedy passage.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — I support the bill
before the house, which is important for my
community. I come from the heart of thoroughbred
country, which is the motto of Melton shire. We have
some terrific stud parks within my electorate, including
the Independent Stallion Station and Emirates Park.
Melton has over 200 properties that are involved in
harness racing and train harness racing horses. We also
have Melton Coursing which has been going for many
decades. The bill enhances these codes through the
consultation phase.
In Melton shire we have the equine industry board,
which is ably led by Mayor Richard Gough. The other
members of that board include Kate Kilgour, Mike
Becker, Clinton Welsh, Chris Papas, Graham Lang, Dot
Lang and Peter Earl. A lot of people, such as Dr Mervin
Williamson, Danny Mullen, Ken Tippott, Bill Earl, Bob
Butler, Lance Justice — many people know Lance! —
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Peter Ward, Steve Warren, Mick Martin and John
Azzopardi are really building up this industry within the
region.
In Moorabool council there is the Bacchus March
Harness Racing Club with its secretary Karen
Nicholson, Cr Alan Comrie, Del Legatt and Monty
Trask. These people volunteer a lot of their time. The
honourable minister is going to come out there to visit.
Also involved in running some terrific events,
especially training for young people, are Damien
Everard, Rex Thorburn, Deidre Davey, Jim Wilson and
Ann Wilson. They are looking for additional funding to
assist these activities to occur.
I want to quickly talk about poker machines. I agree
with a couple of things the honourable member for
Bass said. The Kennett government did cap the
machines at 27 500 — half each for pubs and clubs —
and 2500 for Crown Casino. The Kennett government
essentially did this because the Honourable David
White, a former member of the other place, members of
the then opposition and the community made them do it
in 1993–94.
The bill also refers to the Community Support Fund,
from which $45 million — an increase from
$25 million — will be made available for drug
treatment programs over five years. That is certainly an
important policy for my community. Unlike the
honourable member for South-West Coast, who spoke
about what programs the Kennett government funded,
he did not talk about the yacht — —
An honourable member — Shameful!
Mr NARDELLA — Absolutely shameful! The
yacht that was supported by the Kennett government —
$1.5 million went from the Community Support Fund
to that boat that was going to challenge the America’s
Cup. What happened to that $1.5 million from the
Victorian community through the CSF? The boat
actually sank off the coast of San Diego. It was an
absolute disgrace!
Then we had the honourable member for South-West
Coast talking about the privatisation of Tabcorp. This
was and remains a disaster. It was sold for $3.50 a share
and within about six months — after that small amount
of time — the shares went up to $9 each. Again that
absolutely demonstrates why the conservatives do not
have the ability to run businesses. They talk about it,
but the only thing they can do is flog government
businesses off to their mates. On that basis, I support
the bill before the house.
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Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I rise to speak
on the Racing and Gaming Acts (Amendment) Bill. I
understand that the provisions within the act are
predominantly to create for the harness and greyhound
racing industries a consultation process between
government and those industries. There are some
troubles within those industries. They are important to
the state, but they are run on a low budget with a lot of
volunteer administration. It is important that those
organisations are run with the same professionalism as
the thoroughbred industry, and it is hoped that with the
consultation process provided for and with the goodwill
of those industries these provisions will help those
organisations run better.
There are a number of other provisions in relation to the
Racing Appeals Tribunal and the taking of evidence not
on oath. Those important provisions take into account
the way the stewards currently conduct their inquiries.
It sets up a new body to review some of their decisions.
The bill removes the requirement for bookmakers in the
thoroughbred industry to obtain the minister’s approval
for a combination of bets in relation to group races.
The racing industry is important to my electorate. I
place on the record that my wife has a strong interest in
the racing industry. She is an owner-trainer and has a
couple of horses racing. Fortunately both of them have
graced the winners’ circle, both having won their
maiden races. I am accused of not even knowing when
they are running, and that is a challenge. Unlike other
honourable members who have indicated their success
in gambling on horse races, I think I have a problem
with gambling. Every dollar that I put on a horse seems
to have its equivalent in an extra kilo — the horses
definitely go slower when they have a dollar of mine
placed on them. I would not consider myself a great
gambler, but the racing industry is important. As the
member for Polwarth said, there is a lot of passion in
the industry and it is very strong in a lot of
communities.
I know the Minister for Racing has been to some of the
picnic races in my area at Hinnomunjie and the Tambo
Valley, and other members of this place were up at
Canni Creek at the picnic races. I also place on the
record that a colleague of my wife, Shane Kennedy,
who recently won the horse of the year at the picnic
race circuit, was presented with that award at
Cranbourne. Real Ticker was the horse, and I know the
member for South Barwon had some money on it up at
Canni Creek. While it did not pile on the money it came
in as a good horse. Ultimately there is a lot of passion
within the racing industry and a lot of early mornings. I
have to get up to assist my wife with early morning
track work!
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With those few comments I commend the bill to the
house and acknowledge the importance of the industry
to rural areas, and particularly to the Gippsland East
electorate I represent. There is a small but strong racing
industry there, and that applies right across country
areas. There is a lot of money invested and a lot of
business turnover when you can get those industries
functioning well, and it is important that the
government should always recognise that.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — In rising to
briefly join the debate on the Racing and Gaming Acts
(Amendment) Bill I am reminded of the debate that
occurred in this place on 20 June 1996 and
subsequently on 26 June 1996 on a similar bill, the
Gaming Machine Control (Community Support Fund)
Bill. I will be limiting my comments this evening to
clause 36 of the bill before us, which relates directly to
payments from the Community Support Fund. It is
fascinating when you look back on the debate in 1996. I
am glad that the Minister for Racing is here with us
because some of his comments will come back to bite
him in a moment.
Let us look at a much-vaunted reasoned amendment put
forward by the shadow Minister for Gaming, now the
Attorney-General, in that debate. He moved a reasoned
amendment on behalf of the Labor Party that:
… this bill —

referring to the 1996 Gaming Machine Control
(Community Support Fund) Bill —
be withdrawn and redrafted to provide for:
(a) the establishment by the Minister for Gaming of a board
of community trustees to determine and advise the
minister of the priorities and expenditure of the
following areas according to relative need from the
Community Support Fund —
(i)

the Research and Development Fund for research
into the social and economic effects of gambling;

(ii) programs for the prevention of compulsive
gambling or for the treatment or rehabilitation of
persons who are compulsive gamblers;
(iii) programs for the treatment or rehabilitation of
persons who are addicted to or abuse drugs;
(iv) educational programs relating to drug addiction or
drug abuse;
(v) programs for financial counselling services or
support and assistance for families in crisis;
(vi) programs for the benefit of youth;
(vii) research or pilot programs relating to community
advancement programs;
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(viii) programs for the benefit of sport or recreation;
(ix) programs for the promotion or benefit of the arts;
(x) programs establishing or developing tourist
destinations or facilities or services or for the
purposes of promotion of tourism;

(b) the composition of the board which shall include up to
nine voluntary representatives from a broad
cross-section of the community selected after
nominations have been called for by way of
advertisement; and
(c) the minister to distribute the money in the fund to
projects on the basis of the board’s advice and
determination of priority.

So much for what the Bracks government promised yet
again when in opposition!
Let us look at what it delivers, because we found that
within a very short space of time on coming to
government the Labor Party did not want to have nine
independent community representatives recommending
to ministers where money should be spent. Honourable
members need only look at the current Department of
Victorian Communities web site to see that all
power — surprise, surprise! — with this centralised Big
Brother government lies totally with the minister.
Where are these nine independent representatives and
where is this committee that supposedly without fear or
favour makes recommendations which this government
supposedly follows?
We all know the truth: we know that this is just a slush
fund that is used by the Labor Party for its favourite
projects. We all know that when the then Premier, Joan
Kirner, brought in the legislation that dictated Victoria
would have up to 45 000 poker machines, which the
successor Liberal government capped at 27 500
because it thought the Labor government had gone too
far in wanting to spread thousands of machines around
Victoria, we were receiving only $900 million per
annum from gambling!
The Labor Party, the party which when we were in
government raised the high-jump bar and said it was
against gambling and hated poker machines even
though when in government it had itself brought the
poker machine legislation into Victoria, is the same
party that said it would ensure a reduction in gambling
and a reduction in gambling revenue. It is now getting
50 per cent more from gambling than the previous
Liberal government got — about $1.3 billion a year is
going into its coffers — yet we find there is no
transparency whatsoever about what that revenue is
used for. Trying to get information about where
projects have been funded and how these
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recommendations go forward is like trying to get
information from a secret state.
What we are finding is that tracing the money trail is a
real issue for this government. We have already had
John Cain, a highly respected former Labor Premier
who, unlike Joan Kirner, refused to cave in to Labor
Party factions that wanted a casino and poker machines,
and has been much derided by his own party in recent
times — apart from being sent off to do the impossible
in Deer Park — explaining that you need to follow the
money trail. We should take his advice because he
believes that the money trail, when it comes to
corruption, goes straight to Crown Casino. We believe
that the money trail in this case goes straight to one
particular minister, and she is the font of all wisdom
when it comes to which members representing marginal
Labor seats get what for their favoured pet projects.
I shall look at some of the quotable quotes. We have the
present Attorney-General quoted in Hansard of 20 June
1996 as saying:
… the Community Support Fund does not have clear
guidelines, including the determination of priorities in relation
to funding.

Nothing has changed when it comes to this
government.
He goes on to say:
In fact, until comprehensive guidelines are established the
community will not be assured that grants are distributed on a
fair and non-party political basis.

The government can come out to my electorate and
show me where some of its independent
recommendation money has gone! If I follow the
money trail in the outer east of Melbourne I find that it
starts and ends in certain Labor Party electorates, and
does not flow through to my community. Even though,
according to the trumped up guidelines of the
Department for Victorian Communities, any number of
worthwhile volunteer groups in my electorate and in
other neighbouring electorates have lodged
applications, they have not been in receipt of funds
from the Community Support Fund because they are
not situated in the right Labor Party areas — so they
miss out.
Then we had the now Minister for Education and
Training, then the housing and youth affairs shadow
minister, stating in the same 1996 debate that I have just
referred to:
The second issue I wish to raise is the streamlining of the
allocation of funds by reducing the number of ministers
involved from six to one.
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There the shadow minister was hypocritically carrying
on about how there were six ministers in the previous
Liberal government looking after the Community
Support Fund, and about how we were proposing to
bring it down to one. What do we have today? One
minister. Look at the hypocrisy of the words of the
present minister: she did not want any move from the
Liberal government having half a dozen ministers
responsible for it, but when in government it is okay for
her to have all power and the money trail, according to
clause 36 of the bill, resting directly with one
minister — namely, the Minister for Victorian
Communities.
The then shadow minister went on to say:
The Community Support Fund has been used as a slush fund,
there was inadequate accountability for previous funding …

and she further said:
… there was inadequate follow-up of that funding.

It is interesting that the member for Melton quoted
selectively from the Attorney-General’s speech to the
house about which projects the then shadow Minister
for Gaming did not like to be funded.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — The member for Melton
made a great deal of a million dollars for John
Bertrand’s yacht. What he did not mention was that in
the same paragraph the now Attorney-General also
said:
Millions of dollars were given to the owners of the Rialto,
which includes the Grollo Group —

that disgusting group that the member now supports
and loves to cuddle up to, the group that he considered
so disgusting when he was in opposition but now finds
palatable —
to assist the building of the observation tower.

I am sure the minister at the table, who is also the
Minister for Tourism, hated the fact that money from
the Community Support Fund went into the observation
tower, which today is one of the icons of the Victorian
tourism industry. He opposed it back then, but now he
is quite happy to pocket the funds that go to the
government from increased tourism revenue.
The then shadow Minister for Gaming, now the
Attorney-General, went on to say:
Approximately $60 million, more than a third of the fund,
was used for the elite sports and aquatic centre.
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That is the same elite sports and aquatic centre that
government backbenchers will be flocking to with their
free tickets for the 2006 Commonwealth Games. That
is the same elite sports and aquatic centre that has been
providing scholarships and world-class training
facilities for our young people to compete
internationally. I defy the Minister for Tourism to say
that that money was not money well spent. In
opposition you carried on, and in government you have
done the same!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — It is my pleasure
to rise today and support the Racing and Gaming Acts
(Amendment) Bill before the house.
Part 2 of the bill relates to a range of amendments to the
Racing Act 1958. Part 3 amends the Lotteries Gaming
and Betting Act 1966. Part 4 amends the Gambling
Regulation Act 2003. Given the restricted amount of
time available to me, I want to deal particularly with
clause 26 which details payments to the Community
Support Fund (CSF). It should be plainly put on the
record that the government is now clarifying the
priorities in relation to funding from the Community
Support Fund — something that we certainly did not
have under the previous government.
Funding for research conducted by the gambling
research panel on the provision of gambling services is
provided from the CSF, and it is important that we refer
to some important research that has been undertaken
during the course of this government and this
Parliament, and indeed before then, which aims at
making decisions and determinations with respect to
problem gambling, based on fact and based on
empirical research.
The bill will clarify that gambling research and problem
gambling research are the first charges against the CSF.
This clearly reflects the government’s ongoing
commitment to evidence-based policy development and
appropriate programs to address problem gambling.
The government has conducted a range of studies and
research which I will run through quickly. I commend
the Minister for Gaming for that because this is the first
time that this method has been taken seriously. The
research projects have included cultural influences on
gambling, and ethnic communities studies, which was
to develop an understanding of cultural differences and
problem gambling and how this may be used in
prevention and harm minimisation.
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The government has also undertaken research to
examine the relationship between depression and
gambling. We want to tackle the local community
impact by extending an existing study, with an
emphasis on impact over time. We have also
undertaken research into the influence of the media on
gambling behaviour, which includes an analysis of
messages aimed at racing awareness and the potential
dangers of problem gambling. Amongst other types of
research the government has also undertaken an
analysis of loyalty club studies, which follows
legislation allowing researchers to access information
about player habits obtained through those loyalty
schemes.
I commend this government for undertaking this work,
and I am sure further research will also refer to issues of
availability versus consumption. I refer this house to
examinations of other industries which have a
significant element of addiction, including alcohol,
where it has been suggested through empirical work
that the availability of particular things like alcohol in
that case and gambling at venues does not necessarily
translate into consumption.
We need to put on the record that we have the toughest
regime in the land in relation to gambling. I commend
the government for that, and I think we need to
recognise and be cognisant of the fact that this
government and this minister have done more than any
other government or minister in relation to establishing
regulations and regimes which are as tight as they can
be. Amongst other things we have restricted signage
and banned the advertising of electronic gaming
machines. We have introduced compulsory responsible
gaming training for venue staff. We have given local
government more power over applications for power
machines, and we allow the use of spending data from
venues for gambling research. Indeed these reforms
build on initiatives the Bracks government has already
implemented which have seen the number of machines
capped at 30 000, and the introduction of regional caps
has led to the first-ever decline in poker machine
numbers.
Given the limited amount of time and having heard
members of Parliament across the board — including
on the other side — it needs to be said clearly that the
opposition’s campaign is absolutely misleading in
relation to comparing gaming revenue with the amount
of money the Community Support Funds returns to
local communities. This campaign is absolutely typical
of the opposition. What ought to be said is that this is
one of the opposition’s most misleading campaigns. It
is an attempt to undermine the CSF, which contributes
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to many exciting and innovative community programs,
and I will list a few very briefly.
I refer members to recently funded projects which
include among many others a one-stop shop youth
resource and activity centre in Wyndham; an Internet
web site called www.burstingthebubble.com, which
helps young people who are living with abuse or family
violence; a three-year community action plan to
revitalise the Fawkner community; and the Dulin, an
indigenous young people’s mentoring service to help
indigenous people stay in school.
I conclude with these remarks: if there is one difference
between this government and the previous government
it is that the CSF is now absolutely connected to and
delivers to communities, as distinct from the previous
government’s use of it as a slush fund. It helped its
mates and gave no assistance to the communities most
in need.
I commend the government for doing so much research,
more than has been ever been done in this land, and I
commend it for establishing the toughest regime in the
land, particularly in relation to the use of the CSF and
how it connects with and builds communities. I wish
this bill a speedy passage.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Racing) —
Firstly, I thank a variety of members — the members
for Bass, Murray Valley, Mitcham, South-West Coast,
Lara, Mornington, Footscray, Polwarth, Melton,
Gippsland East, Warrandyte and Derrimut — for their
contributions. I want to talk a bit about this bill and
reply to a couple of issues that have been raised about
it. I guess it is clear from the nature of the debate we
have had that whenever you have a bill that amends
racing legislation — and I think it was the member for
Mitcham who highlighted this — it always ends up
being an omnibus bill. I think that also has to do with
the nature of the industry, particularly in terms of the
thoroughbred industry. The government does not run
that industry, and it is certainly at arm’s length from
Harness Racing Victoria and Greyhound Racing
Victoria, even though they are statutory bodies. The
government helps guide the industry’s performance,
together with the industry bodies. A lot of these
improvements in relation to racing are the result of
initiatives undertaken by the racing industry itself.
We only have to look at Racing Victoria’s stewards
inquiry and the new procedures and organisational
restructure that came about as a result of that inquiry.
This legislation will reinforce that, and it certainly
clarifies the ability of the Racing Appeals Tribunal to
accept unsworn evidence taken at stewards inquiries,
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which is a reaffirmation of something that there may
have been a bit of doubt about. There are also the
disciplinary procedures, the new racing appeals process
and the disciplinary board, as well as the streamlining
of the approval process for bookmakers. All these have
been supported by Racing Victoria Ltd, and we are
satisfied as a government that they will be very useful
in helping to retain the integrity and probity of a great
racing product, the best racing product in Australia,
here in Victoria.
Streamlining and improving the processes for
bookmakers remedies another anomaly, and this could
probably be called an Eskander amendment. I certainly
agree that it is quite silly that approvals should be
sought from me to use individual sets of group races in
feature doubles, because I would have to approve every
occasion. It seems to me that if you are a fit and proper
person to be a bookie and offer these sorts of services,
then you should be entitled to provide that service,
particularly for important overseas races where you
need some lead time.
Of course there are other important areas in relation to
gambling. A number of members have gone through
the whole debate about how gambling was introduced
and all that, but I am not going to go into it. Obviously
it was introduced and set up by the Kirner government
and grew under the Kennett government, and now this
government is dealing with it as well; but in the end all
of us support a legitimate gaming industry, and all of us
are concerned about the impacts of problem gambling.
We can debate what all those things are, but certainly
the member for Bass raised a number of important
issues. I was interested in his comments about his
phone calls to the problem gambling service providers,
and I thank him for including that. However, it is fair to
say that since we have been in government we have
allocated two and a half times the amount of funding
the previous government allocated to problem
gambling service providers and education campaigns. I
am sure those providers will be interested to note some
of the issues he raised. I am aware that the Minister for
Community Services is involved in having a look at the
future resource needs of service providers. They do a
pretty good job in the community, and the member
touched on a wide range of groups right across
Victoria, both in Melbourne and in the regional areas.
The member for Bass commended the research panel
and the program. He also attended the launch the other
week. I thank him very much for the comments he
made, but I point out that the reports he referred to are
on the web site, and they have been put there by the
government. This government is transparent about that.
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I can tell him that when we got into government there
were a number that were marked as not to be released,
but we released them. I think it is important to release
them, even if they create debate and uncertainty about
whether they are accurate or whether the methodology
used is correct. They are things that will always be
disputed.
At the launch the member for Bass referred to some
reports as an example of the issues all of us face, not
only from a public policy, regulatory and government
point of view but from the point of view of the industry,
local councils and the broader community — in fact
everyone!. One research project had a look at the
prevalence of problem gambling. It found that it
depends on what criteria are used to measure the
problem. The Productivity Commission produced what
is known as the pre-eminent report in 1999, some
four-and-a-half years ago. That report refers to a 2 per
cent incidence of problem gambling among gamblers.
It also refers to three different levels: the South Oaks
gambling screen, which measured a 1.22 per cent rate
of problem gambling in Victoria; the Victorian
gambling screen, which was created by the Victorian
Casino and Gaming Authority a few years ago and
which measured a 0.74 per cent rate of problem
gambling; and a Canadian problem gambling screen,
which measured a rate of 0.97 per cent. Whilst the
report says that we may need to look to the Canadian
model rather than creating a Victorian model, when you
compare the measures with those used in other
countries it typifies the fact that a lot of points are
debatable when it comes to the prevalence of problem
gambling.
If you accept any of those measures and compare it
with the Productivity Commission’s conclusion that
2 per cent of gamblers are problem gamblers, you
might argue, as the industry may, that there is less
problem gambling. We know problem gamblers are
getting more support. There might be a need for more
resources, and that is why we have a Community
Support Fund. The government is reaffirming its policy
and putting into legislation that the first port of call for
funds from the Community Support Fund should be
problem gambling research, education and problem
gambling services. That provision is in the bill to clarify
the situation and remove any doubt, and it is supported
by problem gambling groups across Victoria.
A number of opposition members raised the issue of the
Community Support Fund. The member for
Warrandyte came into the debate with passion but left
before receiving a reply. I was interested in his
comments because he spoke about comments I and the
now Attorney-General made back in 1996. I remember
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that debate very well. We talked about a range of
community trustees. The member asked who those
people were and said it was something we did not
deliver. However, since we have been in government
we have established a nine-person Community Support
Fund advisory committee to advise the relevant
minister — it has to be a minister; in the past it was the
Premier but it is now the Deputy Premier as Minister
for Victorian Communities — about those resources.
The member rattled off a whole list of areas where
funding should be provided and asked about research.
We have an independent gambling research panel
whose source of funds is the Community Support Fund,
and the same applies with an education program. Those
programs have been tested, including the counselling
services.
The member for Warrandyte also said this is just a
pork-barrelling exercise, and wanted to criticise the
government for its comments when in opposition about
so much of the state’s gambling dollars not being
returned into the community. Of those funds a large
proportion was going into single capital projects which
should have been coming out of consolidated revenue
as appropriations. Capital projects such as the sports
and aquatic centre, irrespective of how good those
facilities are, should be funded through appropriations
instead of the Community Support Fund money having
to be dispersed and spread around thinly in innovative
ways to different communities. We have been able to
transform that situation so that now communities can
get access to both large and small amounts to make a
difference. The Community Support Fund advisory
committee advises the minister on a range of those
applications.
I make it clear to the member for Warrandyte that I do
not accept that those funds go only into Australian
Labor Party electorates. I can think of a few in my area,
but the member for Bass highlighted a range of
problem gambling service providers and although many
of the regions in country Victoria he referred to are
obviously not in government-held electorates they are
funded from the Community Support Fund. In the
tourism area, the Great Ocean Road campaign, a
$600 000 interstate campaign, and the north-east
Victoria campaign are other examples that are not in
government-held electorates. South-West Coast,
Polwarth and Benambra are not government-held
electorates but those campaigns are nonetheless being
funded by the Community Support Fund. Those
campaigns encourage people from around Australia to
visit those regions and help create economic benefit.
Ms Lobato — Projects in Gembrook!
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Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — I look at attractions
like Puffing Billy, into which we put about $8 million a
few years ago before we won the seat of Monbulk. If
we had been pork-barrelling neither Puffing Billy nor
the current seat of Gembrook would have had any
money. This shows that perhaps voters in the
electorates of Monbulk and Gembrook agree that we
fund worthy projects and do not fund projects on the
basis of politics.

I thank members very much for their contributions.
This is a very worthy bill, as are the racing and gaming
initiatives it introduces. I thank all members who
participated in the debate.

Other projects to be funded include migrant heritage
projects in my portfolio area as Minister assisting the
Premier on Multicultural Affairs. They include a
German heritage project along the Murray River, an
Italian heritage project in the King Valley, a Dutch
heritage project in Simpson in western Victoria, and
community partnerships funding for refugee
communities in Cobram and Shepparton. Again the
member for Warrandyte is proved wrong on these
issues.

Clauses 1 to 38 agreed to.

Mr Smith — What about Bass? What have you
given us?
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — Bass has received
quite a lot too, and I would be happy to get information
for the member. There is some tourism activity down
there I am not ready to make an announcement at the
moment.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member for Bass is out of his place,
and the minister will make his remarks through the
Chair.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — I thank members for
their contributions. The discussion about racing overall
shows there are other forms of gambling products
people can talk about in a different light from the way
they talk about poker machines and casinos. Perhaps
we are a few years or decades away from poker
machines having a similar level of acceptance in the
community. The reality is that governments have
legalised gambling because they knew there was an
illegal gambling industry and that problem gambling
existed before poker machines and casinos were
legalised. I am certainly aware of that because my dad
was one of those people who gambled, and I remember
as a kid that he lost a lot of money at a time when
Victoria did not have poker machines or casinos. Let us
not pretend that problem gambling has only eventuated
since those products have been legalised. We have
legalised them for very good reasons, What we now
have to try to do is reduce the harm and negative
impacts for those who spend more money than they can
afford on poker machines.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Consideration in detail

Clauses 39
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Racing) —
I move:
That clause 39 be omitted.

Amendment agreed to.
Clauses 40 to 42 agreed to.
New clause
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Racing) —
I move:
That new clause AA be inserted as follows:
‘AA. Subject matter for Regulations
(1) Item 3.27 of Schedule 1 to the Gambling
Regulation Act 2003 is repealed.
(2) After Part 3 of Schedule 1 to the Gambling
Regulation Act 2003 insert —
“PART 3A — WAGERING, GAMING AND BETTING
3.27 Any matter in relation to which betting rules
may be made.
3.28 Requirements relating to betting rules.
3.29 Major and minor changes for the purposes of
section 4.3.30.
3.30 Functions and powers of a licensee appointed
under section 4.3.33.”.
(3) After item 5.1 of Schedule 1 to the Gambling
Regulation Act 2003 insert —
“5.2 Forms.”.’.

New clause agreed to.
Bill agreed to with amendments.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages
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DOMESTIC BUILDING CONTRACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 May; motion of
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General).
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — The Domestic Building
Contracts Act was introduced into this house in 1995, it
passed both houses of Parliament prior to the 1996 state
election and came into operation on 1 May 1996. It was
essentially consumer protection legislation, and to
paraphrase, it dealt with construction contracts or
building contracts in the event where someone bought a
piece of land with the desire to have some form of
home as defined under the legislation built on it.
Essentially the difference between that act and the Sale
of Land Act could be summed up by saying that if you
could not see it, if you could not touch it or if you could
not feel it, then the Domestic Building Contracts Act
applied as opposed to the Sale of Land Act, which dealt
with the transfer of land.
The most important thing about the Domestic Building
Contracts Act was that it was consumer protection
legislation which brought in a range of protections
ranging from insurance to statutory warranties in
relation to builders’ warranties for good workmanship
and the rights of other warranties associated with the
contract, including a provision — and this is crucial —
in relation to the amount of money that could be paid as
a deposit.
One of the provisions was that when a deposit of more
than $5000 was paid, then the sum of 5 per cent of the
contract price was the maximum deposit that was
allowable under the Domestic Building Contracts Act.
Indeed if more deposit were paid under the contract,
then that contract could become voidable at the instance
of the purchaser; therefore at any stage up until
settlement the purchaser could avoid the contract
because of the excessive deposit paid. Anything above
5 per cent of the contract became voidable at the
instance of the purchaser.
The idea was that this legislation would apply to
speculation homes in the building developments in the
outer suburbs, and, as I said, it was brought in because
it was seen to be consumer protection legislation which
protected insurers providing insurance and parties
providing statutory warranties in relation to building
and in relation to other associated warranties — for
example, the payment of a deposit; and that is crucial to
an understanding of what this bill actually does.
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It is a matter of real concern to this place that we are
dealing with a proposed amendment to consumer
legislation that will take away a right of a consumer in
certain circumstances that are provided for under this
bill; what is also a matter of real concern in this place is
that it is retrospective legislation. The effect of this
legislation will be to retrospectively take away rights of
consumers back to 1 May 1996. The legislation is
effectively declaratory in nature, and it states the law as
it existed retrospectively back to 1 May 1996.
Importantly, the bill arose out of the building
development down at Docklands and one case that is
currently before the Supreme Court. I certainly do not
propose to canvass the details of that individual case,
but the nature of the dispute is indicative of a concern
that has been raised by a large number of people about
the operation of the Domestic Building Contracts Act.
The lead-up to the Liberal opposition’s making its
decision on this bill has been a roller-coaster ride for
me. Although the Attorney-General second-read the bill
in this place, the bill is technically not within my
shadow portfolio responsibilities. It is in fact consumer
protection legislation, and the Minister for Consumer
Affairs in the other place is the person who is ultimately
responsible. I became involved because the bill has a
strong legal character about it — it is a very technical
bill — and it certainly involved me speaking to many
people, ranging from the Law Institute, the Bar Council
and large firms of solicitors to a number of developers
and former members of this place.
It has been a roller-coaster ride because my initial
reaction to this legislation was that it is reprehensible, it
is shocking and it is something that we need to take a
strong stand on. I am a member of the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee, and we debated the bill at
a committee meeting about two weeks ago. The
committee wrote to the Attorney-General seeking
clarification of the reasons why such a bill comes into
this house — a retrospective piece of legislation that is
anticonsumer and that winds back some rights that
consumers may have under the current legislation. The
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee made a
fairly strong statement in raising these matters for the
benefit of the house and expressing real concern about
what is being proposed.
Not only is the proposed legislation anticonsumer and
not only is it retrospective legislation, but certainly on
my understanding it is the first time that this Parliament
has proposed retrospectively changing the private
contracting rights of parties to an individual contract.
Yes, there are perhaps as many as 3500 contracts that it
may directly touch and concern, even in the Docklands
project itself, but no doubt it will be replicated right
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around the state in relation to many other similar types
of developments, and it will reverberate around many
of those developments.
It is a very, very serious bill that we have to deal with,
because what it will do is retrospectively change the
rights of individual parties to a contract. It is not
something dealing with government administration and
it is not validating a court order, which are examples of
situations we have had to deal with recently with
retrospective legislation. What this legislation will
do — make no bones about it — is a very, very serious
matter. I am happy to be corrected, but from my
knowledge this is the first time this Parliament has
proposed retrospectively altering the private contracting
rights of parties to a contract.
That in itself is contrary to the notion of contract law.
Individual parties should be able to make their own
arrangements, free of influence from parliaments and
from outside sources. It is their contract, it governs their
relationship with other parties and they should be free
to introduce their own clauses. But this Parliament and
many other parliaments around the world have sought
to prescribe consumer protection measures in other
forms of consumer protection legislation to ensure that
people who do not have an equal bargaining position
get a fair bargain in certain circumstances. The
unconscionability provisions of the Fair Trading Act or
indeed the Trade Practices Act merely reflect the notion
that where you have an unequal bargaining position,
then one party should be protected. But again, once
someone adheres to the law and enters into a contract,
then that contract becomes sacred. Contracts are the
basis upon which all of our commercial transactions
take place in this state and around the country.
Sitting suspended 6.29 p.m. until 8.01 p.m.
Mr McINTOSH — Before the dinner break I was
raising my principal concerns about the bill in that it
deals with consumer legislation in a way that is
retrospective and for the first time that I am aware of, it
will retrospectively take away the rights of private
contracting parties. I also mentioned that profound
concerns had been raised by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee (SARC), which are set out in
the latest Alert Digest.
The government curiously always maintained
re-establishing certainty in the relationship between
developers and purchasers in off-the-plan purchases.
However, as a result of a court case the merits of which
we cannot go into because it is subject to an appeal, that
which was always thought to be the case is not the
position. The word ‘certainty’ appears regularly in the
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government’s announcement about this amendment.
Certainly when the Acting Premier announced the
intention to introduce this retrospective legislation he
used the words ‘reintroducing certainty into the
legislation’. Similarly, the Minister for Consumer
Affairs in the other place also described it as being a
matter of certainty. It is a matter that is raised in the
Attorney-General’s second-reading speech in this place.
Rather than dealing with what I thought would have
originally been the economic argument — that is, that
the consequences of a meltdown in the property prices
in Docklands and elsewhere could have had a ripple
effect throughout the economy and a number of people
could have been adversely affected — that was not the
nature of the announcement, and the government
maintained the issue of certainty.
SARC wrote to the Attorney-General, noting that the
introduction of this retrospective legislation would have
dire consequences, and that it was a matter of profound
concern to SARC. The committee sought from the
Attorney-General the reasons for and details as to why
he maintains the legislation will enable the government
to re-establish certainty in this vital industry, as he
called it in his second-reading speech. As far as I am
aware, the Attorney-General has not responded to
SARC on that matter.
It is a matter of profound concern that it was not until
Thursday last week that the first piece of evidence was
provided by the government. It consisted of a letter
written by a former public servant under a former
government to somebody. We do not know who that
was because the name and half of the letter were
blacked out; only two or three paragraphs were
available for perusal.
The Honourable Andrew Olexander in the other place
and I had an opportunity to peruse the letter and talk to
some of the current government’s bureaucrats about
this matter. We were assured that the former
government had represented the domestic building
contracts and the then tribunals act as not supposedly
applying to off-the-plan developments, the like of
which occur down at Docklands. This has been a
fundamental theme. We did not have an opportunity to
take the letter away, we only had the opportunity of
reading it then and there and talking to the bureaucrats.
It was a less than satisfactory discussion, and certainly
left as many questions as it provided answers.
Notwithstanding my colleague the Honourable Andrew
Olexander’s requesting details of the correspondence
and an opportunity of perhaps perusing at length the
correspondence, the statements and the beliefs of the
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former government and other parties in relation to this
matter, it all came to naught. Anything that I say tonight
is reserved on the position that I have not seen the
details of this. We have seen but one letter from the
government.
As a result of a discussion I had on Friday last week, I
was able to obtain four documents which represent
correspondence between a firm of solicitors acting on
behalf of perhaps a number of developers and the
former government. They shine the most amount of
clarity on this issue of certainty. It is as a result of this
correspondence that my concerns were tempered and
my personal inclination to violently oppose such a
dramatic step that is anticonsumer, retrospective and
deals with interfering with private contracting parties’
rights set out in a pre-existing contract — and they are
all the things that concern me — because it appears that
what the government was saying may actually have
been correct. There was an impression or a belief that
the Domestic Building Contracts Act did not apply to
off-the-plan developments and they were not covered
by the operation of the act.
Indeed the basis of the letters goes to the very issues
which we are discussing here this evening and which
initiated this retrospective legislation and was certainly
canvassed by at least one firm of solicitors. Perhaps it
might be prudent to go to the details of these matters. I
do not propose to name the firm of solicitors nor
identify the signature, but rest assured that I am quoting
from a letter dated 17 July 1996. It is a nine-page letter,
and although I will not go into the whole nine pages, I
will certainly look at some of the details.
On page 7 of that letter the solicitors point out an
amendment that was made shortly after the act came
into operation. That was an amendment to the Building
Act that was supposed to put it beyond doubt that the
Domestic Building Contracts Act did not apply to
off-the-plan developments — the very issue that we are
discussing here tonight.
Paragraph 5.2 of the letter says — and this is the
solicitors, on behalf of the developers, talking about
their understanding of this:
We understand there is a widely held (but in our opinion
mistaken) view that section 137E of the Building Act
effectively exempts developers selling under ‘off-the-plan’
contracts from the act.

The act is the Domestic Building Contracts Act. It
continues:
Based on our analysis of the act set out earlier in this letter,
we do not agree with this view.
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They are saying that it is their interpretation that the
Domestic Building Contracts Act applies. Later on at
paragraph 5.3 it states:
As a consequence, even if section 137E had the effect of
exempting developers from the operation of the act, the act
would still have a retrospective effect on our client, placing it
in a completely untenable position.

Again, concern is expressed about the way the act was
drafted and its application to off-the-plan
developments. In paragraph 6 the solicitors said that
what they were seeking was an urgent exemption to
clarify this position. They said that there was a general
understanding that the act did not apply because of the
exemption provided by the former government, but
they asked for an exemption to be provided because in
their opinion it did actually apply. After setting out a
series of legal matters the solicitors said at
paragraph 6.2 on page 8:
As you can appreciate, our client is faced with invidious
commercial and legal decisions as a result of the uncertainty
created by the act. Unless the issue is resolved quickly, it is
likely to have a major impact on the viability of the
development and our client’s business. Other non-builder
developers (at least those who are properly advised) face the
same situation as our client.

This is all in relation to off-the-plan developments. In
response to that letter the then government wrote back
on 29 July 1996. Discussions had obviously taken place
between the former government and this firm of
solicitors. It is probably important that I quote this in
detail, but essentially the letter talks about the
exemption that was supposedly provided under
section 137E of the Building Act. This is the provision
that was put in to ensure that off-the-plan developments
were excluded from the operation of the Domestic
Building Contracts Act as a result of, as I understand it,
representations from a number of people expressing
concern about this matter. At page 2 the letter states:
Parliamentary counsel considered the above objectives were
satisfied by the original wording of section 137E contained in
the act.

That objective was to ensure that off-the-plan
developments were not brought into the operation of
the Domestic Building Contracts Act. The letter
continues:
However, in view of the expressed concerns in relation to its
application to the second situation described above —

which is the developer, builder and purchaser, a sort of
triumvirate of people who are the basis of off-the-plan
development around this state —
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an amendment was made to section 137E for the purpose of
clarification and to remove any doubt. Specifically, the
Domestic Building Contracts and Tribunal (Amendment)
Act 1996 inserted the following words at the end of paragraph
(a):
‘or the contract of sale is a major domestic building
contract or provides that the home is to be constructed
under a major domestic building contract’.

Most importantly, the letter goes on:
In my and Parliamentary counsel’s view there is no doubt that
the sale contract of your client, in the circumstances described
by you, does not need to comply as a major domestic building
contract if a separate major domestic building contract has
been or is to be entered into by the vendor (developer) with a
registered domestic builder and that registered builder will
perform the building work to completion. This is exactly one
of the situations which section 137E is intended to address.

In that relationship, the developer — the vendor —
does enter into a construction contract with a registered
builder, but the issue is the relationship between the
purchaser and the developer. It is clear from the tenor of
this letter that the relationship between purchaser and
developer is not a domestic building contract in
accordance with the terms of this letter. Because the
ultimate purchaser will get the benefit of any insurance
and any warranties made under the original major
domestic building contract between the developer and
the builder that will attach to the land and flow to the
benefit of any purchaser or subsequent purchaser of the
off-the-plan development, the situation is covered, and
that is clearly what the intention was, as set out by the
former government.
Not satisfied, the firm of solicitors continued their
discussions. On 15 October 1996 — the act was then
well and truly in operation and the amendments had
been made to section 137E — the firm of solicitors, I
imagine on behalf of at least three developers and
probably on behalf of a number of other people, talked
to the former government. A letter of that date states:
Legislation of this kind should not leave room for uncertainty.
If it does so, this will create commercial and legal risks for
non-builder developers which can only have an adverse
impact on development activity in Victoria. It should not be
left to non-builder developers to face the risk in the future of
purchaser(s) under ‘off-the-plan’ contract(s) of sale taking
advantage of the situation. For example, it is easy to conceive
of a purchaser seeking to avoid an off-the-plan contract on the
basis that the deposit exceeds 5 per cent of the contract price
in breach of section 11(1) of the Domestic Building Contracts
and Tribunal Act.

The letter continues:
It does not automatically follow that because the relevant
building work is:
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(a) being constructed under a major domestic building
contract (other than the relevant off-the-plan
contract of sale); or
(b) is to be constructed under a major domestic
building contract (other than the off-the-plan
contract of sale),

that the off-the-plan contract itself could not be found to be a
major domestic building contract for the purposes of the act.

The precise vice that this bill is seeking to address was
raised as a matter of concern some four or five months
after the passage of the original legislation. This is not
just in isolation; there is a series of correspondence. I do
not know what was discussed, but there are references
to discussions and correspondence with the legislation
branch of the justice department. Clearly the precise
vice that this is seeking to address seems to be the basis
of this letter. As a result of that, and I will not go into
any further detail, because this a four-page letter, on
28 October 1996 the government finally responded.
The letter refers to a letter dated 17 October 1995 — it
could not be that; it must only be the
15 October 1996 — and says:
The contents of your letter do not raise any issues that have
not been previously addressed. Accordingly your
interpretation of the legislation is not accepted and your
request that the exemption proceed ‘without exceptions
relating to implied warranties or insurance’ will not be
acceded to.

The former government was saying, ‘We do not accept
your version of the legislation; we are not going to put
through any more exemptions’.
Mr Holding interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — That was 28 October 1996.
Here we have quite clearly the basis upon which the
government is saying it is introducing legislation to
provide certainty in the industry. As I said, it is a matter
of profound concern that what we have here is
retrospective legislation. It is anticonsumer
legislation — it interferes with private rights of
contracting parties, and it is a matter of real concern.
Having perused that correspondence there is no doubt
in my mind that the legislative intent — whether or not
they are the precise words — of the former government
was to ensure that off-the-plan developments were
excluded from the operation of the then Domestic
Building Contracts and Tribunal Act, which is now the
Domestic Building Contracts Act which we are dealing
with and amending here.
Irrespective of that, it has been a roller-coaster ride, up
hill and down dale. It is disappointing that the material I
used to found the basis of the opposition’s position on
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this matter had to be secured through other sources. It
was not provided by the government. It certainly was
not provided by the firm of solicitors. But it is a matter
that goes directly to the heart and legislative intent of
the former government, and it would appear that the
very advice was considered and dismissed out of hand.
This is a matter of great concern.
As to those people who have already issued their
proceedings, I understand there is a well-publicised
case currently in court and that that will proceed in the
normal way, and I understand there are three other
litigants undertaking similar action in the courts at the
moment, and their proceedings as at 16 March are
specifically preserved. There are real issues as to
whether or not a person who may be involved in current
proceedings but is yet to resist may want to plead the
existing act as it currently stands as an available
defence. One would hope that that would be given a
liberal interpretation and that those people would be
armed with whatever defence would be available under
the current legislation. What is being prevented is
anybody who has not issued those proceedings being
able to take the point that it is a domestic building
contract to which the normal warranties and the 5 per
cent deposit provisions would apply. It was a matter
canvassed by solicitors at the time and it was dismissed
out of hand by the former government.
It has been a major, significant trauma for me
personally to come to this, but on balance I think the
responsible and reasonable thing that should be done is
that this will have to go through, because in my mind it
will provide the certainty that the Attorney-General, the
Minister for Environment as Acting Premier and the
Minister for Consumer Affairs in the other place have
proposed. It is a matter of profound concern that none
of this material was provided by the government. It
would have been very easy to provide this and to come
completely clean on this matter — it would have made
our job a hell of a lot easier — but unfortunately that
did not happen, so I reserve my position. If I am wrong,
if subsequent evidence demonstrates that these are
isolated incidents and the interpretation that I am
placing on these letters is wrong, then I preserve my
right to criticise the government wholeheartedly
because of its inability to come clean. Yes, we were
provided with two briefings and we got to see one
letter, but we were not allowed to copy it or take it
away, and it was only one of a series.
The other matter of profound concern is that the ambit
of the amendment is so broad it goes beyond
off-the-plan developments. As I understand it the
member for Hawthorn may speak at greater length
about this. It is a matter of real concern. This is
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retrospective, anticonsumer legislation that deals with
individual parties’ rights, and this is the first time I am
aware of that happening. But it would seem to be
consistent with the legislature’s intent in 1995 when
this act was originally passed and all the discussions,
machinations and the precise circumstance and exact
advice about off-the-plan developments were
contemplated by the government at that time.
Accordingly the opposition will not oppose the bill.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — The
Nationals are opposed to this legislation for two
reasons. The first reason is the retrospective effect of
the legislation. I will deal with that in some detail in a
moment. Secondly, we believe that merit is sorely
lacking in the legislation and that it deserves to be
opposed. In practical terms the government has used a
sledgehammer to crack a nut. That also is an issue I will
return to.
I should say at the outset that I am grateful to the
government for the indication that an additional
10 minutes will be granted to me to make this
contribution tonight.
Leave granted.
Mr RYAN — As to the first of these elements —
namely, the retrospective component of this bill — I
have regard initially to a press release issued by
Minister Thwaites as Acting Premier on 16 March
2004. It was headed ‘Government gives certainty to
off-the-plan contracts’. In the body of that press release
the minister talks about the various rationales offered
by the government as to why the legislation was
introduced. In terms of this retrospectivity point, I ask
the house to have regard particularly to comments
attributed to the consumer affairs minister in the other
place, John Lenders. The Minister for Consumer
Affairs is quoted in the release as having said:
… the government’s legislative changes would apply from
today —

I emphasise the words ‘from today’ —
to all existing —

and I emphasise the word ‘existing’ —
and future —

I emphasise ‘future’ —
contracts, with one exception. The changes will not apply to
contracts already the subject of legal proceedings commenced
before today.
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So on 16 March we were presented with a press release
from Minister Thwaites quoting Minister Lenders who
talked about, in effect, the prospective application of
this legislation as and from that date — namely,
16 March 2004. That is to be compared and contrasted
with the content of the second-reading speech by the
Attorney-General when he introduced this bill. At
page 3 of the printed copy of that speech he says, in
part:
The bill fulfils the government’s promise made in an
announcement on 16 March 2004 that it would move to
clarify the situation in this parliamentary session and that any
legislation would operate from the date the relevant
provisions of the Domestic Building Contracts Act
commenced — namely, 1 May 1996.

I emphasise ‘1 May 1996’. Obviously the two positions
are completely in contrast and reflect an enormously
different approach by the government to this vexed
issue. The change was made for reasons which have not
been explained, but nevertheless those changes are
fundamental to what we have before us tonight. Had it
been that the bill now before us was in effect taking
effect from 16 March and accordingly was prospective
from that date, then The Nationals may have had a
different approach to this. For reasons I will go into a
little later, such is not the case. A mechanism for
dealing with this has been lost to us as things presently
stand.
The upshot is that the government flagged one thing
and delivered something entirely different. Of course,
the difference represents profound implications, and
this is an issue that was noted by the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee in its most recent report.
When it reported to the Parliament it reflected the
content of the bill and noted the content of the
Attorney-General’s speech. It concluded:
The committee resolved to write to the Attorney-General to
clarify what precisely is the ‘uncertainty’ referred to in that
passage —

namely, the one the report refers to —
that would necessitate a retrospective application of
provisions governing the rights of private contracting parties.
The committee notes that the retrospective effect of the
provision does not apply to any legal proceedings
commenced prior to 16 March 2004, being the date the
minister announced the government’s intention to clarify the
original intent of the act.

For a start that is of enormous significance to the house
and will no doubt be of great significance across the
state as the content and import of this legislation
becomes better known. The only saving provision in
relation to that retrospective application is under what is
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proposed as the new subsection (5) of section 3 of the
principal act.
The complication is that we do not know what is the
impact of having what effectively is a little over eight
years of retrospective application of this change in the
law. We simply do not know. Certainly the
government, which introduced this bill, has not
advanced any skerrick of information as to how this
might impact on the people who will be subject to it.
This is completely apart from the general principle that
causes The Nationals to oppose retrospective legislation
anyway. Taken together, these are compelling reasons
in themselves to reject the bill before the house.
The practical fact is that any person who has lawfully
avoided a contract before 16 March this year through
pleading the use of the principal act — the domestic
building contracts legislation — as part of the rationale
for being able to avoid the operation of the legislation
may now find themselves in a very vulnerable position.
Arguably they could be classed as having repudiated
the contract in complete breach of the law. Arguably,
having relied previously on the law as it then stood as a
means of avoiding the contracts, they could now find
themselves, with that mechanism of avoiding the
contract having been taken away from them with the
stroke of a pen as a result of this bill, in the invidious
position of being exposed to an action in damages for
having repudiated the contract wrongfully. That is but
one example of why we believe this legislation should
be opposed.
There is also the uncertainty that goes with the fact that
even though proceedings that have been instituted prior
to 16 March are protected by the bill in proposed
section 3 (5), nevertheless there will be instances where
people want to plead defences or counterclaims in the
period subsequent to 16 March. It is a moot point as to
whether they will be permitted to do so. It is another
instance where people are being thrown into a state of
uncertainty because of the legislation before us tonight.
The Nationals believe, therefore, in terms of the first
point that the legislation is repugnant and unnecessary.
We believe there are alternatives that could have been
and should have been adopted by the government even
at this relatively late stage. For that reason in itself we
are opposed to the bill.
Insofar as the second point is concerned, I now move to
a consideration of the merits of what is before us.
Mr Nardella — What are the alternatives, Peter?
Mr RYAN — I am queried by the member for
Melton as to the alternatives, and I simply say to him,
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hold calm and watch this space, because he will have
the alternatives fulsomely provided to him.
Mr Nardella — Thank you.
Mr RYAN — I acknowledge the thanks. Moving to
the second point and to a consideration of the merits,
this legislation simply is not necessary. The
government has jumped the gun. I believe they were
panicked into this and have undertaken a course which
they should not have undertaken.
A proceeding was instituted in the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT), a proceeding which
remains on foot — it is in limbo at the present time
because of the enactment of this legislation, and
therefore no-one can talk about the merits of it; we can
only talk about it factually. The proceeding was
instituted by someone named Philp and the respondent
to that application was one of the Mirvac companies.
An order was obtained before VCAT on 10 March this
year. That order was in the form of an injunction. It
stopped Mirvac cashing a deposit bond which had been
lodged by the applicant Philp as part of the deposit in
conjunction with a payment of $10 000 for the purchase
of a unit which was being marketed, built and sold by
the respondent.
VCAT considered whether it had the capacity and,
more particularly, the jurisdiction to be able to deal
with it. On 10 March Deputy President Cremean
determined that that jurisdictional capacity existed. The
deputy president concluded that this was a contract to
which the provisions of the domestic building contracts
legislation applied — in other words, that the principal
act had application to this particular contract of sale. He
said also that in his view VCAT had jurisdiction and
proceeded to make orders which honoured, I suppose,
the two principal elements of any injunctive relief —
that is, that there must be a serious question to be tried.
Certainly the very fact that we are having this debate
tonight is testament to that. The deputy president came
to that conclusion on the merits of what was then before
him.
Secondly, of course, he had to deal with the balance of
convenience argument. He was able to do so in a way
that satisfied him, and he therefore pronounced the
injunctive relief in favour of the applicant.
The dispute itself is very pertinent to this bill. In
essence, and by way of a rough summary, it comes
down to this: the Sale of Land Act 1962 applies to
off-the-plan contracts. The domestic building contract
legislation also has application in the sense that that was
the finding made by the deputy president. Having made
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the finding that the provisions of this principal act apply
to off-the-plan sales, the deputy president then said that
he thought it was an arguable case that section 11 of the
principal act should apply. That section only permits a
5 per cent deposit to be paid on a contract entailing
$20 000 or more worth of work.
By this stage the purchaser wanted to avoid the
contract, so he pleaded that in his contract he had been
asked to pay a 10 per cent deposit. He also pleaded that
this was a breach of section 11 of the Domestic
Building Contract Act. Therefore he said Mirvac should
be unable to cash the deposit bond. As I have said,
injunctive orders were made by the deputy president. I
emphasise that no final orders or determinations have
been made. There is an appeal on foot by Mirvac, and I
presume — the most dangerous of expressions — that
if Mirvac were to lose the appeal at the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal, it would then appeal the
matter as an issue of law to the Supreme Court.
The point I want to make is that there is no final
position in relation to all this. Mirvac was nervous,
because there were other purchasers under similar
contracts who were becoming concerned about the
valuation of the properties down at the Docklands and
were focusing upon this application as a means of
avoiding their respective contracts. I understand how it
is that the developers were concerned in that regard.
Again I presume they came to the government to
express concern about this, because on the 16 March,
only six days after the declaration by the deputy
president, we had the press release to which I have
already referred from the Deputy Premier. One would
have to say it was pretty quick action by the
government to step into the breach as it saw fit and take
the steps reflected in that press release, which are now
represented in the legislation before this house. I simply
say that the government jumped the gun. It did not need
to step into the breach in the way it did. There were
other ways in which it could have dealt with this.
I pause to say that the structure of the Mirvac
organisation is a matter of relevance, not only so far as
the claim by Philp is concerned but also with regard to
these matters generally. Without casting any aspersion
in any way, shape or form upon the Mirvac group, I
make that observation simply to indicate the
complications that can arise in the implementation of
this legislation and the complexities that surround it.
Mirvac Ltd is the holding company of the group.
Mirvac Docklands Pty Ltd is the vendor/developer of
the facilities at Docklands. On the other hand, Mirvac
Constructions Pty Ltd is the builder.
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Each of those companies has three common directors.
Therefore there is an obvious association between the
vendor/developer on the one hand and the builder on
the other. Those two companies, which are separate
corporate bodies, are in turn linked to the holding
company. One would again presume that the profits of
the organisation go ultimately to the holding company.
But the principle I want to enunciate is that in the sense
of the common directorships you have three associated
entities that occupy positions within that structure
which are very pertinent to the way this complicated
legislative scheme operates.

removed from application, there is the potential for
there to be a great injustice to the purchaser.

This bill essentially states that if a property has been
sold off the plan, the domestic building contracts
legislation does not apply if a couple of things are
prospectively in place. The first is that the home as
defined by legislation is being built under a separate
contract that is a major domestic building contract —
that is, it is a contract for more than $5000; or if there is
a contract of sale that provides that the home is being
constructed under a separate contract, that contract
states that it is a major domestic building contract —
that is, once again, that the work being undertaken is
more than $5000 in value. In addition to that there is a
saving provision regarding the proceedings that have
been instituted prior to 16 March, but for the purposes
of the discussion the essence of this is to achieve a
position where the domestic building contracts
legislation does not have application to the off-the-plan
contracts.

The next element of this is that there is nothing that
says that a builder or a major domestic building
contract has to comply with the domestic building
contracts legislation or with the Building Act. That will
be the effect of this amendment, which will result in a
significant state of affairs. Section 31 of the Domestic
Building Contracts Act provides that a builder must not
enter a major domestic building contract unless the
contract complies with the requirements of that section
which sets out what details a major domestic building
contract must contain. The point is that if the contract
does not comply with section 31, the only effect will be
that a fine of $5000 may be imposed. All of that is not
much joy to the poor old purchaser, remembering that
the contract between the vendor and the builder does
not include that ultimate purchaser. The purchaser
himself has no rights. It may be all well and fine that a
penalty is imposed upon the person who is the
wrongdoer but that gives no virtue to the ultimate
purchaser.

What are the effects of this? The first is the
retrospective application to which I have referred, and I
will not go through all that again; but there are a
number of other issues which should be considered
when discussing the merits or the lack of merits in
relation to this bill. The second, apart from the
retrospectivity, is that removing the application of the
domestic building contract brings about a number of
results. If that applies, it removes the right to avoid an
off-the-plan contract by the method that was used in the
Philp case — that is, the question of the deposit
provisions contained within section 11 of the principal
act. The third is that it removes the five-day cooling-off
period in section 34 of the principal act. That is not
available.
It allows vendors to claim final payment under a
contract even though the works do not accord with the
plans and specifications in the plan in the contract, and
that can happen because the purchaser is not a party to
the original deal between the vendor/developer and the
builder. That contract can be varied by those parties in a
way over which the ultimate purchaser has no control,
and therefore because the principal act has been

Furthermore, if vendors want to aggressively use the
provisions of this amending legislation, they will no
longer have to undergo the risk of being classed as
builders. They can avoid the operation of the domestic
building contracts legislation and manufacture their
position so as to use the amendment before us to their
advantage and to the disadvantage of those who would
otherwise be entitled to the benefits of the legislative
protection.

Furthermore, section 136 of the Building Act will be
removed. That will mean that no insurance provisions
will necessarily apply to the work, which brings its own
potential complications. The worst that can happen is
that a fine of up to $10 000 can be levied upon the
builder, but again that is not much joy to a purchaser
who has taken a hit as a result of what may have
eventuated between the parties. As I said, if there is no
compliance with the content of section 31 — that is,
that the major domestic building contract provisions are
not complied with — it is no particular joy to the poor
old purchaser. All he can do is to stand by and see the
fine being imposed. That again is another element of
the problems in relation to all of this.
A further aspect is that it is very easy to avoid the
operation of the domestic building contracts legislation.
That can be done in a manner that again does a great
injustice to ultimate purchasers. It might eventually be
that the only recourse for a purchaser is to sue the
builder in terms of the warranties that are implied under
section 8 of the principal act, but that may turn out to be
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no joy at all. It might well be that in this circumstance
where there are related entities of the nature to which I
have already referred, it is feasible — I emphasise that
it is feasible — that arrangements can be put in place
between them so that the purchaser ends up achieving a
judgment upon which he cannot gain any satisfaction.
It might be a $2 company which is the subject of any
such proceeding; the judgment is obtained, but in the
end it is worth nothing because it cannot be fulfilled. As
I say, this can happen in instances where there is no
insurance cover; it might be dealing with a builder who
is not even registered. Those sorts of things can attract a
fine of up to $10 000 but again it is no good to the
purchaser. It is another instance of the prospective
problems with this amendment.
There are situations prospectively where if the contract
provides for variations, the purchaser is in trouble. This
is the instance I gave a moment ago, where the
vendor/developer and the builder determine between
themselves that they want to have a variation on the
original contract. The purchaser in the end will be
seeking to enforce a contract which has variations —
they might be different coloured bricks, different
heights of ceilings or different sizes of rooms — but he
cannot do anything about it. Because of the operations
of this legislation he will be precluded from taking any
positive action to deal with his situation.
Then we have the vexed issue of builders’ warranty
insurance. If I started out on that in any detail we would
truly be here all night, but I have 4 minutes 30 seconds
to go, so I will not. From 23 May last year the relative
legislative provisions have been changed so that
anybody building a structure of more than three floors
is not required to have the ill-fated builder’s warranty
insurance in any event, but for those who may have had
it prior to the effect of this legislation there may be
implications for all the parties. That is another instance
where I do not think this has been thought through.
There are potential conflicts in relation to body
corporates. Time is against me in the sense of doing a
detailed analysis of that, but it also raises its head as a
complication. We have questions as to whether with the
legislative changes now being made in an already pretty
complex environment we will risk a situation of
contracts being void because of uncertainty. I think
there are a number of very reasonable questions to be
posed with regard to all of this, and among those that
come to mind is why the developers who sell people
homes that are to be built under the control of the
developer should not be subject to the provisions of the
Domestic Building Contracts Act? Why should that not
be so?
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Why can off-the-plan contracts not comply with the
provisions of the Domestic Building Contracts Act?
Why can purchasers of homes to be built on land that is
owned by the developers not have at least the same
protection as is given to a person who is having a home
built on their own land? Why should there be any
distinction between them? These issues, amongst
others, simply were not considered by the government
at the time of introducing this legislation. The Fair
Trading Act may ultimately have application to all of
this under the unconscionable conduct provisions, but
we should not even have to be considering it.
In answer to the member for Melton, there is an option.
I have circulated that option to the house and I will be
delighted to give the member a copy of it. I have
arranged for it to be incorporated in Hansard, and I
seek leave of the house to have that incorporation
effected.
Leave granted; see proposed amendment page 1673.
Mr RYAN — Time is against me in respect of
being able to deal with it in any detail, but it will be in
Hansard so it can be read by the member for Melton. I
will make a copy of it available to him before he gets to
his feet to deal with this bill.
In drafting the proposed amendment I did not have
proper regard to the second part of it, in that
section 3(5) should simply talk about the fact that the
proposal I am setting out will be deemed to have come
into operation on 16 March this year. That would have
been a cleaner way of doing it than what is set out there.
Be that as it may, what are we left with as we debate
this legislation? The Victorian Bar Council is very
concerned about it, and the law institute is very
concerned about it. There is no question that this
industry is hugely important to Victoria and to its
economy. It is important to all the stakeholders
involved, and it is crucial that we get this legislation
right. It has particular application in respect of
Docklands, of course, but let us not forget that it has
application statewide. Docklands is not exclusively the
domain here, because there are wider implications in all
of this.
I conclude by saying that as a general principle
introducing retrospective legislation is wrong. If there
are compelling reasons for it, then it can be considered;
but in the main, as a principle it is wrong. That, in the
first instance, is why we oppose this legislation. The
law that this intends to bring in is inappropriate,
because legal principles and statutes generally follow
trends and are passed on the basis of the community’s
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evolving needs. We do not need this to happen now,
and on its merits this legislation is wrong. It is for those
reasons that The Nationals are opposed to it.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — It is a pleasure
to rise and make a few brief comments on this bill.
Sometimes I am glad I am not a lawyer, and many
prospective clients would be similarly grateful. This bill
is really quite simple, yet the opposition has gone to
extraordinary lengths to try and find technical chinks in
the armour of the existing legislation.
The intent and effect of this bill are also simple. The
government is intent on and has already succeeded in
returning certainty to the building and development
industry by confirming that contracts signed since 1996
for off-the-plan sales are in fact just that and are not
building contracts. We are looking at two different
instruments: one is a sale contract, and the other is a
building contract. To the extent that the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) found that one
served as the other, the government is seeking to
separate them and confirm the pre-existing
understanding that has already been confirmed not only
by Consumer Affairs Victoria — the body that is, if
you like, the public service practitioner on whose
advice the government relies — but also by the
Solicitor-General.
I note the comment by the Leader of The Nationals that
the early decision by VCAT in Philp v. Mirvac was
dated 10 March. We have been in legal limbo with
respect to action ensuing since that point — and we still
are some 12 weeks later. We are talking about an
industry in which over $14.5 billion worth of building
work has been approved in the last 12 months. As of
December last year it was estimated that some
140 000 persons were employed in the Victorian
industry. If the core contracts that enable work to
proceed in the apartment building industry are called
into question, despite the best advice that the
government can get its hands on, this could cause grave
damage to the Victorian economy.
This legislation simply seeks to ensure that the
contracts mean what they were intended to mean. They
were contracts of sale, they were not contracts for the
construction of the buildings. As for the arguments
about rights, it is the government’s view that the rights
existing prior to the March decision by VCAT are
being reinstated, and that people’s understandings and
intentions in signing these contracts are being
confirmed and clarified.
Far from rights being taken away by this legislation, I
think the shoe is on the other foot, particularly given
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that the current legal actions are being excluded from
the scope of this legislation and are being allowed to
take their course. I wonder at the attitude of the
opposition and The Nationals. They are passing
themselves off in this debate as being the champions of
the underdog and standing up for the right of a
speculative investor to withdraw from a speculative
investment when the prospects for a high return have
started to evaporate.
I wonder if they would have a similar view of this
legislation if it were a developer trying to withdraw
from their obligations to complete a sale or a building.
If that were the case, if a developer sought to use a
similar legal tactic to try to withdraw from their
obligations, I think there would be an even greater level
of consternation around the community. I think if you
look at it from that perspective you will see that the
government has had to act and that the most responsible
course of action is to ensure the intent of those contracts
is confirmed.
It is the government’s view that consumer rights are not
being threatened at all by this legislation, that they are
not being withdrawn or legislated away either in the
sale of land or domestic building contracts components,
and indeed that consumer protections under the Fair
Trading Act that deal with false representation and
misleading, deceptive and unconscionable conduct and
unfair terms in consumer contracts are intact. If a
person believes they are aggrieved because they were
sold a pup or sold something that they do not believe
was represented in the proper way, then those actions
are certainly available to them.
There are no great conspiracies or unintended
consequences of this legislation. It simply sets out to
confirm what had been until 10 March a pre-existing
situation, and the legal interpretation of those existing
rights and obligations has been confirmed by very
strong advice to the government. The government’s
intent is that the bill is deemed to have commenced on
1 May 1996, the day the relevant provisions of the
Domestic Building Contracts Act commenced. That
ought to be made clear. It relates to all existing and
future contracts that are assigned under that act.
The bill is essentially declaratory of the law and does
not retrospectively alter rights and obligations, but it
does not apply to contracts that are the subject of legal
proceedings commenced prior to the government’s
announcement as a matter of fairness to litigants
involved in those proceedings. The intent of the bill is
to deal only with the contractual arrangements referred
to in section 137E(a) of the Building Act. Section 137E
states:
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A person must not enter into a contract for the sale by the
person of land on which a home is being constructed, or is to
be constructed, if the contract provides for or contemplates
that the construction of the home will be completed before the
completion of the contract unless —
(a) the home is being constructed under a major domestic
building contract or the contract of sale is a major
domestic building contract or provides that the home is
to be constructed under a major domestic building
contract …

The government’s intentions are clear. I think the
opposition has been desperately searching to try to find
a fundamental weakness in this. It has not succeeded in
doing so, and while it might be a sledgehammer to
crack a nut, it certainly ought to succeed and return
stability to this vital industry.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Smith) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — This bill is not a big
bill, but it certainly has big consequences.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BAILLIEU — It is not necessarily as good
looking a bill as the shadow Attorney-General would
like me to say he is, given his interjection, but I note
that it is not simple. It is complex in its construction and
consequences. I am not going to go into the details of
how this has been arrived at in any great length other
than to say that the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal has made an interim ruling declaring that in
the particular case involved the contract was declared to
be a major domestic building contract between the
vendor and the purchaser. As I understand it the
respondent has appealed that decision to the Supreme
Court, but the substantive hearing into the original
matter has not yet been concluded. Whether it will
eventually be concluded is yet to be determined,
because given the interim injunction involved it may be
that the case evaporates.
In summary, and as the Leader of The Nationals and
the member for Kew have said, this is legislation which
seeks retrospectively to alter private contractual
arrangements. It is highly unusual. It is a difficult issue
for many members to grasp, and indeed for the
community to grasp. I do not think anyone in this room
can say that they are in a position to unequivocally
support this bill. I think there are problems with it,
some of which have been highlighted by the Leader of
The Nationals and some of which have been
highlighted by the member for Kew. There are certainly
outstanding issues.
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I refer to a Herald Sun editorial of Thursday, 18 March,
under the heading ‘Low-rise apartments’, which states:
The Bracks government’s move to legislate retrospectively to
stop apartment buyers going to court to challenge their
contracts sets a questionable precedent.
It is highly unusual — some would say undesirable — for a
government to legislate to protect one section of the
marketplace.

And further:
But the new law could make future prospective buyers wary.
Developers, not the government, must ensure contracts are
valid and that buyers clearly understand what they are
signing.

I think that is not an unreasonable proposition. No-one
should assume from any position that opposition
members take that this is some sort of precedent for not
opposing retrospective legislation. I think there is
enough in this to be extremely concerned about, and
nothing more so than the very secretive approach the
government has taken. I attended a briefing on the bill
and was able with other members to ask a number of
questions. I was pleased to be there, but it was a very
unrevealing briefing. In fact it was one of the least
productive briefings on legislation that I have been at.
No documents were provided in response to the specific
request to the government to indicate upon what it was
relying for this interpretation. There was no precedent
for this sort of action established or referred to despite a
specific request for that to be provided. There was no
information on the application of this legislation to
contracts being administered by the government’s own
agencies, again despite specific requests. There was
precious little information on the contracts that had
been consulted in reaching this conclusion.
All we have been able to do in assessing this legislation
is to rely on the verbal advice about the interpretation
provided at that briefing and in the press releases of the
government. Then, in addition to the correspondence
that the member for Kew has extracted through his own
devices, we have been forced to rely on rhetoric about
the impact commercially that not passing this bill might
have. I think there are many in the community who
would suggest that there is an arguable basis to that as
well. There are other concerns in terms of commercial
opportunities to resolve this: the notion of arbitrages,
bulk purchases and negotiations over value shifting
might well have been considered.
The member for Kew has drawn upon a letter which he
has extracted. It is only one and presumably there must
be some other correspondence because it does not, even
in itself, appear to be complete. The letter is open to the
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interpretation given by the member for Kew, which I
appreciate, but I think it is also open to some other
interpretation, and I note in particular the notion that the
letter refers to such a position not being subject to the
Domestic Building Contracts Act, provided other
situations are included. Now the provisos, many would
say, are not there and I think that fact presents a
problem in itself.

associated with the Domestic Building Contracts Act
and moved to provide a transitional exemption for
multistorey developments. That was all the government
sought to do. It was only transitional for those
properties that were under construction. Effectively the
contracts were in place prior to the introduction of the
act and it was specifically transitional and not
comprehensive. That raises an issue in itself.

I refer also to an article in the Australian Financial
Review of 18 March in which Robert Harley writes:

Further, we have a considered view which was also in
the letters to which the member for Kew refers, and it is
certainly the position which the government
anticipated, that the warranties which have flowed with
the Domestic Building Contracts Act provisions would
cross to the purchaser as a consequence of the situation
at the time even though the letter was referring to
something else. That in itself implies that at least the
warranties were in place.

Last Friday, the Australian Financial Review asked the
Victorian government whether it would close a potential
loophole in off-the-plan apartment contracts that had emerged
in legal action during the week.
‘We are monitoring the situation but it is still before the court
so it’s not appropriate to comment’, said a spokesman.

The reality is that it is still before the courts and one
wonders how a spokesman could reach that conclusion
and then only a few days later the government has
reached another conclusion. There are a number of
other comments in that article which I commend to
members. I pick up on one, which quotes Rob Lees
from Slater and Gordon:
He says successful actions have been taken on the basis of
misrepresentation or misleading and deceptive conduct,
particularly over representations of rental returns.

In that he is referring to the fact that it is not only this
particular aspect of these contracts which is being
drawn into question, and to suggest that that is the case
is not really so. It goes on further to say:
‘We have successfully rescinded 8 to 10 contracts without
any court action but we have also successfully settled after
legal action, with the vendor agreeing to rescind the sale and
return deposit or agree to reduce the sale price’, he says.

And further:
Already a number of apartment projects in those sectors have
stalled, caught between falling sales and rising prices.
According to one property industry story, 60 sites will soon
be in the hands of the mortgagees. No one can prove it, but
no-one is questioning the number.

That has occurred regardless of the action taken in this
matter. In this matter itself we need to understand also
the context of this dispute, when it was found under
section 54 of the Domestic Building Contracts Act that
this was a building dispute, then in the full case of the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal it was
found to be a major domestic building contract.
Accordingly matters flowed from that finding.
In 1996 the government as a consequence of
representations moved to change the regulations

Under section 132 of the act it is specifically outlawed
to attempt to contract out of the Domestic Building
Contracts Act. Examples of contracts in this situation
that I have seen include clauses which specifically seek
to contract out of it, which suggests that the vendors
were anticipating that the Domestic Building Contracts
Act did apply. There are also, as the Leader of The
Nationals mentioned, insurance provisions and home
builders warranty provisions specifically excluded from
multi-level developments last year, again suggesting a
different state prior to that exclusion and that
exemption.
There are other problems emerging with this act, and
the attention of members has been drawn to those by
articles in the Australian of 18 March and 20 May, both
by Justin Lucas, a property partner at the law firm of
Deacons. In the 18 March article he refers to:
If the builder fails to comply with the technical consumer
protections, it can be left without a payment entitlement and
needing to apply to VCAT for an order for payment on the
basis of ‘exceptional circumstances’.
In general terms, the legislation should not apply to the
relationship between builders and commercial developers …

This is seeking to extend the exemptions here and I
think that is, in part, one of the problems which is going
to emerge. I could read another passage, which time
prevents me from doing, on stamp duty.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — I rise to support the
Domestic Building Contracts (Amendment) Bill before
the house. This bill is all about giving certainty within
this particular area of the building construction
industry, and it arises out of the Philp v. Mirvac case
which has been referred to in previous contributions by
honourable members.
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The Parliament has made a decision in regard to these
matters under the Domestic Building Contracts Act of
1995 and all this particular amending bill does is to
further strengthen the decision of the Parliament back
then. Smart lawyers go out of their way to find
loopholes to get out of legitimate contracts on the basis
of providing those services to their clients who are, in
this case, essentially investors. You would need to be
an investor in this instance because each unit would
need to be valued at over $900 000 — not too many
residents in Melton or Bacchus Marsh can afford
residences worth that amount of money in a
development by Mirvac.
Mr Mildenhall — Especially as an investment.
Mr NARDELLA — That is right. They usually go
for much cheaper units or houses. But in this particular
case the investors have found themselves in a
circumstance different from what they believed they
would be in — that is, they thought the value of the
units they purchased off the plan would have increased
in value and that they could have then on-sold or done
something with them, but instead the value has gone
down. They have asked their smart lawyers to come
along and get them out of their predicament and get
them out of the legitimate contracts that they have
signed with Mirvac. The Leader of The Nationals went
through the company structure of Mirvac, which was
really interesting, but ultimately contracts to purchase
units off the plan have been entered into by investors
with a company, and they want to get out of them.
The effect of the investor taking this matter to the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) in
the first instance and then to other jurisdictions has been
that the financiers of these developments have said very
clearly to the government and to the construction
industry, ‘We will never undertake this type of financial
arrangement again unless this is clarified’. That was
very serious for the government and for the
construction industry, and the government had to take
that into account and give that certainty back.
The situation could also have provided a massive
loophole, whereby a number of investors who have
undertaken commitments through entering into
legitimate contracts could have tried to get out of those
contracts by starting legal proceedings to avoid handing
over their deposit bonds, because many of these
financial arrangements are dealt with by deposit bonds.
They could have tried to get out of the contracts that
they legitimately, honestly and fairly got into when they
believed these developments would actually increase in
value. So this legislation is crucial for the industry, for
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the government and for other investors within these
developments.
I have read the option of the Leader of The Nationals,
and I appreciate that. What I would say about it is that it
is — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr NARDELLA — No. It is important to
understand that both he and the government are getting
to the same point but via different roads. I have read the
position of the Leader of The Nationals, and I believe
the government’s position is better because it gives
absolute certainty to the legislation. I do not like
retrospective legislation, but because of the harm the
current legislation could do within this industry, it is
imperative that the government date that protection
back to 1 May 1996. Otherwise the smart lawyers —
the barristers — will go out there and delve into these
loopholes.
In 2003 there was $715 million worth of building work
in the cities of Port Phillip and Melbourne, and 51 per
cent of that was high-rise construction. This legislation
is about protecting those construction companies. I
support the bill before the house.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I will commence my
contribution by quoting a former Labor Prime Minister,
Mr James Scullin. This is the inscription on his
tombstone in the Melbourne General Cemetery:
Justice and humanity demand interference whenever the weak
are being crushed by the strong.

That highlights the fact that this bill should not be
before this house. I am one of those who is staggered
that a Labor government would bring in legislation that
will crush the weak, and there are many people who
will be unfairly affected by this. I am aware of one
gentleman who is a cleaner who has $100 000 worth of
equity in his house. He has a deposit bond with Mirvac,
and he is going to lose his house because the unit he
purchased does not have the valuation that he was told
it would have. The salesmen who operate for Mirvac
are nothing but spivs who say things like, ‘You will get
$1000 a week in rent. You can opt out at any time. You
can be guaranteed that you are going to make a large
amount of money’. There may be deluded people
around who believe things they should not, but that is
no excuse to bring in legislation like this to take away
the rights of people which date back eight years.
All those who are supporting this bill should be
ashamed that they are not reflecting on the fact that the
government is backing a company which would have
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had access to the best lawyers in town and yet still
could not get it right. Now the government is going to
backtrack and take away people’s rights dating back
eight years. We are told this will have no impact on the
consumer. It will have an impact, and it is going to have
a grave impact on building contracts from here on.
Other members have referred to the report of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, and I will
make a slight reference to the committee. It said on
page 24 of Alert Digest No. 5 of 2004 that one of its
functions is to report on any bill that trespasses unduly
upon rights and freedoms. On this bill it said:
The committee notes the provision is deemed to have come
into operation on 1 May 1996, being the date the relevant
provisions in the act commenced operation. The committee
notes that the amendment is intended to be declaratory of the
law as at that date.

I know that retrospectivity occurs frequently in this
house, but very rarely does it occur in the sense of
referring back eight years. That is quite a change.
I am told that we can refer to the Philp v. Mirvac case
before the VCAT, although there are documents lodged
at the Supreme Court. The application before VCAT
was quite a simple one: Philp was seeking an injunction
to stop Mirvac from calling up the deposit bond that
was due to expire, as a consequence of which the
deposit would not have been available to Mirvac on the
day following the hearing. The case came about
because Mirvac rescinded the contract and threatened to
cash in the deposit bond. The tribunal found that it was
not lacking in jurisdiction to hear the case, and it went
on to state correctly the two tests that needed to be
satisfied before it could grant an injunction — namely,
that there was a serious question to be tried, and the
balance of convenience. The tribunal found that given
that it was unlawful in domestic building contracts to
seek a deposit of more than 5 per cent and that Mirvac
had sought 10 per cent, there was a serious question to
be tried. The question is to be tried later in the hearing
of the entire matter.
The tribunal did not determine whether the argument
was a good one, and Mirvac remains at liberty to test
this at a further hearing. According to the tribunal it
would be unfair to allow Philp to avoid the contract on
the ground that it was unfair. So Mirvac has
opportunities to further pursue this matter. Bringing in
legislation at such short notice gives me a distinct
feeling of discomfort, given that successive
governments have failed to address the issue of the
low-income home owners who only weeks ago made a
presentation to this Parliament because of their
frustration. I do not in any way condone that behaviour,
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but it is a reflection of the fact that successive
governments have failed to deal with a very serious
problem in our society — that is, people being misled
into believing that they could buy homes under that
low-income scheme. They have not been able to do
that, and there has been inadequate assistance given to
them.
Here we have a company that would be described in
some quarters as being ruthless being given a
three-month advantage. The government has listened to
it and has brought in legislation at significantly short
notice. I question whether it is appropriate for any
political party to receive large donations. If members
look at the electoral commission web site they will see
that Mirvac is a significant donator not just to the Labor
Party in Victoria but to the Liberal Party and the
National Party in Queensland — across the spectrum.
What do you get for your money when you donate to a
political party? You must get some influence, some
opportunity, otherwise why would you do it? It is not
giving money to St Vincent de Paul. It is giving money
to governments and political parties for influence. I
suggest that has paid off. Mirvac has got significant
influence from those donations — enough to bring this
bill before this house today.
It has been said that this bill will not diminish the
opportunity for people who have lodged legal
proceedings before a certain date to continue with those
proceedings. That is incorrect. Mirvac has lodged
documents in the Supreme Court, and Philp has lodged
counterarguments, but that is not lodging legal
proceedings, so nobody will benefit from the disclaimer
that refers to any proceeding commenced before March
of this year. No-one can benefit because Philp’s
arguments are counterarguments and they are not valid
according to this bill.
I turn to contract avoidance and the Docklands
contracts of sale. Here is another example of a company
that is ruthless:
… the Docklands contracts of sale provide that the
vendor/developer has control of the body corporate. The
contract provides that the vendor has such control whilst it
owns a unit in the ‘precinct’.

Conceivably it need only retain a broom cupboard.
The contract gives control to the vendor by providing that all
purchasers give their proxies to the vendor and undertake not
to vote other than in accordance with the vendor’s wishes.
The body corporate controls the common property …

Bear in mind that all buildings that are over three
storeys high are now without insurance, so any
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off-the-plan project that has not been built as of today
does not have building insurance. If Mirvac controls the
body corporate — in fact the directors share positions
in all the three companies — there is no way that a
vendor who has a major flaw at the 30th level, say
water leaking through a window, will have any chance
of pursuing the body corporate, Mirvac, and getting
resolution. He, not Mirvac, will be sued for the damage
caused by the water that leaks into his neighbour’s
property.
An honourable member — Forget the warranties.
Mr SAVAGE — A very good point. As I have
indicated, the writs are of no value. They were issued in
the Supreme Court by Mirvac before 16 March, but the
defences were not. I am very concerned, and I will be
opposing this legislation. It is unholy and it is
unnecessary.
The government and Mirvac would have been left in
the same position as they are now. Some contracts may
have been voided, but the property market would not
have collapsed. We should be looking after the interests
of every Victorian, not the big end of town. I think this
legislation does exactly that — it looks after the big end
of town.
I will conclude with a quote from another former Labor
Prime Minister, Mr Joseph Benedict Chifley, who I am
sure is an icon amongst all Labor members. He said:
We have a great objective — the light on the hill — which we
aim to reach by working for the betterment of mankind not
only here but anywhere we may give a helping hand. If it
were not for that, the labour movement would not be worth
fighting for.

So where are the people who follow the ethics and the
themes of Joseph Benedict Chifley? I am very
disappointed that this legislation is before the house,
because I do not believe it looks after every Victorian.
It is looking after Mirvac and little else.
Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — It gives me great
pleasure to speak on the Domestic Building Contracts
(Amendment) Bill. In response to the contribution by
the member for Mildura, numerous pieces of
legislation — fair trading legislation, for example —
protect consumers from false or misleading advertising.
In the scenario painted by the member for Mildura his
constituent may well have claims under other
legislation. What I would say in regard to the
Docklands development is that we should let it succeed
or fail on the basis of market demand rather than on
some technicality or loophole that may have been
exposed.
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The bill amends the Domestic Building Contracts Act
1995 to overcome a Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (VCAT) decision that has been outlined
previously that deemed an off-the-plan contract of sale
to be a domestic building contract under the Domestic
Building Contracts Act. The bill maintains the existing
practice in the building sector that off-the-plan contracts
that comply with section 137E of the act are not
domestic building contracts under the act and are
governed only by the off-the-plan provisions of the Sale
of Land Act. The VCAT decision that has been referred
to has raised considerable uncertainty in the building
sector, and this bill seeks to restore that certainty. As I
said, the Docklands development should have its
success determined by market demand rather than a
VCAT determination that would ensure its failure.
Following this VCAT decision leading banks and
lending institutions stated that they would suspend
further finance until this situation was clarified. Given
the amount of money that is involved in this building
sector and the number of people employed in it, that is
an unacceptable situation.
Essentially the bill seeks to clarify the status quo.
Off-the-plan contracts of sale are regulated by specific
provisions of the Sale of Land Act 1962 designed to
protect purchasers. This act recognises the special
nature of these contracts where the title for the land has
not been and may not ever be issued and where the
construction has not been commenced or has not been
completed. The Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995
was enacted to protect home owners in their dealings
with builders, so they are quite distinct pieces of
legislation. Without any changes following the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal decision it
would mean that such off-the-plan contracts of sale,
which comply with the Sale of Land Act, could be
voidable under the Domestic Building Contracts Act,
because compliance with the Sale of Land Act would
result in non-compliance with the Domestic Building
Contracts Act. It is important to note that this bill does
not take away any right that purchasers have to void
their contracts on any other grounds. I suspect that
some of those grounds would be those outlined in
previous members’ contributions.
The bill fulfils the commitment made in a government
announcement on 16 March that it would move to
clarify the situation in this session of Parliament, that
any legislation would operate from the date the relevant
provisions of the Domestic Building Contracts Act
commenced — namely, 1 May 1996. With that short
contribution, I commend the bill to the house.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — This is a bill that
arguably diminishes statutory consumer rights, and I do
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not think anybody should have any doubts about that. It
is retrospective legislation in that it seeks to validate a
large number of contracts which the Supreme Court
may find to be invalid.
Along with a whole lot of other members in this place, I
start to shudder as soon as I hear the word
‘retrospective’ particularly when, as other members
have commented, the retrospectivity goes back as far as
is proposed by this legislation. But there are some
matters that the house needs to come to grips with, and
I want to cut through some of the dross, because we
have heard a lot of technical argument tonight and we
have heard some arguments that have come from the
heart. The reality here is: when is a contract a contract?
That is really what it all boils down to.
I was on the sharp end of a Supreme Court case in
regard to the validity of a contract many years ago. I
might say that I won the case, but nevertheless it was
still an expensive, time-consuming and very worrying
situation which ended up in law. It was all over the
question of when is a contract a contract. My wife and I
sold a house, and it was signed up on a sale note. Then
the purchaser wanted to back out on that and his lawyer
argued that a sale note was not a valid form of contract.
It went through the County Court, and then it went to
the Supreme Court on appeal. Both courts upheld that a
sale note was in fact a valid contract, and that went into
the law. We were very grateful for the decision by the
full bench of the Supreme Court, along with the
decision by the Chief Judge of the County Court at the
time. We were of the view that when somebody signs a
contract they actually sign a contract.
What we have to understand here is that the genesis of
this whole debate tonight is the question of the
overruling of an off-the-plan contract; that is what it is
all about. It is a question of whether somebody who
buys a unit or any other property off the plan and pays a
deposit in excess of 5 per cent — 10 per cent, as I
understand in the case in question that caused all this —
has or does not have a valid contract. My view, and I
acknowledge that it is a pretty plain and simple view, is
that off-the-plan contracts should be regarded in the
same way as any other contract. I do not believe that
they should be any different. If somebody signs up for
something, they know what they are signing up for, and
they should therefore be bound by the contract. After
all, the other side who has signed the contract is bound
by it, so why should one party have an escape hole — a
loophole — when the other party to the contract does
not?
Let me put it in even simpler terms because I am, as the
member for Footscray would acknowledge, just a
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simple person, a country boy who does not understand
all this technical stuff. A person goes onto a race track
and decides to punt a sum of, say, $20 000 on a horse.
They have a good tip that this horse is going to win; it is
a sure thing. So they put the $20 000 on the horse. After
the jump they are watching the horses go around, and
halfway around their horse is 40 lengths behind and
limping. What does this person do? Do they go back to
the bookmaker where they laid the $20 000 and say,
‘Look, I have thought about this whole thing and I want
to get out of the contract. I have decided that I do not
like it, so give me my money back.’? Of course they do
not do that, because a punt is a punt, and a speculation
is a speculation.
Let us face it, some of the things that we have heard
tonight, including the recounting of the issue from the
member for Mildura about the man he knows who is
going to lose some money after speculating on a unit
down at Southbank, are a concern, and I certainly do
not like to see anybody lose money. I believe that if
there is any way out, they should be allowed to get out.
But the fact is that a contract is a contract and if you
speculate — you punt or you bet — and you win, you
do not go back to the other side and say, ‘Look, I have
made a lot of money. You can have half of my
winnings’. And if you lose you have exactly the same
kind of rights as you do when you win.
If you win, good luck to you, and if you lose, well it has
been a bad investment, a bad speculation. In the case of
so many people who are buying units off the plan, it is
speculation of the highest order; it is speculation in big
money. They may well have had a tale spun to them,
but they should be getting advice. These days people
ought to understand what caveat emptor means. It
means let the buyer beware; it means let the buyer get
good advice; it means let the buyer be well aware of the
risks that they are taking before they sign their name on
a contract or before they put money up on a very lage
speculation. That is what we are on about here.
On the other side of the coin, if the sorts of cases that
are being talked about tonight are allowed to go on and
contracts are allowed to be overruled by court action in
regard to unit developments, particularly down at
Docklands but perhaps anywhere else, what happens to
the other people who have bought into those properties?
What happens to their investment? What happens if
suddenly the development cannot go ahead in the form
in which it was being sold and they have to cut some
corners? It might not have a gymnasium or a swimming
pool or whatever; some of the facilities in the building
may not be there. What happens to the investments
made by those people? Those people lose money, too.
So who is right and who is wrong in all of this?
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It is no good members coming in here and arguing that
this is all about the big end of town versus the small
person. For example, Mirvac’s name has been
mentioned tonight as if it is the big, bad bogeyman.
Mirvac is a public company with shareholders. What
happens to the mum or dad shareholders who have an
investment in Mirvac and who suddenly find that that
investment is being diminished because one of the
developments on which their income forecasts were
based is no longer going to occur and that company
suddenly finds itself not as well off as it was, and
possibly cannot pay a dividend or pays a significantly
reduced dividend? What happens to the small
shareholders in those instances?
I acknowledge that this is not an easy matter for this
house to deal with, and it certainly has not been an easy
matter for the government to deal with. It would not
matter who was on the Treasury benches of this
Parliament, it would have been a difficult issue to come
to grips with. But at the end of the day you have to
understand which is the right way to go. It appears to
me, in my position of not being a lawyer and not
understanding the law in all its finite detail, that this is
the way to go. Certainly the alternative of leaving
things the way they are is not the way to go.
That is the reason why the opposition, having
considered this matter at great length and having
tortured itself, as I am sure many members of the
government party have tortured themselves, has come
to the conclusion that it will not oppose this legislation.
That is because we believe that at the end of the day the
right thing to do is to address this issue. We are talking
about closing a loophole. Loopholes create far more
problems when they are open than they do when they
are closed, and this one certainly should be closed.
We are not just talking about the people who are
speculating on units as purchasers off the plan. We are
talking about the ramifications that will occur if those
people are allowed to get out of those contracts when it
becomes apparent to them that the units they are
purchasing might not return a profit or might not be
worth what they were when they bought them. In other
words, whatever the reason for that diminution in the
value of their properties, they want to get out of the
contracts. That will create huge problems for a building
industry and for a development industry and should not
be allowed to continue.
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank the honourable members for Kew, Footscray,
Melton, Macedon, Hawthorn, Mildura and Mornington
and the Leader of The Nationals for their contributions.
It has been the experience of many people in this house
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that when a bill is only two pages long the debate on it
is usually wide ranging and vigorous. Certainly tonight
has been no exception. Honourable members have
given a range of views. The honourable member for
Mornington gave a contribution not only as a member
of this house and as a legislator but also as a litigant,
and I am pleased to tell the house he was successful.
Really it comes down to what, as the honourable
member for Mornington said, a contract is and what the
law intended at the time.
The Parliament of this great state made a law that
intended one certain outcome. Notwithstanding the
intention of Parliament, an interpretation has been
given, for some legalistic reason, to not put into practice
Parliament’s interpretation. While the government
believes that the act is correct and proper and reflects
the intention of Parliament, there is uncertainty. As the
honourable member for Mornington said, this is a
difficult matter irrespective of who is in government,
and it is something which a government properly has to
deal with because of its consequences. The government
wants to make sure that Parliament’s initial intention is
what is going to happen. In other words, we are
bringing about certainty.
While arguments have been put that somehow we are
changing the law or changing what Parliament
intended, that is not the case at all. The Parliament of
this great state put in place a law which was intended to
bring about a certain effect, and we are making sure
here and now that that law is the law which was
intended. For that reason no-one ought to be concerned
about the impact that this will have. The only difference
is that whereas there may be some legalistic reason for
not putting it into effect, the intention of Parliament is
now being put in place, for which there is a very strong
argument. I wish the bill speedy passage.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 75
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr

Kosky, Ms
Kotsiras, Mr
Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lupton, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Mulder, Mr
Munt, Ms
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D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Dixon, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Jenkins, Mr

Napthine, Dr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pike, Ms
Plowman, Mr
Robinson, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thompson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 9
Delahunty, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Powell, Mrs

Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Walsh, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 May; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer).
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr CLARK
(Box Hill) pursuant to standing orders.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — This bill makes a range
of amendments to the Financial Management Act. The
principal amendments, however, alter the form of the
state’s financial statements, including budget papers
and annual reports, and it is those amendments that are
the most significant. The other amendments enable the
tabling and publication of various reports at times when
the house is not sitting, and they alter the schedule of
dates by which various financial reports need to be
completed and made public. There are some
consequential and other minor amendments.
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However, the principal and most contentious changes
alter the provisions relating to the basis on which the
budget update and estimated financial statements are to
be prepared. In essence, in those respects this bill can
be said to be a trust-me bill. The government is saying
to this house, ‘Give us a blank cheque; give us total
discretion as to the form in which we prepare the
financial estimates contained in the budget papers, and
the form in which we publish the budget update’. It
says the necessity for the changes is the impending
move to international accounting standards and
potentially the move to the harmonisation of the
generally accepted accounting principles that are now
followed in Victoria with the government financial
statistics that are followed by most other jurisdictions in
Australia. The opposition accepts that both these sets of
changes are impending or potential and that there may
be a case in certain circumstances for the government to
have power to vary the form of the financial statements.
However, it is one thing to say that and it is another to
give the government complete carte blanche as to the
form those statements can take, because to give that
power to the government gives it very wide scope for
manipulation of the budget and of the budget update. I
have documented at considerable lengths in other
remarks I have delivered to this house, particularly in
relation to various budgets, the extent of the
manipulation of the results that has already occurred
even under the accounting principles that now apply.
For the government to have even broader discretion as
to the form in which the financial statements are
prepared is an extremely dangerous move indeed. Of
course, the government has form in this regard. It has
form in seeking for itself sweeping powers. It has form
in pig-headedly refusing to accept reasonable
amendments that constrain and more carefully define its
power. I very much fear the Minister for Finance in the
other place, despite the fact that he displays a
well-meaning attitude on many occasions, is falling
under the spell of those within the government who are
prepared to be ruthless and those who are becoming
complacent and arrogant as their term in government
proceeds.
By way of example I refer to the government’s
previous form with the Monetary Units Bill, under
which the government seized for itself power to
increase existing fees and charges by any amount it
liked without any scope whatsoever for parliamentary
disallowance. It adopted a form of legislation that
excluded all those protections that existed in the
monetary units legislation that pioneered in this field in
Tasmania, excluded limitations such as only allowing
increases equal to the consumer price index, excluded
restrictions relating to the gazettal of changes and
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removed the power of Parliament to disallow any
particular increase.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
Sitting continued on motion of Mr CAMERON
(Minister for Agriculture).
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — Notwithstanding the fact
that this precedent contained all those necessary and
appropriate checks and balances, and notwithstanding
that the corresponding legislation in Tasmania received
bipartisan support when introduced by a Liberal
government and was supported by the Labor
opposition, the Treasurer omitted all those checks and
balances from the corresponding Victorian legislation
and then attempted in successive pieces of
correspondence to snow the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee and pretend that parliamentary
accountability remained.
We have had similar examples of government
pig-headedness even in relation to previous
amendments to the Financial Management Act when
the government insisted on ramming through poorly
drafted and ill-considered amendments that were
designed to prevent leaking, but were in fact drafted
either absurdly wide or uselessly narrow. They could
either punish journalists who were the recipients of
leaks of certain documents or allow the government
free range to perpetrate its own leaks of documents that
were supposed to have not been released until tabled in
this Parliament.
The government has a track record of being
untrustworthy in matters such as this. As its term has
advanced, it has increasingly disregarded normal
democratic rights and processes. We need only
consider, for want of a further example, the way in
which it has throttled freedom of speech in this house. It
has done this even more so with the business program
that the Minister for Finance has inflicted in the other
place with the time limits and restrictions that, for all of
the attacks on the previous government for its alleged
lack of democracy, were never imposed under the
previous government.
Let us look at exactly what the amendments in this
current bill do. The ones to which the opposition takes
exception, in respect of which we have circulated
amendments, are those contained in clauses 6 and 7 of
the bill. Clause 6 relates to estimated financial
statements and clause 7 relates to budget updates. At
present and in relation to estimated financial statements,
which are the statements that are included in the budget
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papers, the current section 23J(3) of the Financial
Management Act says :
Estimated financial statements must be based on —
(a) the current financial policy objectives and
strategies statement;
(b) generally accepted accounting principles.

What the bill proposes to substitute for this is:
(3) Estimated financial statements must be prepared —
(a) on a basis consistent with the current financial
policy objectives and strategies statement; and
(b) in the manner and form determined by the
Minister, having regard to appropriate financial
reporting frameworks.

A similar situation applies in relation to the budget
update provisions which are contained in section 23N
of the Act:
(3) A budget update must be based on —
(a) the current financial policy objectives and
strategies statement;
(b) generally accepted accounting principles.

The bill will substitute the following:
(3) A budget update must be prepared —
(a) on a basis consistent with the current financial
policy objectives and strategies statement; and
(b) in the manner and form determined by the
Minister, having regard to appropriate financial
reporting frameworks.

The component which the opposition takes exception to
is this sweeping power given to the minister. These
estimated financial statements are to be prepared in the
manner and form that the minister determines rather
than in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. At the moment, we have this corpus of
generally accepted accounting principles against which
the budget and the budget update must be prepared. In
future, we will have whatever the minister wants. The
minister must have regard to appropriate financial
reporting frameworks, but they are basically what the
government wants in any event, so what the
government wants goes, on a totally sweeping basis.
As I said, the justification that the government gives for
this is that as a state we are going to move to
international accounting standards, and if the project for
the harmonisation of generally accepted accounting
principles and government finance statistics (GFS)
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continues, we will then move to that harmonised basis.
Certainly the opposition agrees with the first of those
moves, and we expect that we will agree with the
second, with a caveat in terms of what the content of
this hybrid turns out to be.
The government and officers of the Treasury say that
for all following reasons — that the timetable for the
introduction of international accounting standards is
unclear, that Victoria and Australia will be at the
forefront of adopting these changes, that a lot of
last-minute, detailed work is being undertaken by the
Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB), that
there is uncertainty at this stage as to what exactly these
new international accounting standards will be and
when they will apply, and that even when these new
standards come into force some components will still
be determined under existing local standards because
there will be no international equivalents — we need
flexibility.
The opposition does not disagree with that proposition
in principle, but we say that that is no justification for
the minister to set whatever standards he wants. The
concept which we are all supposedly aiming for is quite
clear — that we will carefully and systematically move
to adopt international accounting standards as they are
determined and promulgated for Australia.
One of the arguments the government puts forward is
that there are issues of timing, and again that may well
be accepted. The government at least at one stage was
hoping to move to international accounting standards in
time for the budget update for 2004–05, which needs to
be done halfway through the impending financial year.
The government says the international accounting
standards might not be formally promulgated by that
time — in other words, we will be running ahead of the
standards and therefore might need to depart from
generally accepted accounting principles for that
perfectly valid reason. That again is not something with
which the opposition would disagree.
I should interpose by way of clarification that when the
act refers to generally accepted accounting principles it
refers primarily to the accounting standards that are
promulgated by the Australian Accounting Standards
Board (AASB). At the moment those are the various
Australian accounting standards, including AAS 31,
which governs the main set of financial statements in
the budget papers, as well as a whole range of other
AASB standards. The intention is that those current
AASB standards will be replaced by international
accounting standards. Whether AAS 31 will be
replaced is unclear, but it is believed that AAS 29,
which governs financial reporting by government
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departments, will remain — hence even when we move
to international accounting standards we will be on a
hybrid.
If the timing of the introduction of various international
accounting standards into Australia is out of sync with
the preparation of the various budget and budget update
papers, there may be some legitimate issues for the
government to address. With the first set of these
international accounting standards expected to be
released by the AASB by 30 June, the time line is tight.
So those points are accepted, but as I have said, that
does not lead to the need for the minister to have the
sweeping powers he is seeking in this bill.
That is the reason for the amendments that the
opposition has put forward. We believe that what we
propose will give the minister all the flexibility that he
reasonably needs for Victoria to move smoothly and
effectively to the adoption of international accounting
standards while still preserving a proper and democratic
accountability to this Parliament. We are proposing that
we retain the reference to the budget papers and the
budget update being prepared on a basis consistent with
generally accepted accounting principles as a starting
point; but we will add the rider that if in relation to a
particular financial year there are no generally accepted
accounting principles, or if the minister considers that
any uncertainty arising from a change to generally
accepted accounting principles may delay the
preparation of the estimated financial statements for the
budget or delay the preparation of the budget update,
then the budget update can be prepared in a manner and
form determined by the minister and approved by the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee, having
regard to appropriate financial reporting frameworks.
In other words, the minister will still have the flexibility
that he and the government might reasonably need to
smoothly move Victoria to international accounting
standards and down the track fit in with the
harmonisation process involving GFS, but the minister
will have to justify and account for any departures from
generally accepted accounting principles and will need
to win the approval of the PAEC to so do. That seems
to us to strike a very reasonable balance between these
competing considerations.
It can be said further that the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee not only performs a valuable
function through the estimates hearing process and the
other inquiries it conducts and reports it prepares but
also is charged on behalf of Parliament with
interviewing and putting forward recommendations for
the appointment of auditors of the Auditor-General, so
it already exercises a very responsible role. It also
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performs an important function in being the reference
point, as it were, for the Auditor-General and in giving
advice to the Auditor-General on various references,
inquiries and investigations that he undertakes.
I also make the point that the majority of the members
of the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee are
members of the government party, so there is no
realistic risk that the minister would be unable to win
the approval of the PAEC for sensible and
well-justified departures from generally accepted
accounting principles; but what the minister will need
to do under the opposition’s amendments is make that
case by coming and explaining to the committee,
including the government party members of that
committee, the merits of what he is proposing.
The mere fact that this process exists will provide
protection against abuse, because if the minister wants
to manipulate the process or does not want to exercise
the powers that he has been given bona fide for the
purposes of smoothing the transition to international
accounting standards, then he will be caught out by the
PAEC. So the mere fact that he would be so caught out
should deter any temptation to stray in that direction.
In conclusion, the opposition accepts that there needs to
be some flexibility, but that does not justify total and
absolute power being seized by the minister. The
amendments that the opposition put forward strike a
very fair and reasonable position in giving scope to the
minister while retaining democratic accountability for
this Parliament.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — This
financial management bill, in the eyes of some, is about
as interesting as watching paint dry. By the same token
the implications for Victoria and for its future are
immense, and the bill is not to be understated. I have
before me a contribution contained in a document
distributed to parliamentarians by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in Australia. It talks about the
process which is in train, the bottom line of which is to
ultimately harmonise — that is the term used —
accounting standards on an international basis. Under a
paragraph headed ‘How is it to be done?’ it reads:
Accounting standards in Australia are set by the Australian
Accounting Standards Board (AASB), which reports to the
Financial Reporting Council (FRC). International accounting
standards are set by the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB), which is an independent body based in
London. Australian accounting standards will be harmonised
with international standards by basically replacing each
Australian standard with its international equivalent.

In essence that captures the position in a way that in a
sense is reflected in the second-reading speech, but
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those few words I have just quoted really sum up the
situation very well. Although there are more minor
elements contained in the legislation dealing with
matters at large — the tabling of documentation when
the house is not sitting, changing the schedule of dates
in relation to publication of reporting and a couple of
matters of minor accord that are in any event very
sensible — it is this issue that is the critical one. If
timing is everything then I suppose this is not a bad
example of that principle. If this bill had been
introduced even in the year 2000 I suspect that the
opposition parties, certainly from the perspective of The
Nationals, might have felt more at ease with it than we
do tonight, because much of what is contained in the
legislation relates to the crucial issue of the credibility
of government. It has a lot to do with the extent to
which people at large, and we in the house in particular,
are able to trust the government of the day to deliver on
behalf of the people of Victoria.
In the early part of the governance of the Labor Party
perhaps there may have been a leap of faith that might
have lead us to even support this legislation. Given the
passage of time and our experiences over the last four
and a half years I regret to say that is not the case,
because the issue of credibility insofar as the
government is concerned is utterly in tatters. You need
only refer in passing to the Scoresby fiasco; the issues
in relation to toxic waste dumps; the automatic
consumer price index increases which have now been
built into a legislative form to ensure that fees and fines,
hundreds upon hundreds of them, increase at the start of
each financial year; the use of section 85 provisions so
freely applied by this government in the face of the
criticism it used to level so regularly at its predecessors
in government; the nonsense this government preaches
about the return of common-law rights to injured
workers when the reality is completely to the contrary;
and the application of the Regional Infrastructure
Development Fund, particularly with regard to issues
concerning extensions of the gas reticulation system —
and I could go on and on.
These days of course there are the discussions with
regard to the critical issue of community safety, the
treatment of crucial matters regarding policing, issues
regarding corruption and the mechanism whereby these
things are going to be investigated and dealt with,
resulting in the rather extraordinary position we have
now where the government is lined up on one side and
virtually every individual and commentator is on the
other with completely opposing views as to how these
terrible issues ought to be dealt with. All of these things
amount to the fact that inasmuch as legislation of this
nature passes through this Parliament on the basis of an
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acceptance of the credibility of the government of the
day, then the fact is that this is not going to pass
through Parliament on that basis, because whatever
credibility may once have existed is simply not there
any more.
The leap of faith that the government has built into this
legislation is not shared by The Nationals. We believe
there ought to be mechanisms whereby this middle
ground about which the government is so concerned
can be accommodated. We accept that the principle of
harmonisation of accounting standards is in the state’s
interests. We also accept that Victoria’s reporting
standards at present are well ahead of those of many
other nations around the world and are regarded very
highly in other jurisdictions around Australia. It is true
to say there would be a strong argument by many that
our reporting standards in Victoria are better than the
standards that exist at a commonwealth level. Despite
that, we have this issue to deal with as a state about the
period of the vacuum which it is feared will occur as we
move to this harmonisation process. The Nationals are
not at all happy that the government proposes a
situation where that gap is simply going to be filled, in
effect, by and at the whim of the minister who has
responsibility for all of this.
I refer particularly to clause 6(2) of the bill, which talks
about the estimated financial statements and that they
are going to be prepared, in the words of proposed
section 23J(3)(a):
on a particular basis consistent with the current financial
policy objectives and strategies statement …

I do not have any particular objection to that because
the government is entitled to have these materials
prepared in accordance with its basic intentions as a
government, so that part does not cause any grief. On
the other hand, proposed subsection 3(b) causes
concerns. It talks about the estimated financial
statements being prepared:
… in the manner and form determined by the Minister,
having regard to appropriate financial reporting frameworks.

The Nationals have great concern about simply handing
over the notion of the preparation of these vital
statements to a minister of the Crown who is part of a
government about which there is now very little
credibility so that that minister can go about overseeing
the preparation of those statements in a manner and
form which he determines having regard to ‘appropriate
financial reporting frameworks’, as they are referred to
here. That is simply not appropriate for what is
required.
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Similarly the content of proposed new section 23N(3)
inserted by clause 7(3) of the bill refers to the
preparation of the budget update. It has a similar
formula within it as that which is recited in relation to
the estimated financial statements. Given all that, The
Nationals are not prepared to support the government
with regard to what it has advanced in the course of this
legislation.
The opposition has proposed amendments which would
see the process overseen by the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee. Having only just seen that, I
think that there is much merit in doing so. Perhaps the
word ‘overseen’ is a little too strong, rather the
intention is that the mechanisms of accounting would
be developed in conjunction with considerations by the
PAEC.
I must say I think that the PAEC has achieved much to
be admired under all governments. One of the most
difficult things for people serving on these
parliamentary committees to achieve is a position
where they serve the Parliament as opposed to the
government of the day. I think the PAEC has come as
close to that as one can realistically think one of those
committees will in a situation where the adversarial
system otherwise applies, as it does between the parties
that constitute the Parliament.
I would have thought that this is a recommendation that
the government could be attracted to. I would have
though that even in the bald form the reality of the
committee ultimately being under the control of
government members would be a factor which the
government would find attractive. Putting that factor in
with the well-deserved reputation of this committee for
its impartiality, I would have thought that there is much
to recommend the opposition’s proposals, certainly
from The Nationals’ perspective. The Nationals support
what is now proposed in the opposition’s amendments.
So it is that while recognising the vital importance of
this bill and the influence it will have upon the
preparation of accounts for the state of Victoria, I for
one am not prepared to have the vital issues of
preparation of those accounts and the bases on which
they are done simply handed over to a minister of the
Crown in effect to do as he may so choose on any given
day. I do not think that is in the state’s interests.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I am happy to rise
to support the Financial Management (Amendment)
Bill, the purpose of which is to amend the Financial
Management Act 1994 to ensure that the government is
able to effectively respond to changes in financial
reporting frameworks and provide greater flexibility in
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the reporting by the government to Parliament and of
course to the broader community. This is something
which the government brought in in 2000 to ensure that
there was much greater transparency and accountability
in terms of the reporting provided by the government.
The bill provides for legislation that is consistent with
the financial management and budgetary reforms that
have been put in place in recent years, but also provides
clear, modern and workable reporting that reflects best
practice in the public sector and is consistent with the
practice in other jurisdictions.
In general the bill provides that the minister, in this case
the Treasurer, will determine the form and basis of the
government’s financial reports, having regard to
appropriate financial frameworks. Obviously this would
include, as we have mentioned, the government
financial statistics (GFS) and the generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP) or aspects of both. It
also brings forward the release of the budget update by
one month to 15 December, and removes the current
tabling anomaly that allows the government to table
reports only whilst Parliament is sitting. I am sure you
will remember, Acting Speaker, similar legislation
being brought down in respect of the Auditor-General’s
reports. This particular provision merely mirrors that
application.
The bill also provides for streamlining the nature and
timing of the government’s financial reporting
publications allowing it to release the quarterly
financial reports either separately or as part of other
major financial publications. That is the intent of this
particular bill.
As has already been pointed out by the member for Box
Hill and the Leader of the National Party, the bill has to
respond to changes that occur as a consequence of the
forthcoming harmonisation of Australian accounting
standards with international accounting standards. As
has already been mentioned, this is very much in a state
of flux at the moment; the current accounting
framework is actually changing. We do have high
standards here in Victoria. We are probably only joined
by the Australian Capital Territory in terms of
providing this reporting framework, the GAAP, in
terms of the way we report to Parliament and to the
general public.
The Australian accounting profession, and indeed the
federal government and other bodies, is looking to
adopt international financial reporting standards,
therefore the act needs to be updated to facilitate
compliance with these new requirements as they may
come forward. But it is not quite as simple as that
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because there is a degree of development in this and a
degree of uncertainty as to what might happen.
The reason for this is that not only are we looking
forward to seeing new and international accounting
standards, particularly out of the body in London that
has been mentioned by the member for Box Hill, but
there is also the fact that internationally work is
happening in the United States in terms of its
accounting standards, which are not quite the same as
international financial reporting standards.
There is also the issue of how to deal with financial
reports — that is, either on an ex-ante basis or an
ex-post basis. I am sure that someone like you, Acting
Speaker, who is very much interested in business will
know that companies usually report on an ex-post basis.
But with governments often the main way of reporting
is also the ex-ante — in other words, the budget before
the year actually starts. Indeed there is some
international discussion, particularly that led by the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, on
how to deal with the reporting standards in many
countries. Of course it remains the preference of the
IMF and the World Bank, particularly in regard to what
are termed developing countries, that they go through a
strong governance regime which centres around setting
forward a budget for a coming financial year.
The accounting arrangements for that are not quite the
same as international accounting arrangements for
companies, so we are entering into a degree of flux in
regard to accounting standards internationally. Also in
Australia we have the push, indeed there is wide
agreement on the need, to harmonise both the GAAP
and the GFS. The Australian Bureau of Statistics has
had a strong role in doing this. Many states and the
commonwealth would put their reports out on this
particular basis, but work is continuing — quite
purposeful work, I should mention — in regard to its
harmonisation. So we have change in train. There is a
move by the Australian accounting profession to
harmonise with international financial reporting
standards, and it is seeking to do so as soon as possible.
Therefore as a prudent and responsible government and
one which very strongly underlines our commitment to
good governance and to accountability, as well as to
transparency, we are making sure we are well and truly
prepared for these changes but changes in which we are
not exactly sure what will be the final outcome in all the
details. Indeed the European Parliament is having some
second thoughts on a couple of the international
standards to which we will have to pay some attention.
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This bill takes account of this change and also the flux
in regard to that change by making a very sensible
proposal that the reporting should be done in a manner
and form determined by the minister but having regard
to appropriate financial reporting frameworks. I
understand the Minister for Finance has talked to the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee about this
and there was a general understanding of this particular
move and also the Auditor-General has the
understanding that this is a good way to proceed in this
particular case.
The amendments will enable the government to
accommodate the changes in the accounting framework
currently occurring and update references to the form
and contents of its financial reports. In addition, the
amendments will bring consistency within the Financial
Management Act 1994 to references used in the form
and content of all the government’s financial reports.
Some comments were made by the shadow Treasurer,
the member for Box Hill, about transparency and trust.
These are amazing statements coming from the
opposition. We have only got to remember the Audit
(Amendment) Act 1997 and what the opposition tried
to do there. Auditing is very much part of the Financial
Management Act because the Auditor-General plays a
role in looking at the budget documents. The opposition
basically forced the Auditor-General to defend himself
and similarly almost took away his ability to directly
conduct audits.
Our record is that in November 1999 we restored the
powers to the Auditor-General and in 2000 brought in
the Financial Management (Financial Responsibility)
Act which amended the Financial Management Act
1994 and the audit act and which set out comprehensive
reporting. Looking at the amendments provided by the
member for Box Hill, I am not sure whether he is
correct with amendments 3 and 4, but I am more
concerned about amendments 5 and 6 regarding
clause 6 and clause 7 respectively. I note in clauses 8, 9,
10, and 11 that the member is quite happy with this
particular wording and has not sought to change the
wording, which states:
… in the manner and form determined by the Minister, with
regard to appropriate financial reporting frameworks …

I am not sure whether the attention to detail which is
normally a hallmark of the member for Box Hill has
escaped him in this regard — but not tonight. He seems
to have missed those but seems also to be complicating
things which is his wont. We have no desire to
complicate things. We have made a perfectly logical
explanation of the changes and these are to be
supported. I commend the bill to the house.
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Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I wish to make a few
comments in relation to the Financial Management
(Amendment) Bill and indeed to support the
amendments put forward by the member for Box Hill.
The Financial Management Act has been the subject of
a series of amendments by this government, the most
notable of which were those in the year 2000 which
changed the reporting requirements and established a
pre-election budget as part of the financial management
process. These changes were based on both New
Zealand legislation and the commonwealth model but
did not apply the same rigour as part of these pieces of
legislation. In fact both the New Zealand and the
commonwealth models apply very rigorous
management to the issue of debt in which this
government did not follow suit. The first major change
I wish to touch on briefly concerns the changes to
tabling requirements — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
If honourable members of the government wish to have
a discussion, please sit back and talk quietly, otherwise
leave the chamber — and that includes the Treasurer.
Ms ASHER — Of course this was a
recommendation of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee at that stage chaired by the Honourable Bill
Forwood in the other place, and the Premier sat on that
particular committee. The PAEC recommended these
particular changes to tabling requirements to facilitate
access by members to documents. These changes have
applied before now to other reports presented to the
Parliament. In terms of the presentation I have to say
that whilst I support the general thrust of tabling out of
session, I still have some reservations notwithstanding
that the process which applies to the minister under the
bill before the house is more rigorous than that initially
outlined.
In fact the minister must give a business day’s notice of
his or her intention to table the document, give the
document to the Clerk and publish it on the
government’s Internet web site:
… as soon as practicable after giving the particular report to
the Clerks …

The issue here is that ‘as soon as practicable’ has the
potential to be open to manipulation. At the time the
Financial Management (Financial Responsibility) Act
went through this place I placed on record my concern
at the possibility of manipulation. It is very easy for a
minister to say there was something wrong with the
web site, for example, when a particularly important
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document needs to be made available, because the hard
copy cannot be distributed with the same speed.
Another item that has changed in this particular bill is
the modification — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order! I
find it totally discourteous for members to be talking in
a group while the honourable member for Brighton is
seeking to make a contribution. The honourable
member for Brighton, without interruption.
Ms ASHER — The bill will also modify the dates
and allow the minister to table these various financial
reports on or before the due date. That would appear to
me to be a sensible change the government is
introducing.
The second major point — and this is one that causes
the opposition some concern — is that there will be a
change to the accounting standards used in budgeting
and financial reporting as provided for in this bill.
Mostly in Victoria we have gone with generally
accepted accounting principles, but the bill gives far
more discretion to the minister, and indeed the
terminology used in the bill is that the figures will have
to be presented:
… in the manner and form determined by the Minister,
having regard to appropriate financial reporting frameworks.

That gives extensive discretion to the minister.
I am of course aware of the fact that Australian
accounting standards are in the process of being
changed to international standards; I am of course
aware that there is a significant debate in relation to the
use of government financial statistics; and I am of
course aware of the government’s argument that the
changes involved in all of these may impede the
government from issuing its financial reports in the
time frame specified by the bill before the house.
However, this bill moots a change of rules that the
Liberal Party thinks is dangerous: this bill moots that,
rather than accounting standards being set by an
external and professional body, the government will
now create the rules for its own financial reports.
There are some issues in relation to the bill that should
be of concern to all MPs. Indeed I cast my mind back to
the charter put forward by the Independents in 1999
when the Independent members of Parliament asked the
government to:
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Ensure that budget documents are properly comparable from
one year to the next, by including parallel information in both
formats where a format change is deemed desirable.

I note that the now Premier’s response to the
Independents charter dated 12 October 1999 was to
make a commitment to the requirement of the
Independents, and I think many members of Parliament
would like to see papers which allow comparisons to be
made. I ask the Treasurer to indicate to the house when
he sums up on this bill whether he will — and again I
refer to the Premier’s response:
… commit a Bracks Labor government to the following:
Ensure that budget information is consistent with
previous formats to allow for full and transparent
comparison by including parallel information in both
formats where a format change is deemed desirable.

I call on the Treasurer to indicate to the house whether
he would provide parallel information, given his
proposed format change in this bill.
I note also that this government in its recent 2004–05
budget at budget paper 3 has 24 pages of discontinued
outputs and/or measures — 24 pages of changes to
various key performance indicators. So I am inherently
suspicious of what the government wishes to do by
bringing these changes before the house.
I will refer briefly to the amendments to the bill
proposed by the member for Box Hill. I think these
amendments are sensible. What they propose is that
given the changes to accounting principles, if the facts
are correct and if the Treasurer and the Minister for
Finance in the other place have some doubt as to
whether they will be able to bring their budget
statements before this house with the timeliness that is
required under legislation, they should seek the
approval of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee for these changes. In other words, rather
than having carte blanche to report to the Parliament in
the manner and form determined by the minister, this
amendment seeks an agreement from the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee under the
circumstances that the government maintains it faces.
The government’s claim in the second-reading speech
is an extraordinary one: it claims that the bill before the
house will improve the quality and timeliness of the
government’s financial disclosures, and it also claims
that the bill will provide the Parliament with a sound set
of financial reports. I regard this as a highly suspect
claim. In fact it is in some contradistinction to briefings
provided by officials, who are claiming that it is the
uncertainty due to accountancy practices that is foisting
this particular bill on the government. The government,
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however, as is the usual case with its spin and rhetoric,
is somehow claiming the upper hand and saying that
this bill will improve quality and timeliness. This is a
highly suspect claim. The ALP in Victoria has a long
history of being fiscally delinquent. Labor governments
in this state have a long history of being fiscally
delinquent.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms ASHER — I thought you were a member of the
ALP. This bill, however, sets a framework for the
government to go down that path again, and
unfortunately the loser in this may well be the state of
Victoria.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise to speak very
briefly on the Financial Management (Amendment)
Bill and to say that I have listened to this debate with
absolute interest. It is interesting to consider some of
the comments that have been made by the opposition in
regard to this bill and to consider what happened
through seven dark years when it slashed the
Auditor-General’s resources and when nobody had any
idea how to read the budget papers — and even if you
knew there was going to be a surplus, no-one knew
what the surplus was or what the budget said. It was
very, very difficult.
An honourable member — Stockdale’s treasure
chest.
Mr MAXFIELD — Stockdale’s treasure chest, they
say. The fact is no-one had any idea; no-one could read
the figures. But since the Bracks government has been
in power, it has brought in strong accountability. It has
made a number of amendments in a number of bills
which have delivered accountability, so when you see
the state budget papers you know they mean what they
say. That is what we are on about — an open and
accountable government making sure that the people of
Victoria know what a strong financial position this state
is in. With the Treasurer we have and the team behind
him, we know that we are in good shape and that our
budget figures are in good shape. We want the people
of this state to have true and accurate figures so they
know that our budgets are in good order. On that
concluding note, I commend the bill to the house.
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I compliment the
members for Burwood and Narracan on their
contributions, particularly the outstanding contribution
of the member for Burwood. It is timely to be reminded
of the points made by the member for Narracan about
the former government. We all remember the Audit
(Amendment) Act of 1997, which was introduced by
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the former government under the guise of national
competition policy. It was a piece of legislation which
dramatically and fundamentally undermined the role of
the Auditor-General and threatened Victoria’s
democratic model of government. One of the first
actions that the Bracks Labor government took on
being elected to government was to undo the damage
that had been inflicted on the Parliament and on the
independence of the Auditor-General by the previous
Kennett government.
This legislation is sensible legislation, it is
well-balanced legislation and it is legislation which will
enhance the openness and transparency of reporting
arrangements in the Victorian Parliament. I emphasise
the point that was made by the Parliamentary Secretary
for Treasury and Finance and member for Burwood —
that is, that the current accounting framework is
changing and that relevant Victorian acts need to be
updated to facilitate compliance with Australia’s
forthcoming adoption of international financial
reporting standards.
The amendments proposed by the bill will enable the
government to accommodate the changes currently
occurring in the accounting framework and to update
references to the form and content of the government’s
financial reports. In particular — I stress this point —
the choice of form and content of the estimated
financial statements is important to the government, as
the budget contains important economic elements
regarding the strength of the state’s economy.
In essence the bill provides Victoria with the flexibility
to produce informative and relevant reports for both
accounting and economic purposes and has the benefit
of combining sound economic reporting with the
essentials of generally accepted accounting principles.
The amendments will enable the financial reports of the
government to clearly outline and disclose the
government’s key financial targets and the underlying
assumptions used and applied in their determination. In
addition the amendments will bring consistency within
the Financial Management Act 1994 to the references
used for the form and content of all of the government’s
financial reports. That is the government’s position.
The member for Brighton made a number of extraneous
and largely irrelevant comments about this legislation.
The Bracks government’s record on financial
management is unsurpassed and second to none. We
have delivered substantial budget surpluses in every
year we have been in government. We will deliver one
this year, and we will deliver a substantial budget
surplus every year going forward. There have been
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substantial improvements in all of the key financial
performance indicators — whether it be debt servicing,
long-term financial liabilities or net debt — since the
election of the Bracks government.
That brings me to the amendment to be moved by the
shadow Treasurer. We have looked at the proposed
amendment carefully, as we always do, but it would
unnecessarily delay and complicate the development
and preparation of budget estimates. Most importantly
it does not add any rigour or control that does not exist
currently. Essentially this amendment would do the
same as the government’s amendment, but in addition it
would require the basis of reporting to be agreed by the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee. I stress it is
not necessary for the PAEC to have the responsibility
for approving the manner and form of the estimated
financial accounts, because the government remains
accountable to the Parliament, firstly, via the
Auditor-General in his review of the estimated financial
statements and the annual financial report, and
secondly, through the PAEC through its annual report
on budget estimates and outcomes and hearings.
The government has shown high regard for the reports
produced by the PAEC and the recommendations
contained therein, and it is pleasing to note the
acknowledgment of this by the chair of the committee
in the PAEC’s most recent Report on the 2002–2003
Budget Outcomes. Through these mechanisms the
transparency and the accountability of the government
is maintained, and the Auditor-General and the PAEC
play a significant and important role in that.
This is a sound bill. It has been developed carefully in
consultation with a wide range of groups over a period
of time. It strikes the right balance between
transparency, openness and efficiency. The government
rejects the amendments which have been moved by the
member for Box Hill. They are not necessary, they will
not add value to what we are doing, and as I have said
they would unnecessarily delay and complicate the
development and preparation of budget estimates.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Consideration in detail
Clauses 1 to 3 agreed to.
Clause 4
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I move:

1.
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Clause 4, line 4, omit “Definition” and insert
“Definitions”.

The amendment formally alters the reference to the
definitions, but as it is the precursor to substantive
amendments 5 and 6 the debate on this amendment will
in effect test the whole package of amendments that we
are moving. I do not intend to re-canvass issues that
have already been covered in the second-reading debate
except to say that I refute utterly the claims made by the
Treasurer and the member for Narracan in relation to
the performance and record of the previous
government. If more time permitted I would be happy
to debate that at length. I also remind the member for
Narracan that the basic structure of the financial
statements that we have at the moment were put in
place by the previous government, so if he found the
documentation of the previous government unreadable
he would find the same with the documentation of the
current government, and he might like to reconsider his
position accordingly.
The Treasurer and the member for Burwood took issue
with the need for and scope of the amendments we are
proposing, and I can deal with both of those arguments
at the same time. The Treasurer argued that the
amendments we were proposing were unnecessary
because of the role of the Auditor-General, and the
member for Burwood argued that for consistency we
should move similar amendments in relation to
sections 24, 25 and 26 of the act. The short reason why
we have not moved amendments in relation to those
latter sections is that it is only the two sections that are
being amended by the bill that have the references to
generally accepted accounting principles, and it is the
deletion of those references to generally accepted
accounting principles to which we take exception. But
to reinforce that, the reason in a sense that those
references to generally accepted accounting principles
do not occur in sections 24 and 25, which relate to the
annual financial report and the midyear report, is that
there are additional provisions in those sections that
deal with the way in which the financial position of the
state must be presented. Those are the provisions
contained in proposed paragraph (b) of sections 24(2)
and 25(2) respectively relating to the requirement that
reports must present fairly the financial position of the
state.
My understanding is that if the Auditor-General
considers that those reports depart substantially from
generally accepted accounting principles, then he would
look at making some pointed remarks to that effect in
his audit report. That would provide the protection that
is not provided in the clauses in the bill to which we
take exception. I accept that there is not a
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corresponding provision in relation to the quarterly
reports, but neither is there a reference to generally
accepted accounting principles, and clearly it is the
annual reports and the semi-annual midyear reports that
are the most vital components of the system.
Moving on to the Treasurer’s objection that we do not
need these amendments in relation to the budget
because of the Auditor-General’s report, I draw his
attention to the fact that the Auditor-General’s report
which appears on page 6 of budget paper 4, 2004–05
Statement of Finances, makes it clear that what he
provides is a review and not an audit. He talks about the
estimated financial statements being prepared:
… on a basis consistent with the accounting policies on which
they are stated to be based —

and he then refers to the targets, economic assumptions,
notes and methodologies used in the assumptions.
There is nothing in what the Auditor-General says that
links the budget papers to any particular set of
accounting standards or generally accepted accounting
principles. Hence these amendments are necessary;
they are certainly not superfluous. If they are not agreed
to, the government will be seen to be grabbing total
power for itself yet again in relation to this matter. The
opposition takes strong exception to that for the reasons
that I and other speakers on this side of the house have
outlined. If these amendments are not accepted, the
opposition believes that unfortunately it will also be
necessary to oppose the bill as a whole on the third
reading.
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — Acting Speaker, I
seek your guidance on the comments that were made by
the member for Box Hill during his introductory
remarks. He said that the house’s decision on the
amendments to this clause would determine all the
others. If that is your view, then we should have this
discussion now. I am conscious that the member for
Brighton wants to speak, but if it is your ruling that our
vote on this will determine the other matters, then we
should have the discussion now.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The view is that if this amendment is not agreed to, then
the other amendments would not need to be debated
and would become superfluous.
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I will speak briefly on
this. The government’s position is well known, and I
made that clear in the summing up earlier. I want to
emphasise that since the election of the Bracks
government we have seen a new openness and
accountability in relation to accounting standards and
details. In 2000 the Premier appeared before the Public
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Accounts and Estimates Committee, which was the first
time in seven years that a Premier had appeared before
that committee. On this side of the house we are all
proud that the Premier has attended Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee hearing every year since, and
he has been available and open to scrutiny and
questions.
This legislation is also about openness and
accountability. We do not believe the amendments
moved by the member for Box Hill would add to
openness, transparency or accountability in any way. In
fact they would unnecessarily delay and complicate the
development and preparation of budget estimates and
would not add any further rigour to the process that
already exists. The government has a strong view about
this and will oppose the amendments.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I wish to make a brief
comment on the amendment before the house.
Basically I support the series of amendments of the
member for Box Hill now being tested in clause 4. He
is saying that if the Treasurer wishes to maintain his
argument on this change to accounting standards which
is being proposed, somehow that is creating some
uncertainty as to whether it is going to be able to
provide Parliament with the reports that are required by
the Financial Management Act. What he should do —
rather than have a unilateral provision for the Minister
for Finance to determine the manner and form of the
financial statements if there is some potential delay in
the preparation of financial statements — is to involve
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee in this
particular process.
I found it interesting to note that the Treasurer said he
had ‘high regard’ for the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee but that in an earlier part of his
commentary he said that the PAEC added no rigour at
all to the process, whereas we on this side of the house
think that the PAEC would add rigour and offer some
protection for the minister in any change to the form of
the financial statements. I find it also particularly
interesting not only that there was that contradiction in
relation to the role and talents, dare I say, of the PAEC
but that the Treasurer also used as his primary objection
to the Liberal Party’s amendments that the amendment
will delay. That is what happens when you get into
government — you get terribly pragmatic but that is not
a value judgment.
The issue is: is the amendment before the house going
to add value? Will the event before the house lead to a
better outcome? Our opinion is that the amendment
before the house will lead to a better outcome, because
it is an amendment put forward by the member for Box
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Hill and it has been an amendment he has thought long
and hard about with regard to the Treasurer’s argument,
the government’s argument and the Minister for
Finance’s argument. We are cognisant of the debate on
the changes to accounting standards. We are cognisant of
the potential for that to cause a time blow-out, and what
we are saying is that rather than simply have one person
determine the outcome — that is, a person who is part of
government — we should have something external.
Given that these standards are in the process of being
changed and we accept that proposition, we are saying
that the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee adds
some rigour, transparency and value to the process. It
may well delay the process, but what we are talking
about is a position where, rather than simply have one
person within government determine the form of
financial statements, we need to have a more broadly
based, objective and more informed process.
Sometimes when you go for that, you may have to put
with a bit of delay.
House divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):
Ayes, 57
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lupton, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 26
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
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Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Amendment defeated.
Clause agreed to.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! As a result of
the failure of amendment 1 of the member for Box Hill
I am of opinion that his remaining amendments also fail
because they are consequential on his first amendment.
Clauses 5 to 15 agreed to.
Bill agreed to without amendment.
Third reading
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question
is:
That this bill be now read a third time.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 59
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
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Clark, Mr
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Delahunty, Mr
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Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Question agreed to.
Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question
is:
That the house do now adjourn.

Mitcham–Frankston freeway: reservation
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I wish to raise a matter
with the Minister for Transport, and ask him to take
immediate action to address a number of concerns — —
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr WELLS — I think the bar is calling you, André.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The member for Scoresby!
Mr WELLS — These are concerns of the residents
of Wantirna South regarding the Scoresby freeway.
From the outset let me say that the residents continue to
support the freeway but deserve some straight answers,
which the government seems to be avoiding. The
residents have been in constant contact with SEITA —
the Southern and Eastern Integrated Transport
Authority — which is prepared to meet on site, but the
residents are not confident they will get a straight
answer.
The first issue they want to know about is where the
actual freeway will be located on the land reservation
adjacent to Cathies Lane. SEITA has responded by
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stating that it will be as far west as practicable within
the current freeway reservation. This is simply not an
answer. The freeway reservation is as close as
50 metres from the back fences of the residents. They
have a right obviously to know how far away from their
back fences the freeway will be.
The second issue is that the residents need to know
what impact the Scoresby freeway will have on the
surrounding air quality and what noise it will generate.
It is pointless saying the Environment Protection
Authority is going to monitor it. The residents need to
know what the modelling is showing. Mr Sammut said
at a recent community meeting that the air test results
were available to the public. If that is the case then
those air quality modelling results should be released to
the residents. In turn, the residents need an explanation
of what the government will guarantee with regard to
proper noise barriers and what devices will be included
in the construction to ensure that the air quality around
the High Street Road-Cathies Lane area is maintained
at the highest level.
There has been some correspondence from Alan
Mortimer, chairman of the Scoresby freeway residents
action group, but we are calling on the minister to give
an assurance to the residents in the Wantirna South area
to make sure these important issues are answered once
and for all — that is, the noise, the air quality, and
whereabouts on the freeway reservation the freeway
will be placed. Mr Mortimer has been very responsible
in setting out the concerns which have been sent to
SEITA, but unfortunately there has been a lot of toing
and froing and we need some straight answers.

Youth: rural and regional employment
Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — The action I seek is
from the Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs. I
ask the minister to provide assistance and support so
that young people can enter the work force, particularly
youth in regional or outer suburban areas like the
electorate of Macedon. A number of issues impede
youth employment, particularly in certain areas — for
example, in the aged care sector. It may be that young
people’s perception of work in that area is negative or it
is an area of work they have simply not thought about
entering. Another impediment to employment is a lack
of experience or training, particularly in rural areas.
Lack of skills in certain areas of the work force is
another impediment to employment.
The Bracks government has developed a number of
employment initiatives to address the issue of skill
shortages, to create jobs in regional Victoria and to
provide a broader skills base to boost employment. The
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community regional industry skills program (CRISP) is
one example of the Bracks government’s initiatives,
with an allocation of $10 million. The aim of CRISP is
to strengthen regional communities and to deliver
practical and effective ways of overcoming industry
skill shortages in specific employment areas such as
agriculture, transport, manufacturing, tourism and
community services. This program also creates
employment, education and training opportunities in
those areas of work.
I am aware of an application from Central Victorian
Group Training for an allocation under CRISP to
promote work in the aged care sector and to provide
pre-vocational training and subsequent employment
within the Hume and Macedon region. The aged care
sector is an area of employment that struggles to attract
young people in particular. It is a growing area of
employment and it is an area of great need. Programs
such as CRISP contribute enormously to opportunities
that provide a benefit to the community that extends
well beyond what may well be a defined period of the
program.
I ask the Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs to
support this project and others like it and to provide
increased employment opportunities in regional
Victoria and interface council areas such as I have in
the electorate of Macedon.

Bridges: Echuca-Moama
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I wish to raise a
matter for the Minister for Transport, and it concerns
progress with the preliminary arrangements prior to the
construction of a second Murray River crossing at
Echuca-Moama. As the minister would be well aware,
over the years there have been several unsuccessful
attempts to build a second road bridge. Over that time
traffic has steadily increased to the stage where some
15 000 to 20 000 vehicles a day are now using the
existing bridge.
The current process started some four and a half years
ago when the commonwealth committed $15 million as
its contribution to a bridge estimated to cost about
$45 million. The Victorian government supported the
proposal and initiated some two years of
comprehensive investigation and consultation with the
community to determine the best of seven options that
were actively considered at that time. Those initial
options were narrowed down to a preferred option,
which was then opposed by the Shire of Campaspe and
the Shire of Murray through the planning appeal
process. After some 12 months of considering those
objections through the planning appeals panel the
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Minister for Planning signed off on the western option.
That was more than 14 months ago, and there has been
very little public comment since that time.
I understand the government is involved in discussions
with the Yorta Yorta nation and the Moama local
Aboriginal land council, which have expressed their
opposition to the western option because it interferes
with sites of significance to the Aboriginal people.
Given that it is now 14 months since the Minister for
Planning approved the western option, I ask the
Minister for Transport whether he will now advise the
house of the reason for this 14-month delay and
whether he can give any indication of, firstly, when
these matters are likely to be resolved, and secondly,
when he anticipates the new bridge will be completed.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! Before the honourable member sits down, I ask
him to seek action rather than asking some questions.
Mr MAUGHAN — I ask the Minister for Transport
to bring to a conclusion the discussions that are going
on with the Yorta Yorta community as quickly as
possible, and I also ask him to advise the
Echuca-Moama community when he anticipates the
construction of the bridge will be completed.

Motor vehicles: registration scam
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I want to raise an
issue this evening for the attention of the Minister for
Transport. I am seeking his investigation and advice on
what appears to be a private motor vehicle registration
scheme, which I understand might also be commonly
known as a common-law private motor vehicle
registration scheme.
This issue came to my notice quite recently when I came
across a copy of the bulletin issued by the Whitehorse
Box Hill branch of COTA National Seniors for May
2004. Amongst some very useful information on a whole
range of subjects there was a reference to — —
Ms Asher interjected.
Mr ROBINSON — I am not going to join them yet,
but the honourable member for Brighton might be there
before I am. There is a heading ‘Registration of vehicle’
and it says:
Have you considered —
Once a vehicle is registered it is recorded in a register
and does not need re-registering!
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Cost to do annual re-registering of a vehicle might be no
more than $30. What is the reason for a higher fee or
annual charges for same?
What can be done under common law to redress these
problems?

It is an intriguing article. I am concerned about this
because some time previously, in an unconnected way,
I came across some advice in a June 2003 VicRoads
update document issued by Maddocks which talked
about an issue which appears to be quite similar. That
Maddocks cited an example of a motorist who was
intercepted in Frankston North in September 2002 as
his vehicle carried some peculiar numberplates. It
turned out that the numberplate had not been issued by
VicRoads or any other state or territory.
The driver indicated that the vehicle had been registered
by an organisation known as United Peoples Movement
Against Road Tolls or Road Taxation, and the vehicle
was said to be registered for life. The driver had paid a
fee of $40 to UPMART. The Maddocks article goes on
to say that this matter proceeded to court and as a
consequence the magistrate, Mr Hallenstein, found the
defendant guilty. He was convicted and fined a total of
$1500 on charges relating to not having registered his
vehicle subject to the state’s road safety vehicle
regulations, and costs of $2700 were awarded against
him.
It may or may not be the same sort of scheme that has
been advertised. This is what requires some
investigation. I am very concerned that the national
seniors organisation and others might be misled by the
advertisement and by the information that has been put
forward. I am also concerned that drivers would not be
covered by the Traffic Accident Commission as the
insurance is a normal component of the registration
charges and they are paid at the same time. I wonder if
this might expose unwitting people to legal and
financial risk, and for that reason I seek the minister’s
investigation and advice.

Schools: information and communications
technology
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Education Services. The
request I make is that the Department of Education and
Training ensure that schools have the necessary financial
support so they can meet the requirements of their
information and communications technology (ICT)
e-learning plans, thus providing their students with
access to state-of-the-art ICT facilities. I would go further
than that and say that the minister has to set some very
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clear targets for computer-to-child ratios. We need to set
a long-term path for one-to-one computing.
At separate times tomorrow the minister and I will be
meeting with Angus King, the former Governor of
Maine in the United States of America. Governor King
set Maine out on the brave course of one-to-one
computing for secondary school students with the
intention of extending it to elementary schools as well.
The minister’s bureaucrats will be going to a
conference in Sydney next week on one-to-one
computing that will be addressed by Angus King and
other people from the state of Maine.
In Victoria we reached a ratio of 1 to 5 in 1999, which
at that stage was the best in the world. Last year the
minister put out a press release which suggested that we
met 1 to 3.9 computers. Strangely enough in February
this year, the computer-to-child ratio had gone
backwards to an extraordinary extent, with a large
number of schools reporting that they had not met the
1 to 5 target of 1999. I received letters from schools
such as Thomastown West Primary School and Epping
Secondary College. I will quote from the letter from
Thomastown West Primary School. It is from the
school council president, Helen Budisavljevic:
I am writing on behalf of the Thomastown West Primary
School council to express our concerns with the Victorian
state government’s decreasing commitment to information
communications technology funding to schools in recent
years.
Throughout the late 1990s Victorian government schools
were widely acknowledged as leading the world in the
development and implementation of ICT within teaching and
learning programs. State government promotion for ICT
initiatives in schools were instrumental in providing technical
and program support as well as financial subsidies for
hardware and software purchases.

The school goes on to say that:
… ICT receives very little emphasis in the ‘Blueprint for
Schools’ document, which is unfortunate as we believe
that leading edge ICT facilities and practice are an aid to
powerful teaching and learning that should never be
underestimated. We ask therefore that DET and
Victorian state government please rekindle their
commitment to ICT, through appropriate funding to
schools.

It is a very wise call and it is time for this government
to join the new millennium.

Gembrook-Launching Place Road, Gembrook:
upgrade
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — In raising a matter
for the Minister for Transport I call on him to provide
funds to seal an unsealed section of
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Gembrook-Launching Place Road, Gembrook. This
road is fairly unique in that it is a main road with both
ends sealed but with 5.7 kilometres in the middle that is
unsealed. The unsealed section creates havoc for
motorists, who suddenly encounter a stretch of what
most people would describe as dangerous road. People
driving along a perfectly well-made road at either end
can lose control on the unsealed section. The road is
regularly gravelled, but most of the gravel generally
does not have time to compact and become secure, so
that once there is a downpour it can be washed away,
which causes the surface to become slippery, muddy or
corrugated.

Recently a constituent who I thought displayed a great
deal of courage approached me to ask for help, and in
doing so gave me some documentation in relation to a
public housing issue. It has always been the custom that
when a constituent of mine approaches me — or indeed
when a constituent approaches any other member of
Parliament — for assistance on a public housing matter
or any other matter, the electorate office has followed it
up and attempts have been made to at least find out the
state of play before letters are written to ministers and
so on if needs be. I must say that the Cheltenham
housing office has been forthcoming in the past, but not
in the last week or so.

Gembrook-Launching Place Road has been of concern
for many years to numerous residents and businesses,
including nurseries, wineries and bed and breakfasts, as
well as the local Kurth Kiln Regional Park and the
Bunyip State Park. Another major attraction is the
Gilwell Park scout camp, which will be hosting
4000 children next Easter. This road is the major link
between the south-east and the Warburton Highway to
the north. In my inaugural speech I discussed the
importance of sealing this road to benefit the tourism
industry within the area.

I observe a growing trend for public officials and the
like to hide behind privacy legislation when they do not
want to give information. On this occasion my office
made some queries in relation to this constituent,
obviously with the number and details of the case, and
we were told that he would have no assistance because
of privacy legislation. This was said to my electorate
officer by the housing services officer of the
Cheltenham housing office.

I have presented a petition, signed by 591 people, that
calls for the road to be sealed. Most of the signatories
are from Gembrook and areas south of Gembrook
through to Hoddles Creek, Warburton and McMahons
Creek. A recent article in the Pakenham-Berwick
Gazette headed ‘Worries over “death trap” ’ states:
The unsealed Gembrook-Launching Place Road in Gembrook
is a potential death trap, local residents have claimed.
Rain recently made the road extremely slippery, causing the
temporary cancellation of the school bus service in the area
after the bus slid off the road into an embankment.

Fortunately no-one was injured, but the bus driver
refused to take children to school for the next two days.
This road has been neglected for far too long, and the
safety of my constituents has been put at risk. I call on
the minister to assist the people in my electorate of
Gembrook by providing funds to seal
Gembrook-Launching Place Road.

Housing: privacy legislation
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I ask the Minister for
Transport to refer the matter I raise to the Minister for
Housing in the other place. The action I am seeking of
her is that she instruct her departmental officers to stop
impeding members of Parliament from helping their
constituents and to not hide behind privacy legislation.

If this were to hold true across the board and privacy
legislation were to kick in, then even though the
constituents had visited members of Parliament, asked
for their help and handed over documentation which
clearly indicates that their so-called private affairs had
been given to a member of Parliament to handle, no
member of Parliament would ever be able to assist.
I have now drafted a form for this person to sign, but
people who come to the offices of members of
Parliament, particularly those seeking something like
assistance for public housing, may not send that form
back. I suspect that in this case, while I will send the
constituent the form and explain the reason why, there
is a chance that this form may not be sent back. It is a
very tedious process for someone who is experiencing
difficulty in dealing with bureaucracy and with the
provision of public housing.
I understand the issue of privacy, but this is clearly not
a case of privacy; it is a person asking for help and
handing over a raft of documentation. I call on the
minister to stop her officers placing obstacles in front of
people who need help.

Road safety: signage
Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — I wish to raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Transport. The
action I seek is that the signage and road markings at
the intersection of the Hume Highway and Donnybrook
Road be improved.
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Honourable members will know that the Craigieburn
bypass is being built, and many trucks constantly use
this intersection — more than usual at the moment.
Because of the extra traffic concerned with the bypass
works the road markings have worn away, and it is very
difficult to see the turn-off, particularly on a wet night.
In addition the signage is very poor. Only one sign
points to Donnybrook Road, and you almost have to
turn right immediately you see that sign.
It is a very confusing intersection and it is used quite
often, especially by the Country Fire Authority. I would
like to thank the Kalkallo CFA and Captain Ned
Pannuzzo for raising this issue with me.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms BEATTIE — Yes, he is a wonderful captain of
the CFA. I inspected this intersection when I was going
to visit the CFA, and I have to say that I agree with the
captain: it is a dangerous intersection, and we must do
all we can to help the CFA do the great work it does.
I ask the minister to direct VicRoads to look at the
intersection with a view to improving the signage for
Donnybrook Road and the road markings as you turn
right into Donnybrook Road and also to see whether
anything can be done about the line markings both
north and south on the Hume Highway going into
Donnybrook Road because, as I said, there is a great
deal of confusion.
As members will know, cars on the Hume Highway are
travelling at speed, and some go over the limit. There
are a lot of trucks on that road and it can be quite
frightening, particularly on a wet night, if you have a
truck behind you and you have to make an immediate
decision as to when to turn. Those line markings need
to be improved, and I ask the minister to get VicRoads
out there and do it.

Mobile homes: black water
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Environment. It relates
to the disposal of black water or sewage from buses,
caravans, Winnebago-style recreation vehicles or any
other mobile homes in western Victoria. I have also
written to the minister on this matter.
The action I request of the minister is that he review the
current arrangements, and if he finds out, as I believe he
will, that there are no facilities to dispose of black
water, that he take steps to provide environmentally
friendly black water disposal facilities for travellers,
particularly in western Victoria.
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This matter came to my attention when a constituent
raised this concern with me following his attempt to
have the matter resolved by various authorities in the
Lowan electorate. In the letter I received my constituent
said that he works as a volunteer at the Nhill visitors
centre. We congratulate him and thank all those
volunteers. His letter stated that most towns in Victoria
do not have suitable facilities for the safe disposal of
black water from mobile vehicles. It states also that
18 months ago six drivers of Winnebago vehicles called
into the Nhill visitors centre looking for facilities to
unload their black water. He contacted the caravan
park, Hindmarsh shire, Grampians Water and the
Environment Protection Authority. No-one could help
on this matter.
I have been informed that there was a meeting last year
between Hindmarsh shire and Grampians Water but no
progress has been made. With Victoria and the Lowan
electorate having many national parks — and I
highlight those in Lowan such as the Little Desert and
Arapiles national parks and the Grampians National
Park, which I think is the second most popular visitor
place in Victoria, being a great place to visit — it is
important to have these facilities. This health and
environmental problem needs to be rectified quickly. I
am informed that the nearest facility is in Mount
Gambier in South Australia.
I strongly believe that if we are to encourage visitors to
Victoria — and in particular to western Victoria — we
must provide for them an environmentally friendly way
to dispose of their black water and enable them to stay
longer and create more economic activity for the
benefit of Victoria in general and, again, western
Victoria in particular. If Victoria is to remain a leader in
the tourism industry and protect its fragile environment,
I again request that the Minister for Environment take
immediate steps to provide environmentally friendly
black water disposal facilities for travellers in western
Victoria.

Rail: Frankston line
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Transport the increase in
the number of train cancellations and delays on the
Frankston railway line. It would appear that the number
of train cancellations has increased recently. I ask the
minister to take appropriate action to ensure that
Melbourne trains continue to be a reliable and efficient
form of transport. I draw the minister’s attention to and
seek his advice on why trains are being cancelled, what
the government is doing to improve public transport
services and what assistance might be possible for
commuters affected by cancellations.
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There are five stations on the Frankston line that service
the Bentleigh electorate — Moorabbin, Paterson,
Bentleigh, McKinnon and Ormond. Most of these are
extremely busy stations and commuters are
understandably angry at the level of train cancellations.
The cancellations appear to affect stopping-all-stations
trains more than express trains. This is particularly
annoying during peak hour because as a result the next
train comes along packed out and there is often no
room for people to even board the train, causing them
to be late for work.
Whilst I appreciate that the overall level of service and
punctuality on the public transport network has
improved as a result of the improvements that the
Bracks government has made to public transport, there
has been a noticeable deterioration on the Frankston
line recently. M>Train’s performance data from March
2004 indicate that about 91 per cent of trains on the
Frankston line were punctual. The continual
cancellation of train services on the Frankston line is
unacceptable and commuters are understandably angry.
I will provide just two case examples. Mrs Ruth Wilson
of Bentleigh East is regularly in touch with us about the
effect of train cancellations on her daughter’s
employment. She drops her daughter at Bentleigh
station each morning for the 7.52 train. This connects
her daughter with a tram that takes her north of the city
to where she works. Last week this train was cancelled
on three out of five days. Her daughter has had to
contact work on those days to explain why she is going
to be late. Mrs Wilson’s daughter has also sought
compensation for the failure of Connex, which has
taken over from M>Train, to meet performance
standards. However, she is uncertain of the
compensation arrangements with Connex under the
new contracts, given that they do not report on the
performance targets for individual lines in the same
way that M>Train did.
Another constituent and regular commuter, Nick
Newell, has also been continually affected by train
cancellations. He has sought information on when
Connex will be able to reach an acceptable level of
reliability and punctuality. He has also asked when the
old Hitachi trains on the line will be retired from
service and when the new replacement trains will
become fully operational.
I would appreciate it if the minister would take
whatever action is necessary in respect of Connex to
bring the levels of punctuality and reliability on the
Frankston line up to acceptable levels.
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Responses
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
member for Rodney raised with me the status of the
Echuca-Moama bridge. As the member would know,
this has been the subject of a combined environment
effects statement (EES) and environmental impact
statement (EIS) study, and the western alignment has
been selected as the preferred option. The estimated
cost of the western option is indicated in the combined
EES and EIS study to be $34 million, of which the
commonwealth has committed some $15 million from
the Centenary Fund. The state governments of New
South Wales and Victoria have committed the balance,
representing the bulk of the funds for this project.
In order to complete the planning for the construction
of the new bridge, agreement from the Yorta Yorta
Nation Aboriginal Corporation is required given the
impact of the work on Aboriginal heritage along the
western alignment, and VicRoads is currently seeking
the appropriate agreement. The New South Wales Road
and Traffic Authority is required to undertake a review
of environmental factors involved in the western
option, but it will not commence any public
consultation until the appropriate agreement with the
Yorta Yorta nation has been obtained. As the house
would understand, there are a number of sensitive and
complex issues that need to be resolved before I can
advise when the construction of this new crossing will
commence.
Since the member for Rodney received a detailed
briefing on these matters from VicRoads in I think
February, the following milestones have been achieved:
a draft site-specific agreement has been circulated to the
relevant stakeholders, and archaeological investigations
are now being undertaken in consultation with those
stakeholders. The government is working through the
issues that need to be resolved to allow the construction
timetable to commence. It is just as anxious as the
member for Rodney to conclude this project, but it has
to resolve all the many and complex issues that arise in
a project that involves two state governments, a federal
government and all the attendant heritage, indigenous
and environmental issues. I undertake to advise the
member for Rodney and his community as this project
progresses.
The member for Mitcham raised with me his concerns
about schemes that some unscrupulous people are
running to discourage individuals in our community
from correctly registering their vehicles. I am aware
that a number of such schemes are being promoted by
various groups. These groups claim either that they are
in territories that exist within Australia as separate
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states or that they have a sort of ‘as of right’ power to
register vehicles under common law. I kid you not,
these are the sorts of arguments and rationales that are
used by these groups. They then proceed to collect or
attempt to collect a fee which is purported to be a
substitute or replacement registration fee. In some
instances they even provide their own form of
registration plates.
Needless to say, these people are acting in clear
contravention of the Road Safety Act and render
themselves liable to prosecution under that act. In fact
the police have successfully prosecuted a number of
these people — ‘victims’ is how you would describe
them — for driving unregistered vehicles and
displaying false numberplates.
So we say to the people out there that they should avoid
these false schemes like the plague. There is only one
way to pay your motor vehicle registration in Victoria,
and that is through VicRoads. If members of the public
are confronted by schemes such as those highlighted by
the member for Mitcham, they should raise that as a
matter of urgency with both VicRoads and the Victoria
Police. We thank the member for Mitcham for bringing
this to public attention to prevent these fraudulent
schemes from being further perpetrated on innocent
people.
The member for Gembrook raised with me the need to
seal the remaining section of Gembrook-Launching
Place Road. This is a 5.7 kilometre or thereabouts
section of the road, and amazingly it is the only
remaining section of unsealed declared main road left
in Melbourne. To add to this condition there has
recently been a landslip along the unsealed section of
the road and VicRoads has been undertaking
emergency repairs to address the landslip issues.
However, in the longer term, safety and sustainability
of the road can really only be achieved by sealing the
remaining section. VicRoads is currently ensuring that
emergency works are being undertaken and will be
done as quickly as possible consistent with the possibly
final sealing of this road. The member for Gembrook
has raised a serious issue of concern here for herself
and her constituents, and I will look very closely at the
proposal she has brought before the Parliament tonight
to seal this remaining section of Gembrook-Launching
Place Road. After carefully considering it I will advise
her of the capacity of VicRoads to address this
important road safety matter.
The member for Yuroke raised with me her concerns
about the intersection of the Hume Highway with
Donnybrook Road and the difficulty motorists have in
identifying exactly where to turn at this very busy and
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important intersection. The member highlighted in
particular how the construction trucks which are
associated with the Craigieburn bypass have worn away
road markings at this location. She also raised with me
the matter of signage. Let me tell those members of
Parliament who have not been out to that area of
Melbourne lately that the construction of the
$306 million Craigieburn bypass is going gangbusters,
and we look forward to its completion.
However, the success of this road project highlights the
benefits that come to the Victorian community when
the federal government makes sufficient funds available
for road projects in this state and allows VicRoads to
get on with the job and start building these roads. The
member for Yuroke raised with me the impact of that
construction activity on the Hume Highway and
Donnybrook Road, particularly in relation to the line
markings, and I will raise that with VicRoads and ask it
to improve the delineation and line markings at the
Donnybrook Road intersection.
The member for Bentleigh raised with me the issue of
train cancellations on the Frankston line and
particularly how they impact on the stations in his
electorate. I refer the member to the most recent edition
of Track Record, which is a publication of the Victorian
government which monitors performance not just on
the train network but on the entire public transport
network. His contribution tonight related to the
Frankston train line. Track Record has reported that
during the last quarter of 2003, 1.5 per cent of the
services were cancelled on the M>Train network and
1 per cent of services were cancelled on the Connex
and V/Line part of the network. Since then there has
been an increase in cancellations. They are due to a
variety of factors, including on occasions adverse
weather, but there is a continuing issue of the shortage
of train drivers.
We would do well to remember how the Liberal
government ran down our public transport system. It
shut down rail lines, removed front-line staff and
slashed funding from tram and train services. The
Bracks government has spent some considerable time,
energy and money repairing the damage. For example,
we are increasing front-line staff, reopening suburban
stations and restoring certainty and stability in the
system by providing adequate funding and building a
partnership with the tram and train operators.
Importantly for the member for Bentleigh we are
addressing the skills shortages in the industry,
particularly the shortage of train drivers. The root of
this problem goes right back to the three years in which
National Express ran the M>Train network. During that
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period M>Train failed to recruit any new drivers. The
shortage we are now experiencing across the whole of
the network stems directly from its inaction in this
important skills maintenance program it should have
been undertaking. The problem is that it will take more
than 12 months to resolve this shortage because it takes
60 weeks to train a new driver — that is, 18 weeks in
the classroom and 42 weeks in the field. That training
has to be gone through.
As soon as the government took over the M>Train
franchise when National Express went into receivership
in 2002 we recommenced a training program and
recruitment of drivers, and we are continuing that
program now. The government is working with the
train operator, Connex, and the rail union to boost the
numbers of drivers available across the suburban
network as well as the country network. Recruitment of
new drivers is under way. Currently there are about
60 new drivers in training, and applications are being
assessed for further driver training intakes. Now that
Connex is operating the entire metropolitan train
network driver training and refresher courses are being
conducted which will enable all metropolitan drivers to
operate each type of train across the entire suburban
network — that is, drivers are being trained to operate
on the old M>Train network and to operate on the
Connex network. This will allow for greater flexibility
in addressing staffing across the network.
Connex, V/Line and the Rail, Tram and Bus Union
have also reached agreement for incentives to be paid to
retain current drivers who are eligible to retire. We are
also trying to entice or attract back to service recently
retired drivers so we can further expand the skill base of
our work force on the train network. Given the time it
takes to train a driver it is clear that this driver shortage
is a problem that cannot be resolved overnight or within
a week or two. We ask communities and commuters to
be patient; however, the government and Connex have
taken very decisive and determined action. We are
providing a solution that will provide, albeit over time,
answers to the sorts of issues that the member for
Bentleigh raised with me tonight.
The member for Scoresby raised with me the issue of
the Mitcham–Frankston freeway, particularly in the
area adjacent to Cathies Lane. He wanted to know
where it will be located and the impact it will have on
air quality and noise. What I say to the member for
Scoresby is that this is a very ironic request tonight,
because tonight is the night when the Legislative
Council, and therefore this Parliament, passed the
legislation to allow the Mitcham–Frankston freeway to
proceed as a tollway. This is an historic occasion in this
Parliament.
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It will allow the government to proceed in a firm way
into the negotiations that are currently under way
between the government and the two bidding consortia.
It provides certainty to those two bidding consortia as
to the institutional and legal framework that will
operate and support their bids and ultimately the
project. We believe it will enable us to deliver this
project, which no other government was able to come
anywhere near doing. We propose completing this
project by 2008. No other government — neither the
previous Liberal-National party government in Victoria
nor the current federal Liberal-National party
government — has come anywhere near being able to
do this project, but the Bracks government will be able
to do that.
In relation to the issues the member for Scoresby raised, I
remind the member and his constituents that the freeway
will be built within the freeway reservation. The location
of the freeway reservation stems from an environment
effects statement that has already been completed on this
project. The environment effects statement for the
Scoresby component of the Mitcham–Frankston
freeway — which is what the member for Scoresby was
referring to — was completed in June 1998. That was
during the period of the Liberal government. It was that
government — of which he was a member — that
identified the freeway reservation and where the freeway
would be built in terms of providing that connection
through the south and south-east of Melbourne.
The state’s request for proposal that was issued to the
two bidders was prepared on the basis of the
commitments that were given during the environment
effects statement process and have been updated to
reflect current construction standards and performance
requirements. However, the basis of its location and of
the design performance requirements go back to the
environment effects statement that was completed
during the term of the previous Liberal government.
The member for Scoresby knows only too well the facts
regarding that. If he is misrepresenting those facts to the
people in his electorate, we will seek to correct the
record.
Notwithstanding the environment effects statement that
was put together in June 1998 — when the member for
Scoresby’s party was in government — we will seek
through the Southern and Eastern Integrated Transport
Authority to work closely with the Environment
Protection Authority, the Department of Sustainability
and Environment and Melbourne Water to ensure that
the specifications for this important project meet the
appropriate standards of a modern construction project.
Best-practice environmental standards have been
adopted, and these include the development of an
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environmental management plan. When the project
starts construction the successful bidder will be required
to provide a qualified environmental management
representative and conduct monthly environmental
audits by an independent auditor.
All of these requirements have been developed by this
government recognising that the previous
environmental studies and recommendations along this
corridor date back to June 1998 and it is our intention to
provide more up-to-date outcomes for the people of the
whole of the corridor and in particular the area around
Cathies Lane to which the member for Scoresby
referred.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Employment and Youth
Affairs) — The member for Macedon raised with me the
important issue of helping young people, particularly in
regional areas and more particularly in her electorate of
Macedon, to find assistance to get employment and to be
participants in the labour market.
There are a number of employment programs that we run
here in the state of Victoria which do just that. They
target some key areas and youth employment is a key
area that we are targeting, and I am pleased to advise the
member for Macedon and other members of the house
that last week I announced the first range of 18 projects
which are being funded under the community regional
industries skills program. This program is designed to
assist communities in country Victoria to address issues
such as skill shortages. We have just heard from the
Minister for Transport, who highlighted that there are
skill shortages with the shortage in the number of train
drivers. This shows the great diversity there is right
across Victoria in certain skill needs. We are committed
to address this and to help country communities address
this important area.
The member for Macedon in particular raised a pet
project which Central Victorian Group Training have
applied for. I am pleased to advise the member for
Macedon that funding of $39 000 has been provided to
CVGT to help young people get employment
opportunities in the aged care sector. This is a sector of
the work force that is facing skill shortages and as the
aged population grows this is an area where we need to
ensure we have skilled workers. Obviously there are
great benefits for young people getting a job and getting
into the work force. I am pleased to advise the member
for Macedon of this response.
The member for Doncaster has raised a matter in the area
of support from the government for information and
communications technology (ICT) in schools. This
house knows full well the member for Doncaster’s great
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passion in the area for IT. We know that because it was
revealed previously to the house, that the member for
Doncaster was exposed in this Parliament for nominating
himself for a web site award from the United Kingdom
publication New Statesman — but so be it. The member
for Doncaster does have a deep interest in this area and
he mentions in particular providing funding for the
computer-to-student ratios and calls for funding of one
computer to one student.
It is important for the house to note that presently schools
in Victoria — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
quoted from a serious matter with two schools in the
Minister for Transport’s electorate, making a specific
request for sufficient funding to fund their ICT — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) — Order!
What is the member’s point of order?
Mr Perton — It is clear that the minister was not
listening — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) — Order!
What is the member’s point of order?
Mr Perton — The minister seems to have
misinterpreted what I asked. I asked her — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) — Order!
There is no point of order. The honourable minister shall
continue.
Ms ALLAN — Perhaps the member for Doncaster
was meditating too much over there. The important thing
to note is that schools in Victoria presently have the best
student-to-computer ratios in the country and indeed they
are amongst the best in the world. This is because the
Bracks government has invested on average
$100 million per year for IT in schools. We take our
commitment to IT in schools very seriously, which is
why we have invested $100 million per year for IT in
schools and this is six times more than what the previous
government provided to schools.
The member for Doncaster continually makes references
to Victorian schools leading the world. I think he is well
versed in a phrase used in his time as a government
backbencher — that the Victorian schools were leading
the world. When the member was a member in the
previous government, computer-to-student ratios in
government schools in Victoria were averaging around
one-to-seven or one-to-eight.
Under the Bracks government we have set a target of one
computer to every five students. As I have just said, we
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are leading the country in this area, and indeed we have
the best targets in the world. The member for Doncaster
acknowledged this in his contribution. We were well
under that target in 2003, with one computer to every
four students, and we are continuing to meet the target. It
is a commitment of this government that we will
continue to meet.
I note that that record is far better than the situation under
the previous government. We have provided an
additional 100 000 computers to schools since coming to
office in 1999. In addition we have provided notebooks
for teachers in government schools.
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms ALLAN — The member for Doncaster can
throw his hands up over there — I am not quite sure
what he is doing there. He read out a letter he received
from the school council for Thomastown West Primary
School — I assure the member for Doncaster that I was
listening to his contribution. The letter from
Thomastown West Primary School expressed concern
about a decreased investment in information and
communications technology in schools. I would like to
assure the Thomastown West Primary School — I am
sure the member for Thomastown is happy to hear
this — and its school council that this is not true. As I
have just said, this government is investing more than
$100 million a year in ICT in schools.
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms ALLAN — The member for Doncaster can use
unparliamentary language over there all he likes, but this
is six times more than the previous government invested
in ICT. We are building on this with the recent state
budget. We have invested an additional $30.5 million
over four years in this budget, which will go towards
things such as improving Internet access for students at
schools and improving our computer systems for a
secure Victorian certificate of education. We are
introducing an Australian-first system to revolutionise
the delivery of student information in schools.
The Bracks government is continuing to invest in this
area. We understand the importance of ICT, the
importance of supporting infrastructure and providing
technical assistance to schools and the importance of
ensuring that students are provided with the most
up-to-date information in this area. That is why we are
continuing to invest, as we have, in this area.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
member for Brighton raised a matter for the Minister for
Housing, and I will pass that on.
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The member for Lowan raised a matter for the Minister
for Environment, and I will pass that on.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) — Order!
The house is adjourned.
House adjourned 12.16 a.m. (Wednesday).
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DOMESTIC BUILDING CONTRACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL

2.

This Act is deemed to have come into operation on 16 March 2004.

3.

Off the Plan contracts of sale
After section 3(3) of the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 insert —
“(4)

A contract for the sale of land on which a home is being constructed that provides or contemplates that the construction
of the home will be completed before the completion of the contract is not, and is not to be taken to form part of, a
domestic building contract within the meaning of this Act if
(a)

(b)

the home is being constructed:
(i)

by a builder who complies with the provisions of the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 and the
Building Act 1993; and

(ii)

under a major domestic building contract that complies with the provisions of the Domestic Building
Contracts Act 1995 and the Building Act 1993; or

the contract of sale provides that the home is to be constructed:
(i)

by a builder who complies with the provisions of the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 and the
Building Act 1993; and

(ii)

under a major domestic building contract that complies with the provisions of the Domestic Building
Contracts Act 1995 and the Building Act 1993;

and the home is so constructed.
s.3(5) Sub-section (4) does not apply to a contract for the sale of land that is the subject of proceedings commenced in a court or
tribunal before 16 March 2004 but not completed before that date.
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